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Abstract
Due to the ever growing population of mobile device users and expansion on the number
of devices and applications requiring data usage, there is an increasing demand for improved
capacity in wireless cellular networks. Cell densification and 2-tier heterogeneous networks
(HetNets) are two solutions which will assist 5G systems in meeting these growing capacity
demands. Small-cell deployment over existing heterogeneous networks have been considered
by researchers. Different strategies for deploying these small-cells within the existing
network among which are random, cell-edge and high user concentration (HUC) have also
been explored. Small cells deployed on locations of HUC offloads traffic from existing
network infrastructure, ensure good Quality of Service (QoS) and balanced load in the
network but there is a challenge of identifying HUC locations.
There has been considerable research performed into techniques for determining user
location and cell deployment. Currently localization can be achieved using time dependent
methods such as Time of Arrival (ToA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA), or Global
Positioning Systems (GPS). GPS based solutions provide high accuracy user positioning
but suffer from concerns over user privacy, and other time dependent approaches require
regular synchronization which can be difficult to achieve in practice. Alternatively, Received
Signal Strength (RSS) based solutions can provide simple anonymous user data, requiring no
extra hardware within the mobile handset but often rely on triangulation from adjacent Base
Stations (BS). In mobile cellular networks such solutions are therefore often only applicable
near the cell edge, as installing additional BS would increase the complexity and cost of a
network deployment.
The work presented in this thesis overcomes these limitations by providing an observer
system for wireless networks that can be used to periodically monitor the cell coverage area
and identify regions of high concentrations of users for possible small cell deployment in
2-tier heterogeneous networks. The observer system comprises of two collinear antennas
separated by λ/2. The relative phase of each antenna was varied using a phase shifter so that
the combined output of the two antennas were used to create sum and difference radiation
patterns, and to steer the antenna radiation pattern creating different azimuth positions for
AoA estimation. Statistical regression analysis was used to develop range estimation models
based on four different environment empirical pathloss models for user range estimation.
Users were located into clusters by classifying them into azimuth-range classes and counting
the number of users in each class. Locations for small cell deployment were identified
xbased on class population. BPEM, ADEM, BUEM, EARM and NLOSMit models were
developed for more accurate range estimation. A prototype system was implemented and
tested both outdoor and indoor using a network of WiFi nodes. Experimental results show
close relationship with simulation and an average PER in range estimation error of 80% by
applying developed error models. Based on both simulation and experiment, system showed
good performance.
By deploying micro-, pico-, or femto-cells in areas of higher user concentration, high
data rates and good quality of service in the network can be maintained. The observer system
provides the network manager with relative angle of arrival (AoA), distance estimation and
relative location of user clusters within the cell. The observer system divides the cell into a
series of azimuthal and range sectors, and determines which sector the users are located in.
Simulation and a prototype design of the system is presented and results have shown system
robustness and high accuracy for its purpose.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research Background
Mobile devices have been a driving force to wireless technological growth since the
inception of mobile phones in 1973. Mobile phone technology constantly grew from a device
for wireless voice calls to a hand-held machine that is capable of doing everything that can
be imagined of a computer system and even more. Smartphones and tablets are hand-held
data hungry computers that have the capability of making a voice call, browsing the internet,
sending media data etc. Mobile devices became very popular and unavoidable because of the
convenience of doing things on the go and with their friendly mobile applications that make
life easy and interesting. There has therefore, been a constant growth in mobile device usage
as compared to a desktop computer. According to Comscore’s mobile data 2017, mobile
devices have become the leading digital platform, with majority of activities on smartphones
and tablets [1].
The availability and affordability of smartphones with expansion in mobile app usage
led to an exponential growth [2] in number of mobile device users generating traffic concern
on existing network infrastructure. Due to insecurity in the world and development in the
mode of teaching and assessment in education system, age groups of people that use mobile
phones have also expanded from fully grown adults to youths and children as well. Data
by Cisco’s Global Visual Networking Index (VNI) of Figure 1.1 shows that by 2021, there
will be 11.6 billion mobile-connected devices generating mobile data traffic of 49 billion
gigabytes per month as against 7 billion gigabytes for 2016 [3]. This growth is mostly caused
by tremendous increase in the number of smart phones and machine to machine (M2M)
modules like wearable devices and IoT devices — most of which have embedded cellular
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Fig. 1.1 Predicted global mobile data traffic from 2015 to 2021 [3]
connections. By Cisco’s prediction, there will be more mobile-connected devices than the
human population by 2021.
In other to cope with traffic requirements of future wireless networks [4] driven by
increasing number of mobile broadband data subscribers and bandwidth-intensive services
competing for limited radio resources, there is need for increased capacity to keep up with
these challenges. Network Operators have tried meeting this challenge by increasing capacity
with new radio spectrum, adding multi-antenna techniques and implementing more efficient
modulation and coding schemes. Unfortunately spectrum is very expensive and rarely
available, there are limit to the number of antennas that can be used in a single mast and
more efficient modulation scheme results in increased complexity of the system.
Network densification which means adding more cell sites and bringing the network
closer to users is another option the operators are exploring. This can be achieved by adding
more sectors or by reducing the macro-cell site area and maintaining a homogeneous network.
This is not economical and such cell sites are not always available especially in city centers.
3Another way is to underlay low power small cells within the existing macro-cell and integrate
them to work together forming a heterogeneous network (HetNet) [5, 6]. Small cells can be
a microcell, picocell, femtocell or a relay depending on the size of its coverage area and its
transmission power. Site acquisition is easier and cheaper with small cell base transceiver
station (BTS) equipment as they are correspondingly smaller.
Appropriately deployed small cell will offload traffic from macrocell, ensure good Quality
Of Service (QoS) and balanced load in the network. Small cells can be deployed randomly
within the macrocell[7], at the cell edge[8, 9], around high traffic user [10] or within high user
concentration (HUC) location [11]. Though there is fear over random small cell deployment,
[12] proposed an analytical framework to test probability of outage in heterogeneous cellular
network and reports that random deployment does not affect quality of service. It was
reported in [5] that small cells are under-loaded unless they are deployed in dense traffic
locations. This implies that even though a randomly deployed small cell does not reduce the
quality of service, it can be under-loaded causing waste of network resources and can be a
potential source of interference in the network. On the other hand, it may not necessarily
offload the traffic from macrocell especially when it falls in no or less user locations. Cell
edge deployment strategy will provide better quality signal to users at the cell edge but will
not offload the traffic from macrocell since there may be only but few users at the cell edge
to use the network. Heavy user location may by some percentage offload traffic from the
macrocell but need traffic data recording for years to be able to identify location of heavy
users. Deployment of small cells in HUC location will offload considerable amount of traffic
from the macrocell and balance the load on the network by removing a chunk of users from
the big cell but then, the operators need to be able to identify locations of HUC.
In traditional network planning, sites are selected and base station (BS) environment
modeled using RF tools. Optimal balance between capacity and coverage was achieved
in homogeneous network using this traditional network-centric design. This traditional
homogeneous network deployment strategy solved the capacity problem of early network
but it is not a good solution for the traffic requirement of present and future network where
hotspots are inevitable. Hotspots are persistent cluster of users in an existing network
which were not considered in the original network planning. Heterogeneous network is a
solution that will help operators meet up with capacity requirement of 5G. Network operators
primarily deploy small cells to increase capacity in hotspots like airports, hotels, coffee shops,
stadium and other places where business people tend to congregate. These areas are hotspots
expected location and traffic solution can be provided by deploying small cells. Researchers
are also exploring using WiFi in hotspots to offload traffic from cellular networks [13]. Due
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to development, migration and unemployment in developing countries like Nigeria and india,
unexpected hotspots are very common. In some dynamic expected hot spots like sports
stadium, traffic and small cell requirement may not be the same at all times. A mobile small
cell deployment strategy for unexpected hotspots was proposed in [14] with the assumption
that the operators are able to identify locations of hotspots. If operators are able to identify
hotspots, small cells will be promptly and optimally deployed to offload traffic from existing
network infrastructure and ensure good service quality in the network. There is therefore
need to periodically monitor the macro-cell coverage area to be able to identify areas of traffic
hot and dead zones for prompt and optimal deployment of a small cell to ensure maintained
QoS and traffic load balance within the network.
A precise location is not a necessity in this case since anywhere within the highly
populated area will still serve as an optimum position for small cell deployment. For instance,
Figure 1.2 is a recruitment scene at Abuja national stadium, Nigeria where applicants gathered
for Nigerian immigration service recruitment test on March 15th, 2014. This is a typical
Fig. 1.2 Problem background and proposed approach
hotspot scenario and deploying a small cell any where within this area, examples shown with
red circles will still offer the solution expected of the small cell. In this research therefore,
an area location within which a small cell can be deployed is of interest and not a precise
location. Currently localization can be achieved using time dependent methods such as time
of arrival (TOA) [15], time difference of arrival (TDOA) [16] or global positioning systems
5(GPS). GPS based solutions provide high accuracy user positioning but suffer from concerns
over user privacy [17] and indoor usage. Other time dependent approaches require regular
synchronization which can be difficult to achieve in practice. Alternatively, received signal
strength (RSS) based solutions can provide simple anonymous user data, requiring no extra
hardware within the mobile handset but often rely on triangulation [18, 19] from adjacent
BTS. In mobile cellular networks such solutions are therefore often only applicable near the
cell edge as installing additional base station (BS) would increase the complexity and cost of
a network deployment.
The work presented in this thesis aims to overcome these limitations by providing
an observer system that can be easily incorporated in a wireless network BTS with low
complexity. This system can be used to periodically monitor the cell coverage area and
identify regions of high concentrations of mobile users for possible small cell deployment in
2-tier heterogeneous networks.
1.2 Motivation
Due to continuous growth in wireless network and the traffic demand that accompany it,
there is a need to balance the ever growing demand with network facilities to ensure good
quality of service within the network. Led by poor, expensive and unreliable internet services
in my home country, Nigeria due to unavailability of fixed access and total dependence
on limited mobile broadband (3G and 4G), numerous amount of people connect to the
network at the same time from Universities, businesses, job centers etc. making the services
frustrating and unusable. Cell densification and 2-tier heterogeneous networks (HetNets) are
two solutions which will assist future wireless networks like 5G systems in meeting these
growing capacity demands. Due to developmental, political and social nature of man, users
tend to cluster in certain locations causing hotspots. In developing countries like Nigeria
where unemployment is an issue, any job interview centre is a potential unexpected hotspot.
In some other countries, unexpected hotspots are created for different reasons like sales in
shops, sporting events, shows and promotions etc. In busy places like airports, stadia and
universities, hotspots are inevitable. Appropriately deployed small-cells offload traffic from a
macro-cell and ensure balanced load as well as good quality of service (QoS) in the network.
HetNet planning was usually based on expected user distribution and long-term collection
of mobile traffic data which creates latency in small cell deployment and would not solve
the problem of promptly offloading traffic from the umbrella cell to effect a balance in the
network for an unexpected hotspots. If the network coverage area is periodically monitored
and relative locations for small cell deployment displayed on a laptop or phone screen, the
operator is able to identify locations of hotspots as they occur and be able to deploy say
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mobile small cell with little or no delay. Deployment time will only be based on efficiency of
network operator and other factors like road traffic as the small cell is being conveyed to the
identified deployment location.
Small cell deployment strategies in literature focused more on positions to deploy small
cells and mathematical algorithms that optimizes the positions for better throughput, in most
cases with the assumption that the operators can identify those locations. Different strategies
for small cell deployment in high user concentration location have been proposed in [14, 20]
but with the assumption that locations of hotspots are known by the operators. According
to the report by Real Wireless for OfCom [21] on Techniques for increasing the capacity of
wireless broadband networks: UK, 2012-2030, it was reported that if the operators would be
able to identify locations of hotspots, effective use of outdoor small cells would provide a
low cost solution to capacity problems in wireless networks. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no system in place or in any research paper that proposes a practical approach that
will help operators to promptly identify locations of hotspots. The aim is for the location
algorithm to have a level of accuracy which is within the reasonable constraints of the urban
built environment i.e ±5 to 15m.
Our research question is: "Is it possible to develop a system that can easily be integrated
into the existing network infrastructure to help wireless network operators promptly identify
locations for small cell deployment in a two tier heterogeneous network?"
1.3 Research Problem Statement
Consider a tri-sector network base transceiver station (BTS) with hexagonal homogeneous
macrocells as illustrated in Figure1.3 and considering only 180 degrees coverage of this
network. A cell or multiple cells within the network have obvious clusters of users within the
cell causing an overload on the macrocell bts servicing those cells resulting in low quality
service and customer dissatisfaction. Deploying a small cell BTS randomly [22] have no
certainty of offloading traffic from the big cell. On the other hand, deploying small cell
uniformly among the three cell will result to a waste of resources as the three cells do not
equally need the same amount of small cells. If small cells are deployed round the cell edge
[23], loads of resources will be wasted and most of the small cells will be under utilized such
that instead of being an advantage, they will become a disadvantage causing interference in
the network. This indicates that the aim of HetNet will not be achieved by blind or random
placement of small cells in this network. Only by deploying small cells to areas of HUC will
the full potential of multi-tier HetNets be achieved.
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1.4 Proposed Approach
The approach in this research is to share the network space into azimuth sectors and
range from a reference point. With an observer system to monitor the entire space, users
sector angle as well as range are calculated to group users into clusters in each angle-range
sector. By calculating the number of users in each section of the space, locations for small
cell deployment is identified based on the area with high user concentration.
Considering a tri-sector wireless network of Figure 1.3 for example, using a directional
beam and beam steering the coverage space is shared into azimuth locations defined by beam
positions as shown in Figure 1.3 meaning that AoA estimation model can be developed
based on how RSS measured from each azimuth position compares with RSS measured
from other azimuth positions. By further sharing the coverage area into range sections of
defined intervals, the entire space is divided into angle-range sections creating different
azimuth-range classes for user cluster localization and small cell deployment. Depending on
the operator agreed threshold of number of users for small cell deployment and the types of
small cell, locations for small cell deployment can be identified. This research focuses only
on a 180° coverage but can be expanded to 360° coverage in future work.
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1.5 Main Contribution Of Research
In this research, a novel and practical small cell deployment strategy for a 2-tier HetNet
has been proposed and also a prototype system was designed to demonstrate the proposed
strategy. The main contributions in this research include:
• A practical approach that will help operators identify optimum locations for small
cell deployment with minimal adjustment to the existing network infrastructure is
presented in this research.
• Secondly, a strategy that will help mobile operators make good decisions on the type of
small cell to be deployed based on the number of users in each cluster is also presented.
• Third, a simple yet effective RSS based angle of arrival estimation algorithm that can
be applied in any localization system both indoor and outdoor has been simulated and
experimented.
• Forth, a simple range estimation model that is both environment and angle adaptive
(angle adaptive range model (AARM)) for the purpose of reduced error in estimation
has been simulated and experimented. On the range estimation, three error models
which include beam position error model (BPEM), angular deviation error model
(ADEM), boundary user error model (BUEM) and also a model for environment adap-
tive range estimation (environment adaptive range model (EARM)) were developed
for application in RSS based range estimation systems.
• Fifth, a novel but simple switched line phase shifter on a printed circuit board for phase
switching of 60° step that can be applied in a phased array antenna system for array
scanning has been designed and implemented.
• Finally, simulation and experimentation of a simple but accurate localization system
for user and user-cluster localization in a wireless network has been carried out. This
can also be applied to identify a particular room where a user is located like in the case
of elderly in an emergency cases.
Large-scale path loss and small-scale fading statistics are parameters obtained prior to
deployment of a new network BS. These are calculated by determining the appropriate
propagation characteristics (pathloss and multipath) of the deployment environment. With
the pathloss information, the network coverage as well as BS placement and optimization is
determined. The statistics of small-scale fading provides information on local field variation
which is used for calculation of parameters used in improving the design of radio receiver
and to mitigate against multipath fading. Among the approaches for Pathloss prediction are
empirical models. These are a set of equations obtained from extensive field measurement
9that qualitatively describe different environment scenarios like open, urban, suburban and
rural areas. Though not as accurate as theoretical or site-specific models, it is known for its
simplicity [24]. This research applied four different empirical pathloss models to characterize
radio propagation and develop range estimation models so that in unknown open environment
each model is used to estimate rate and most likely environment predicted. This means that
instead of generalizing the open space environment, the most likely open space for better
accuracy can be obtained. The novelty of this research can be summarized in three places as
follows;
⇒ Novelty Of Application: In the literature, there is no practical solution to network
operators identifying locations for small cell deployment. This is an entirely new
strategy for optimal small cell deployment with optimum position detection. Adopting
the application of a localization system in this area of wireless network is novel
because to the best of our knowledge, there is no place in literature where localization
system is applied to identify locations for small cell deployment. The deploying
network environment is assumed to be one of the four implemented radio propagation
environments. The network coverage area is segmented into a series of azimuth classes
defined by beam position and also relative range from the BS. Each of the implemented
propagation models are applied to classify users as clusters into each of the azimuth-
range classes. Based on the environment model that returns average least error in range
estimation of all deployed users, most likely model is predicted. Estimations by the
predicted environment is displayed giving operators the ability to identify locations of
user cluster for small cell deployment.
⇒ Novelty Of System: The existing theory of beam-forming and beam-steering was
adopted to develop an AoA and range based system with minimal possible number
of antennas. Phased array antenna systems were characterized with multiple antennas
but this system was developed with only two antennas. A new idea of sharing the
network coverage area into azimuthal positions defined by the beam positions was also
developed. By adopting the statistical regression analysis, range estimation model was
developed for four different environments which resolves user range in real time and
based on all users estimated range in an unknown environment, predicts the closest
environment among all four range models. This is the first practical localization system
with only 2 antenna elements that resolve AoA, range, user cluster as well as predict
most likely environment using only measured RSS. The simplicity of approach makes
it attractive.
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⇒ Novelty Of Algorithm: A novel centralized hybrid AoA/RSS localization algorithm
with only one BS and one phase has been developed. The existing AoA/RSS algorithms
are based on fingerprinting which involves two phases or based on using at lease two
base stations but the approach in this research has bypassed multiple BS and phases
by using only RSS data measured from only one BS to estimate both AoA and range
in real time without the need for off-line phase. Normally the offline phase is to
obtain accurate propagation of the deployment environment but this algorithm uses
four closely related empirical models (open space) that estimates range and predicts
the most likely model out of all implemented models for more accurate localization.
In case of non line of sight application (NLOS), the algorithm incorporates NLOS
mitigation factor to compensate for NLOS effect. The algorithm in this research
promotes customer privacy as it works with new assigned IDs of users with only
measured RSS which makes it anonymous.
Based on the listed contributions of the research, the following publications have been
achieved and three journal papers in the pipeline.
1.5.1 List Of Publications
1. Dorathy Abonyi, Jonathan Michael Rigelsford, "Localisation system for network
planning in 2-tier heterogeneous networks", Progress In Electromagnetics Research
Symposium (PIERS), Shanghai, China, Aug. 2016.
2. Dorathy O Abonyi, Jonathan M Rigelsford, "A hardware localisation system for
ZigBee wireless sensor networks", Progress In Electromagnetics Research Symposium
(PIERS), Shanghai, China, Aug. 2016.
3. Dorathy O Abonyi, Jonathan M Rigelsford, "Cellular Network Load Balancing Strategy
For Unexpected Hotspots in Developing Countries", International Conference of
Women Engineers and Scientists (ICWES), New Dehli, India, Oct. 2017.
4. Dorathy O Abonyi, Jonathan M Rigelsford, "A System for Optimizing Small-Cell
Deployment in 2-Tier HetNets", International Workshop on Computer Aided Modeling
and Design of Communication Links and Networks (CAMAD), Barcelona, Spain, Sep.
2018.
Based on the key novelty areas mentioned above, the following journal papers are on
the pipeline to be sent out for publication;
(a) Dorathy Abonyi, Jonathan Michael Rigelsford, "A Novel Strategy For Prompt
Small-Cell Deployment in 2-Tier HetNets".
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(b) Dorathy O Abonyi, Jonathan M Rigelsford, "An Observer System for Optimizing
Small-Cell Deployment in 2-Tier HetNets".
(c) Dorathy O Abonyi, Jonathan M Rigelsford, "Localization Algorithm For Opti-
mizing Small-Cell Deployment in 2-Tier HetNets".
1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the research which includes motivation, problem statement
and the objective to meet up with in this research. Chapter 2 is a review of the literature
within the research area, Chapter 3 presents the system block diagram and the models of the
individual components as well as the system simulation which shows the possibility of this
system working in real sense. Chapter 4 is the system hardware implementation and Chapter
5 is the experimental validation in both indoor and outdoor scenarios. Chapter 6 concludes
the thesis and draws attention to future work.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Right from the beginning of mankind, man has always been inquisitive of finding where
things are in the universe. The birth of wireless technology and the onset of world war
II promoted the technology of finding objects popularly known as localization. The very
popular and foremost technology was applied in radar systems for military tracking of enemy
ships and aeroplanes. From this, other localization technologies using mobile phones and
other radio devices emerged. This chapter looks at the technology of wireless networks,
capacity requirements/improvement and then localization itself. It also reviews literature on
phased array antennas, beam steering and phase shifters.
2.2 Overview of Wireless Networks
Wireless networks are one of the most transforming technology of the past decade
enabling unprecedented connectivity, user convenience and mobility [25]. Users are able
to access all on-line services (email, web browsing etc) regardless of location, time or
circumstances. Users at present are proactive about finding wireless network connectivity
like looking for a wifi hotspot to connect to but the future wireless network looks forward
to an omnipresent connectivity. Due to different multiple use cases and applications of
wireless networks, many wireless technology exist. These include; WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee,
Near Field Communication (NFC), earlier 3G standards, Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX), Long-Term Evolution (LTE), High Speed Packet Access
(HSPA), Long-Term Evolution Advance (LTE-A), 5G, Evolution-Data Optimized (EV-DO),
satellite services etc. Not withstanding the diversity, most wireless technologies operate on
common principles, have common trade-offs, and are subject to common performance criteria
and constraints. Although the mechanics of data delivery through radio communication are
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fundamentally different, all applications perform well creating the same user experience.
This section explores some wireless technologies and their standards with more interest on
using small cell to improve capacity.
2.2.1 Types of Wireless Network
Communication between devices in wireless network is achieved using electromagnetic
waves like radio frequencies (RF), infra-red etc. Within the radio communication platform,
there are different technologies designed for use at different scales, topologies, and for
different applications as summarized in Table 2.1. Global technological specifications and
standards are made by Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and wireless
work group is IEEE 802, they develop and maintain networking standards and recommend
practices for local, metropolitan, and other area networks.
Table 2.1 Common Types of Wireless Network
Type Range Applications Standards
Personal area net-
work (PAN)
Within reach of a per-
son
Cable replacement
for peripherals
Bluetooth (IEEE
802.15.1), ZigBee
(IEEE 802.15.4) ,
Near Field Commu-
nication (NFC)
Local area network
(LAN)
Within a building or
campus
Wireless extension
of wired network
IEEE 802.11 (WiFi)
Metropolitan area
network (MAN)
Within a city Wireless inter-
network connectivity
IEEE 802.15
(WiMAX)
Wide area network
(WAN)
Worldwide Wireless network ac-
cess
Cellular (UMTS,
LTE, etc.)
2.2.2 Cellular Networks
A Cellular network is a type of wireless area network which achieve long range wireless
connectivity using cells, each served by at least one fixed-location transceiver called the base
station (BS). Cellular communication technology has many technical standards, which are
named according to their generation, such as 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G with increasing data
rates.
Improving capacity using small cells in cellular networks started with 1G when analog
Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) operators deployed micro-cells of 100 meter radius
and inter-cell distance of 200 meters at the corners of nearby cities in North America. This
provided a good solution to traffic and customer satisfaction was assured but it was quite
expensive [26]. GSM (2G) provided a lower cost solution with better performance using
extra spectrum, high spectrum efficiency and frequency reuse capability thereby reducing the
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need for small cells [27, 28]. A laptop size 2G pico-cell BTS existed. Technological advances
for efficient spectrum usage such as MIMO and high order modulation were alternatives that
delayed the expansion of small cells during this time. On the other hand, small cell required
excessively high operational expenditure requiring leased line for backhaul. Moreover at this
time there was limited traffic pressure for mobile broadband to necessitate the need for small
cells. Small cells in 3G needed an entire carrier to operate but operator had only limited
carriers. At this time, small cells were seen as an offload technique but in 4G, the principle
of heterogeneous network (HetNet) was introduced where the mobile network is constructed
with layers of small and large cells from where small cells became popular [29].
LTE and LTE-A are the driving force for small cells. A major requirement in 3GPP
Release 12 was the need to support rapid increase in mobile data usage [30] of which small
cells for LTE was one of the resolutions. Three main purposes for small cell deployment in
LTE and LTE-A are first to increase capacity density in areas with high user densities mostly
in (indoor) public places, dense urban areas and inside buildings with a high subscriber
density [31]. Second, to improve coverage and thus available data rates and service quality in
user-dense, marginal-coverage areas that cannot be adequately reached by macro cells such
as at cell edges or in “black spots,” both outdoors and indoors [32]. Third, to extend handset
battery life raised up by higher-order modulations, broader bandwidth, MIMO, and enhanced
processor power. The energy efficiency of small cell deployment was analysed in [33].
2.2.3 Wireless Network Deployment
To deploy a wireless network, first operators decide the type of wireless network to
be deployed by considering expected number of users to serve, type of traffic, the amount
of throughput to provide and the number of access points or cells needed and placement
positions to achieve optimal coverage. This is done by interviewing stakeholders or by using
network monitoring tool. This enables the operator to gather information about the goals
and expected uses of the wireless network. Secondly, the operator carries out a predictive
site survey using a planning tool to estimate how many APs or cells are needed, where to
place them and the required power levels to set so as to meet the coverage and capacity
requirements. Lastly a manual real-time site survey is carried out to verify the accuracy of
predictive survey to the real environment of application. Necessary adjustments are then
made to realize the network design goals and deliver a wireless solution that meets the
level of service required. This traditional network deployment strategy results in a well
organized uniform cell/AP of Figure 2.1 known as a homogeneous network [34] which is
not a sufficient solution for capacity in present day wireless networks. A homogeneous
network is therefore a network with the same access technology like a cellular network of
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Fig. 2.1 Traditional homogeneous network
only macrocells or a network of only WiFi. An improved performance in homogeneous
network using reconfigurable antennas that switches between narrow beam and wide beam
was explored in [35].
2.2.4 Heterogeneous Networks
A heterogeneous network (HetNet) is a network with different formats of base stations,
access technologies and power levels. For example, a Wide Area Network that uses macro-
cells, picocells, and/or femtocells in order to offer wireless coverage in an environment with
a wide variety of wireless coverage zones, ranging from an open outdoor environment to
office buildings, homes, and underground areas as shown in Figure 2.2 is referred to as a
HetNet. These low power nodes are overlaid on existing cells of homogeneous network to
achieve higher coverage and capacity as well as proximity between transmitter and receiver
ensuring a better QoS [36]. Different tiers of HetNet exist, while macro cells are used to
provide coverage, pico cells and micro cells are used to enhance capacity in busy and hotspot
areas. Femto cells and Wi-Fi are used at the offices and at homes. Deployment of these low
power cells are key feature of the HetNet approach as they are flexible with their placement
positions. Wi-Fi plays a significant role in HetNets, both in terms of data offload and in terms
of roaming, especially between an outdoor and indoor environments. Proper cell planning is
required to ensure optimal performance in a HetNet.
Cell planning optimization is driven by three main factors which include, interference,
radio propagation and user locations [37]. A considerable amount of work has focused
on resource management and interference mitigation in heterogeneous networks [38, 39].
Modeling techniques that are used for optimized cellular network include:
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Fig. 2.2 Heterogeneous Network: A mixture of high power macrocell and low power small cells
1. Monte-Carlo multi-cell model which is a simulation based approach involving multi-
effect which cannot be easily described using mathematical functions like pathloss
models, antenna patterns, ray tracing, terrain, cluster and specific cell configuration
data. A large volume of data is required to model a specific site. The Monte-Carlo
simulation model is used with detailed terrain maps and ray-tracing pathloss model
so that given a set of possible small cell deployment locations, the optimal positions
are determined using any of the optimization techniques like integer programming,
genetic programming or simulated annealing. Monte-Carlo simulation approach was
described in [40].
2. Stochastic geometry model which is a statistical approach used to capture network
performance in a non-uniform network deployment scenario. In this approach, only
stochastic effects which are mathematically resolvable are included. A tutorial descrip-
tion of this approach is presented in [41].
3. Single cell linear model which is a deterministic model that captures the performance
of a single cell in a multi-cell network [42]. In this approach only a dominating
interfering BS is considered which gives it a limitation.
4. Automated small cell deployment position approach which uses knowledge of existing
cell, user locations and the propagation environment to develop an algorithm that
determines the optimal location for new small cell deployment in HetNets. This is
the state-of-art approach. The work in [43] presented a theoretical solution where a
closed-form mathematical expression that maximizes the throughput given some key
statistical parameters of the network was derived. Another theoretical solution was
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presented in [42] where a theoretical framework that considers the effect of interference
and capacity saturation to determine the optimal small cell deployment positions was
presented. The work presented in [37] focused on optimizing the cell deployment
location based on the interference pattern for a given user distribution and propagation
model. By simulation with real network data, this researcher found out that network
degradation occurs when optimal small cell deployment is not determined but an
intelligent HetNet with low complexity results when optimum positions are known
prior to deployment.
These and other recent works [44–46] have presented theoretical optimization solution for
automated small cell deployment in HetNet. Non of these approaches have given a practical
solution that will help network operators to be able to determine optimum positions for small
cell deployment with less latency in deployment decision taking.
2.2.5 WiFi Networks
WiFi is a WLAN protocol based on the 802.11 IEEE network standard, operating in the
2.4 and 5 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio bands. It is the most popular
means of wireless data communication. To keep up with capacity requirement driven by
more users and traffic requirement, there has been a constant improvement on the technology
resulting in different existing protocols as summarized in Table 2.2. WiFi has a range of
approximately 70 meters. With continuous increase in deployment of WiFi hotspots in both
home and public indoor environments, indoor localization using WiFi infrastructures is being
intensively studied [47–50]. Wifi networks are deployed in hotspots, where there are multiple
users like in hotels, airports, coffee shops etc. Hotspots are generally owned by Wireless
service providers (WSP) and technically they consist of one or several wireless access points
(APs) installed inside buildings and/or adjoining outdoor areas.
Access points are small physical devices consisting of radio transceivers, antennas and
device firmware closely resembling home broadband routers. Wireless routers used for
home networking have these access points built into the hardware, and can work together
with standalone AP units. These APs are typically networked to printers and/or a shared
high-speed Internet connections. While most homes only require one wireless router (AP)
to cover the physical space, businesses need many APs. Determining the optimal locations
for where to install an AP can be a challenging task even for network professionals due to
the need to cover spaces with a reliable signal. A WiFi AP deployment model was proposed
in [51] where using generic algorithm multiple objective decision-making problem were
solved addressing AP types, cost and instances of multiple APs. With the proposed system
in this research, WiFi operators will be able to identify locations of high user concentration
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for optimum deployment of APs. On the other hand this system can also be used for room
location of users indoors for elderly tracking if implemented on WiFi AP.
Table 2.2 shows the different wifi protocols with their different data rates [52]. 802.11n is
the most widely available of the standards and is backward compatible with a, b and g. The
shown data rates are theoretical and gets a lot lower in practice. For instance, even though
802.11g can theoretically handle up to 54 megabits of data per second, it only achieves
real-world speeds of about 24 megabits of data per second because of network congestion.
Also 802.11n can transmit up to four streams of data, each at a maximum of 150 megabits
per second, but most routers only allow for two or three streams.
Table 2.2 Wifi protocols and data rate
Protocol Frequency Maximum data rate
802.11ac wave2 5 GHz 1.73 Gbps
802.11ac wave1 5 GHz 866.7 Mbps
802.11n 2.4 , 5 GHz 450 Mbps
802.11g 2.4 GHz 54 Mbps
802.11a 5 GHz 54 Mbps
802.11b 2.4 GHz 11 Mbps
Several devices with wifi adapter can connect to the Internet via one router. This
connection is convenient, virtually invisible and fairly reliable; however, if the router fails
or if too many people try to use high-bandwidth applications at the same time, users can
experience interference or lose their connections. To avoid this, there is need to offload
traffic from congested APs by deploying more APs in the appropriate locations and to
ensure balanced loading of the network. This is important as cellular network Operators are
exploring WiFi as a complementary technology and an extension of their network to help
offload traffic from existing network infrastructure [53].
2.2.6 Internet of Things Technology
Internet of Things (IoT) is a new approach to wireless communication where numerous
devices are interconnected using different wireless communication technologies like WiFi,
bluetooth, ZigBee and cellular network all together to make the world a smart and small
place, closing the gap of distance. LoRaWAN is a low power WAN technology that appears
promising for Internet of Things. In a LoRaWAN, thousands to millions of smart devices are
connected to the gateway through only one hop of connectivity [54]. A good architecture for
IoT technology is shown and explained in [55] and an overview of bluetooth technology was
explored in [56]. The IoT concept is very popular these days because of the availability of
low power, low cost sensor nodes and their numerous applications like different system man-
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agement like street light, building, parking, energy efficiency, fire fighting, home automation,
personal assistant system, smart lighting solution, weather monitoring, agriculture, smart
city, sports etc [57, 58]. In all these applications, numerous sensors are distributed around
the coverage space and then linked in chunks of mesh network with APs to communicate
with the sensors and extend data to the coordinator/gateway or to another AP. The target is
that all sensors in the network transmit their data through to the gateway which takes the data
over to the Internet. If an AP is overloaded, data is lost, therefore, monitoring the network to
identify locations where more APs are needed would reduce the risk of data loss.
2.2.7 Capacity and Coverage in Wireless Networks
In wireless networks, capacity also known as throughput is the maximum amount of data
that can be transferred between network locations over a link or network path. Capacity
is dependent on the network engineering, services rendered to subscriber and the rate of
network usage. Shannon’s information theory states the amount of information a channel can
carry as:
C = B log2(1+S/N) (2.1)
where C is the maximum capacity of the channel in bits/second, B is the bandwidth of the
channel in Hertz, S is the signal power and N is the noise power, both in Watts. Equation
(2.1) shows that the maximum rate at which information can be transmitted without any error
is limited by the bandwidth, the signal level, and the noise level. It was shown in [59] that
the communication distance to maximize network capacity depended on user density.
Coverage is the physical geographical area where the radio signal is usable. Coverage is
dependent on the power settings which are Country dependent, antenna gain, and the physical
environment. In any wireless network deployment, one major task is setting coverage and
capacity goals. This is done by creating a predictive model that calculates how many access
points (APs) that is needed and where to place them to satisfy those goals within the physical
environment of the site. The accuracy of predictions is also verified by performing a manual
site survey, and then making any adjustments as necessary. This of course equates to the
traditional network strategy.
2.2.8 Capacity Enhancing Techniques
Capacity and hence coverage in any wireless network can be improved by buying more
radio spectrum, making a more efficient use of available spectrum by applying more sophisti-
cated technology that will increase the throughput capacity of each spectrum band within a
given geographic area or by using a more effective topology in the form of cell densification
that will allow for more and better intensive geographic reuse of spectrum. Network densifi-
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cation is the current option and basically means adding more cell sites to increase the amount
of available capacity. Cell sites, strategically placed in capacity-strained areas, add more
capacity where it is most needed and also help offload traffic from surrounding sites. Urban
areas and large public venues are primary candidates for network densification because of
the high concentration of mobile users.
Radio Spectrum For Capacity Improvement
Equation (2.1) show a linear relationship between the bandwidth and the channel capacity,
therefore increasing radio bandwidth will increase the capacity. Radio Spectrum (3Hz - 3THz)
used for wireless communication is managed by Government and it is assigned through
licensing. There are some licensed-exempt spectrum like Industrial, Scientific and Medical
radio band (ISM) which are free to use. Spectrum are not readily available and when available
it is auctioned by government agency at a very expensive rate [59]. The use of cognitive
radio for spectrum expansion was discussed in [60]. The ISM spectrum is getting congested
due to expanded usage and so it is prone to interferences.
Technologies for Capacity Improvement
Another approach to capacity enhancement is on the technology like use of additional
antennas in the form of cell sectorisation or multiple antennas like Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) [61]. As a general rule network capacity is proportional to the number
of transmitters. Multiple antennas are used to create multiple cells or sectors, or to create
multiple ‘MIMO layers’thereby re-using the spectral resource multiple times from the same
cell site. Provided these are orthogonal and do not interfere with each other, capacity
increases linearly. Significant spectrum efficiency gains can be achieved with MIMO but
multiple antennas are required on both the base station as well as mobile device which is a
very big challenge. Enhanced modulation and coding efficiency [62] is another technology
approach to expanding spectrum. Coordinated Multipoint and Cloud radio access network
(RAN) which involves joint signal processing at different sites to transform interference
into useful signal [63] is another approach. A fast and low latency interconnection (like
optic-fibre) between sites is required. Carrier Aggregation [64] allows devices to access
multiple increments of spectrum, potentially in multiple bands, facilitates re-farming of
existing spectrum and increases effective device bandwidth which can extend coverage.
This approach does not directly increase available supply of capacity but just access to the
available spectrum. Also device support is limited to specific band combinations and RF
performance is less than a single band solution. Even though the use of more antennas give
higher spectral efficiency, it incurs higher site costs and doubling the number of antennas
does not necessarily double the spectral efficiency.
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Improved Cell Topology For Capacity Improvement
The third main approach to capacity enhancement is by cell densification [65] which
can be by adding more macrocells or by offloading of traffic from existing macrocell using
small cells like microcell, picocell or femtocells or by using WiFi networks. The difficulty
in finding a suitable site and the cost of implementing more macrocells is a challenge
and so small cells are better option. Small cells are of two types, customer or enterprise
managed small cell (indoor femtocell) and network operator managed small cells (micro,
pico, femto cells) [21]. Deploying femtocells and using WiFi are suitable for offloading
indoor traffic which constitutes a large proportion of current and expected total demand.
Femtocells have the advantage of being targeted and deployed in specific areas of need
and uses licensed spectrum giving operators sole management of the network. Micro and
pico cells are deployed outdoors to offload traffic from the existing macrocell. Extensive
use of outdoors is a cost effective means of supplying capacity to hotspots but also have a
major challenge of operators being unable to establish the locations of hotspots having in
mind that they may significantly change location with time. Small cell can also be used to
extend coverage to small settlements in rural areas. Networks densification is the hope for
future network capacity requirement [66] and it has good energy saving capability [67]. This
approach is supported by all mobile devices and it improves both capacity, coverage and user
experience. The challenges are interference between small cells (co-tier) and interference
between small cells and macro cell (cross-tier) [68], mobility coordination with the umbrella
macrocell and other small cells [69], the availability of suitable back-haul and maintaining
or increasing the proportion of offload with time. Interference mitigation was discussed
in [70, 71]. The simplest approach to interference management in a HetNet is by carrier
partitioning in which case cells of different tiers occupy different carriers. For instance a
macro-pico HetNet where the macrocell is deployed on a frequency band of say 800MHz
and picocells are deployed at 3.5GHz. In this case, the carrier allocation difference takes
care of the interference between the HetNet tiers. Another major challenge is the difficulty
in targeting these cells in the most needed locations so as to reduce the cost effectiveness.
Network densification has an upper limit beyond which densification becomes destructive
or cost-ineffective. This limit is dependent on properties of the channel power distribution,
noise level, and pathloss [72]. Well targeted small cell will ensure a good management of
this limit.
2.2.9 Small Cell Deployment
Small cell is a general term that refers to the network operator-controlled, low powered
radio communication base stations that provide both voice and Internet data services within
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a localized area. Small cells encompass different technologies and are deployed to solve
network capacity issues in a relatively small area like hotspots or an important zone that is a
subset of the umbrella macro site coverage. It also serves to offload traffic from the macrocell
and save mobile device energy by bringing the network closer to the user. They occupy small
space and operators use them to support more users per square kilometer ensuring fewer
blocked calls and more consistent data speeds in highly user concentrated areas. Initially
small cells were deployed as a Passive Distributed Antenna System (DAS) which works by
taking a donor feed from the macrocell and distributing it over fibre throughout a building
or outside space [73]. A dedicated radio base station connected to a DAS ensures both
coverage and capacity, enhancing the quality of both voice and data services. It is also a
highly effective and efficient way to distribute wireless connections inside a large building
and eliminate dead zones. In large campus areas, malls and airports where passive DAS has
practical limitations in terms of scalability, active DAS are considered. Active DAS is an
optical repeater that converts electrical signals into optical signals for wider reach. At the
receiving end, it translates optical signals back into electromagnetic waves in a selective
manner.
Recent small cells refer to the low-power radio technologies like integrated micro, pico
or femto base stations that operators deploy for localized capacity and coverage solutions.
These small cells are overlaid within the macrocells to form a HetNet. Strategies proposed
in literature for small cell deployment can be broadly classified as Random Small-cell
Deployment Strategy (RSDS) and Deterministic Small-cell Deployment Strategy (DSDS). In
RSDS, small cells are randomly deployed within the macrocell while in DSDS, the position
for small cell deployment is determined based on some standing factors. In most cases,
RSDS is used as a benchmark to test the performance of other strategies. The network
performance for DSDS and RSDS were compared in [74] and their result indicates that
DSDS is a better option. DSDS can further be classified into uniform distributed small cell
strategy (UDC), Cell on edge strategy (COE) and user aware deployment strategy (UAD).
Uniformly distributed small cell deployment strategy follows a pre-determined pattern for all
macrocells [75] as shown in Figure 2.3b. Small cells are arranged around the macrocell edge
in COE as shown in Figure 2.3a and presented in [23].
User aware deployment strategy is presently based on long term traffic information as
reported in [76]. This approach does not provide prompt solution to capacity and coverage
in hotspots rather it depends on years of data collection and analysis. This approach does
not solve the problem of unexpected hotspots. A mobile small cell deployment strategy
for unexpected but reoccurring hotspot was proposed in [14] but with the assumption that
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Fig. 2.3 Some small cell deployment strategies (a) Cell edge (b) Uniform small cell deployment
strategies
location of hotspot is known by network operator. It was shown in [77] that deploying small
cell in hotspot locations optimizes network performance. Hotspots are locations of high
demand and are characterized by high user concentration. Appropriately deployed small cell
have been reported in [78] as the most efficient and cost-effective solution to capacity and
coverage to localized hotspots but presented the challenge of mobile operators being able to
identify the location of hotspot.
This research work fills the gap of identifying the locations of hotspots by proposing a
simple localization system that can help the mobile operators to identify locations of hotspots
for possible deployment of small cells.
2.3 Brief History of Tracking Systems
Our approach is based on locating users in space which is a technology that is anchored
on the technology of tracking system. This area of technology has tremendously grown
over the years and has progressively expanded in applications. We therefore in this section,
explore the history of where this tracking technology started and how it grew to the popular
indoor and outdoor localization systems, a summary of which is shown in Figure 2.4.
2.3.1 Radar
The idea of tracking was based on the theory proposed by Maxwell in 1864 [79] which
state that radio wave can be reflected by a metallic surface and refracted by a dielectric
medium. The first demonstration to prove this theory was performed by Heinrich Hertz’s
between 1885 and 1889 [80]. Based on this, early bi-static radar which consists of a
transmitter located at a considerable distance from the receiver emerged [81]. Detection of
target was achieved when transmitted radio wave is reflected by a target and received by the
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Fig. 2.4 Some milestone in the history of tracking technology
receiver. Discovery of the capability of a single antenna to work on both transmit and receive
mode gave birth to mono-static radar which uses the same antenna for both [82, 83].
Prior to World War II, all successful radar systems were in the VHF band and was
associated with problems of broad beam width causing low accuracy, less resolution, presence
of unwanted echoes on received signal. Secondly, the VHF portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum does not permit the wide bandwidths required for the short pulses that allow
for greater accuracy in range determination and also VHF is subject to atmospheric noise,
which limits receiver sensitivity. Radar developers desired the operation of radar at higher
frequencies with the knowledge that narrow beam can be achieved without an excessively
large antenna.
High frequency radar emerged with the invention of microwave radar. The technology
of this radar was based on the invention of cavity magnetron oscillator at the University
of Birmingham in 1939. The magnetron is a high-powered vacuum tube, that works as
self-excited microwave oscillator producing the high-power output that is used in radar
transmitters as either pulsed or continuous waveform (CW) oscillators at frequencies ranging
from approximately 600 to 30,000 MHz. The disadvantage was that Magnetron usually
can work only on a constructively fixed frequency. Review on progress in this area is well
explained in [84]. Some important publications that lead to significant progress in radar
development was made in 1950’s on some theories like statistical theory for detection of
signals in noise [85], matched filter theory which showed how to configure a radar receiver
to maximize detection of weak signals [86], Woodward ambiguity theory [87] which made
clear the trade-offs in waveform design for good range and radial velocity measurement and
resolution. With the emergence of digital technology which made signal and data processing
applicable, radar systems like highly accurate monopulse tracking radar [88] emerged. Most
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recent work in this area are on radar millimeter-wave (30GHz to 300GHz) such as [89] which
operates at a frequency between 78GHz and 92GHz with a resolution of 6mm.
2.3.2 Global Positioning System (GPS)
A new era of technological development was ushered in with the launch of world’s first
ever artificial satellite, Sputnik 1 in October 4, 1957 which gave birth to space technology. In
1959, the first operational satellite navigation system, ’TRANSIT’ a.k.a NAVSAT or NNSS
(Navy Navigation Satellite System) was built by the navy for location of submarines. There
was delays in signal reception from this system which was a major problem. Therefore, there
was need for a satellite system that would continuously send signal to receivers on earth
surface. This was achieved in 1963 by Aerospace Corporation in their study for the military
[90]. With a functional space satellite continuously sending signal to earth, they came up
with the concept of having GPS receivers on phone, vehicles and other devices to derive a
precise set of location coordinates by measuring the transmission times of radio signals from
satellites.
Another major breakthrough in tracking and localization was achieved by the birth of
space technology. The launch of 27 operational GPS satellites in space (completed in 1995),
24 active and 3 spares in different orbits around the Earth gave room for global positioning
system. The satellites, circled the globe twice a day and were situated such that at least
four of them were visible from any place on earth at any time of day. GPS receiver is
able to determine its location if it receives GPS signals from at least four satellites [91].
GPS was initially used by military only until year 2000 when GPS was extended to civilian
use. By 2001, private companies began rolling out personal GPS products as GPS receiver
technology got much smaller and cheaper. In 2004, a telecommunication equipment company,
Qualcomm developed and tested “assisted GPS” technology allowing phones to use cellular
signal in combination with GPS signal to locate user with high accuracy. This technique
was applied in [92] for human and animal tracking. A GPS based taxi tracking system was
proposed in 1993 [93] and today it has been implemented and efficiently working. GPS
was also applied for soccer tracking in [94]. A technique for energy saving in GPS tracking
systems was presented in [95]. A Russian version of GPS called Global Navigation Satellite
System (GLONASS) with a network of 24 satellites also exist [96].
2.3.3 Other Location Based Services (LBS)
In June 1996, United States government passed a mandate that emergency calls emanating
from a mobile phone should deliver the caller location up to an accuracy of 125 m in 67
percent of all calls by October 31, 2001 [97]. This was termed the Enhanced 911 (E911).
In effort to meet up with this mandate, mobile network operators came up with series of
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location based services like delivering to users on request nearby restaurants or gas stations.
In May, 2005, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) required that Internet service
providers who provide services for VoIP calls must provide E911 service for their customers
[98]. The emergence of GPS-capable mobile devices, the advent of Web 2.0 paradigm, and
the introduction of 3G broadband wireless services provided enabling environment for this
application.
The technology of Location Based Services (LBS) were initially based on cell-ID using
triangulation techniques, which suffered from low accuracy and only worked for users at cell
edge. Soon they were replaced by GPS and then a combination of GPS and Cell-ID [99]. An
overlay of geolocation technologies consisting of cellular and WiFi triangulations, in addition
to low-power GPS receivers (assisted GPS), made it possible for location information to be
available most of the time and with variable accuracies. The emergence of maps for mobile
platforms [100, 101] further accelerated the widespread of LBS’s with hundreds of powerful
applications available today that are location/map based.
2.3.4 Localization In Wireless Networks
Localization in wireless network is the process of estimating the spatial coordinates of
radio devices scattered at unknown positions in space from at least one anchor (beacon) node
or a BS (coordinator node) of known location. Using the location stacks presented in [102],
the main layers of any localization system can be summarized as shown in Figure 2.5. First
Users/Sensors
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Position Estimation
Position Data Analysis
Application 
Fig. 2.5 Layers of a localization system
layer in the case of cellular network is the users which is the user device having the ability
to communicate (switched on) so that required RSS can be measured. In the case of RFID,
IoT and other sensor based applications, sensors occur in this layer and should be capable of
sensing the required physical or logical quantity. The output of this layer is a raw data that
is used in the measurement layer (second layer) to estimate user proximity, AoA or range
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with some level of uncertainty which is subject to measuring equipment and environment
condition. Third layer is the position estimation stage where data from layer 2 is applied to
estimate the position coordinates of users or sensors as the case may be. This stage applies
different localization techniques like proximity sensing, triangulation, fingerprinting or a
hybrid approach to determine user positions. The robustness, accuracy and reliability of any
localization system is determined by layers 2 and 3 and so are considered as very important
stages in any localization system [103]. On the forth layer, the estimated user position is then
resolved in accordance to a relative coordinate system to obtain an absolute or relative user
position. The final layer is the application layer which applies the user absolute or relative
position to achieve the purpose of its design. This stage involves three main actions, first the
system relates gathered information with a threshold for instance to room temperature in the
case of temperature sensing or to required number of users for small cell deployment. Second
is the analysis of the comparison and then finally the system takes action if automated or
sends a form of alert for action to be taken.
2.3.5 Localization Classification
The emergence of GPS, E911 and sensor technology attracted many research interest to
the area of localization resulting in different classifications of localization as presented;
GPS based and GPS free Localization
A GPS Based localization system involves a GPS receiver that receives the signal from
the space satellites to locate its position in space. The space satellites transmit repeating
signals indicating their current location and time and because the satellites have synchronized
operations, these signals are transmitted at the same time. These signals traveling with the
speed of light arrive at the GPS receiver at different times depending on the location of the
satellites in orbit. Knowing the time the signal was transmitted and the time of arrival at the
receiver, the receiver can estimate its distance from the satellite. When the receiver estimates
its distance to at least four satellites, the receiver can then determine its own position in three
dimensions using multilateration. With the GPS receiver attached to any object, that object
can be located. This approach was applied in [104] for vehicle tracking, [105] for animal
tracking and in [106] for delivery order system. In all these, they worked fine because they
are all outdoor localization but unfortunately, GPS fails in indoor scenario [107] because it
requires a line of sight communication between the transmitter and the receiver to work. In
a fully GPS based localization system, all devices or users within the network have a GPS
receiver and are able to locate their own position. This potentially makes the entire network
very expensive. In order to reduce the cost of having a GPS receiver in all nodes, a few
anchors are equipped with GPS receivers and are used to locally determine the locations of
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other nodes [108]. In [109], mobile anchor nodes equipped with GPS receiver move around
the coverage area broadcasting their location periodically, nodes with unknown locations on
receiving the signal, calculate their position using the RSS received from the mobile anchor.
In GPS based localization systems, cost increases with the number of anchor nodes needed
to be equipped with a GPS receiver and on the other hand, if the anchor nodes are located
indoors, accurate localization cannot be achieved. For cellular networks there are concerns
about user privacy for GPS based localization systems. A GPS-free system does not require
a GPS receiver rather user location is locally resolved using the cellular network or PAN. A
GPS-free localization which is dependent on hop distance between neighbouring nodes was
presented in [110]. In [111], distance vector hop (DV-hop) based algorithm was applied and
with 2% better accuracy in [112]. A hybrid approach with neighbouring information as well
as distance estimation was presented in [113].
Anchor-based or Anchor-free Localization Technique
Anchor-based localization techniques involve the use of one single anchor or multiple
anchors of known positions to estimate the location of unknown nodes relative to anchor
node position. In multiple anchor based localization, one approach involves placement of
anchors in different corners of the coverage area to locate all sensor nodes using trilateration
or fingerprinting [114]. Each anchor can be static or mobile [115]. Located nodes may be
upgraded to anchor nodes and can locate the position of other sensor nodes in the network
[116]. In a multiple anchor based scheme, accuracy highly depends on the number of anchor
nodes. Both hardware and software complexity increase as the number of anchor nodes
increases. The single anchor approach uses only one anchor node of known location, which
can also be stationary [117] or mobile [118] to achieve localization. One approach is that the
anchor broadcasts its position and the sensor nodes use the RSS of the signal received from
the anchor node to estimate their positions relative to the position of the anchor node. Another
is that the anchor nodes receive signals from sensor nodes and estimate their distances relative
to its position. Anchor-free algorithms apply hop distance and can only estimate relative
positions of nodes instead of computing absolute node positions [119]. In this approach, a
network of distances between the reference anchor and users along the path to the unknown
user position is determined and added up to obtain the location of unknown user [120]. Using
this approach in most cases does not calculate the shortest path distance rather depends on the
hop path which is subject to user that is ready to receive a packet at the time of transmission.
This results to inaccuracy of range estimation when the path between anchor and user are not
co-linear. Anchor free localization is mainly applied in sensor node localization where the
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operator has deployed and is in control of all users. In cellular networks this approach is not
practical.
Centralized or Distributed Localization
Localization can also be classified based on where the localization computation algo-
rithm is hosted. Centralized system utilize a central node or a base station that collects all
the measurement data and performs the system localization estimation of all other sensor
nodes. In distributed system, the sensor nodes estimate their positions individually and then
communicate with the anchor node [121].
Area based and Point based Localization
Localization algorithm can also be classified as area based or point based. In area based
localization algorithm, a possible area location of a sensor node is returned as the location
while in point based, a particular coordinate point of location of the node is returned as the
possible location estimate of the node [122]. Area based algorithm has an advantage of
being robust in describing localization uncertainty. This method can systematically describe
trade-off of accuracy for precision. Accuracy in this case refers to the likelihood that the
node is within a particular area location and precision describes the size of the returned area.
With accuracy and precision, the limits of different localization approaches can be compared
by observing the precision (less area) on localization accuracy. Point based accuracy in
localization is not necessary for some applications like safety and information systems
because switching between accessed area and un-accessed area is needed for a trigger to
occur. Also for the purpose of small cell deployment, no exact point location is required.
A point based algorithm is used when high precision is paramount like in health sector
where the exact location of a cancerous or tumor cell [123] is required. It is a more complex
approach because there is need to reduce error to almost zero value to be able to achieve
desired result.
Range Free and Range Based Localization
The range-based localization approach involves the knowledge of location of a base
station node, a coordinator node or an anchor node from where the location of the target
nodes are estimated. The signal received from the target node during this communication can
be characterized by the time of arrival (TOA) [124] or time-difference-of arrival, (TDOA)
[125] or its reduction in power as it propagates over distance (attenuation) in the form of
received signal strength (RSS) [126]. This information can then be used to calculate the
angle of arrival (AOA) [127] or the position [128]. Time dependent localization method
require accurate clock synchronization which makes the system complex and difficult to
implement. RSS-based localization system is simple and cheap requiring no extra hardware
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or synchronization thereby making it popular in wireless sensor networks [129]. Range
free is a proximity based localization method that determines the location of nodes using
hop-counts or connectivity between nodes. The hop-count values between anchors and
unknown nodes are transformed to distance information based on the computed average size
of a hop (hop-distance). Complexity of range free method increases as the network coverage
area increases so it is not ideal for large networks. On the other hand, if the hop path between
start and end are not co-linear, the estimated distance is not the correct straight path distance.
The advantage of RSS-based localization method is that the existing wireless infrastructure
is being reused requiring no additional hardware.
Time Dependent and Non-time Dependent Localization
This class defines the metric that is measured and used in localization algorithm to resolve
node location. Time dependent approach involves measuring the time of arrival (TOA) [130]
or time difference of arrival [131] of signal flight from transmitter to receiver. Non-time
dependent approach involve measuring the received signal strength (RSS) of the signal that
have been transmitted from transmitter to receiver. Time dependent approach requires high
clock synchronization at all time because precision is highly dependent on the clock accuracy.
On the other hand, because environment characteristics is not considered in time dependent
approach, it is highly affected by multipath causing inaccuracy in range estimation. To
improve localization performance, papers like [132] explored a hybrid approach of both TOA
and RSS.
Indoor and Outdoor Localization
The major reason for localization category into the indoor and outdoor localization is
because the two cases have very different propagation requirements. The outdoor environment
suffers from less signal propagation obstructions than the indoor environment. Localization
in indoor scenario suffer from more obstructions that cause reflection, diffraction, multipath
and scattering of the signal than in outdoor. Propagation modelling is more difficult indoor
because of all these effects but there are some path loss models that have been developed
to take care of walls and floor losses for approximate modelling of signal propagation in
indoor environment. Due to the unpredictable nature of the losses in signal within the indoor
environment, researchers tried to investigate if RSS is a good matric for localization indoors.
It was presented that indoor localization can be achieved within a certain regional space
using RSS [133]. In other to reduce the effect of these interfering signals in indoor, [134]
proposed an expanded RSS approach to localization where RSS was expanded to ±5dB to
achieve a more accurate localization result. The most popular localization technique for
outdoor scenario is the GPS based localization. This is because it is an existing technology
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and have been certified to provide accurate localization in outdoor environment. GPS free
localization using RSS has also been used for outdoor. [135] proposed a model that describe
the relationship between mean value and the RSS data error for possible application in outdoor
WSN localization. Investigation of the applicability of RSS based localization in outdoor
scenario was investigated in [136] showing that RSS can be used in outdoor localization
when well defined topology constraints is applied. RSS have also been extensively used for
indoor localization but in most cases using fingerprinting approach [137, 138].
2.4 Antenna Systems
In wireless communication, antennas are a means of coupling the transmitter to a receiver
using free space as a medium of propagation. Antennas can be omni-directional or directional.
The radiated energy of an antenna is characterized by its radiation pattern which is the
graphical representation of the radiation properties of the antenna as a function of spherical
coordinates (θ ,φ ). There are three radiating regions of an antenna; the reactive Near Field,
radiating Near Field (Fresnel) and the far-field (Fraunhofer) regions. Figure 2.6 shows these
regions and their extent, where r is the radius, D is the largest dimension of the antenna and
λ is the wavelength. The near field region is predominantly reactive (non-radiating), has all
three components in spherical coordinates (r,θ ,φ) and decays as 1/r3.
The radiating field begins to dominate just beyond the reactive field. The radiating
near-field region, is divided into two sub-regions as shown in Figure 2.6. In this region,
fields decay more rapidly than 1/r and the radiation pattern is dependent on r. Beyond the
radiating near-field region, the field becomes only radiating and has only two components in
spherical coordinates (θ ,φ). The fields decay as 1/r and the radiation pattern is independent
of r. In wireless communication, the far field region is where the antenna is operational and
the radiation pattern does not change shape with distance. The direction of propagation in
this region is that of a plane wave i.e. wave with constant frequency and amplitude with an
infinite wavefront. The far field conditions are r > 2D2/λ , r >> D and r >> λ , therefore
for a half-wave dipole, a radius, r ≥ 10λ which is approximately 1m for 2.45GHz frequency
is considered as far-field.
An antenna can be omni-directional or directional. Omni-directional antenna is an
antenna that radiates its energy equally in all directions. The simplest though not practical
type is the isotropic antenna which is used as a reference antenna to quantify other antennas.
The simplest and most popular practical omni-directional antenna is a half-wave dipole which
has a gain of approximately 2.14dB above isotropic in all angular directions on azimuth
plane. When a dipole antenna is mounted so that it is vertically oriented with respect to
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ground, maximum energy is radiated toward the intended coverage area and nulls pointing
up and down producing a toroidal pattern.
A directional antenna or beam antenna is an antenna which radiates or receives greater
power in specific directions allowing for increased performance and reduced interference from
unwanted sources. For satellite and space applications, antenna directionality matters in both
azimuth and elevation plane, but in most terrestrial wireless communications applications,
directionality only matters in azimuth or horizontal plane. The dish is the most common
directional antenna for consumer applications normally used for satellite communications.
Yagi-uda [139], quad [140] and helical [141] antennas are other types of directional antennas.
Multiple omni-directional antennas can be combined in an array to obtain a directional beam
[142]. A common application of antenna array is in a smart antenna system that focuses its
main beam in direction of interest. This is the method adopted for the proposed system.
2.4.1 Antenna Array
An antenna array is two to thousands of antenna elements that are so spaced and phased
such that the individual element’s contributions add constructively in one direction and
destructively in another direction. These element clusters are used in applications where
a single antenna element does not meet the required gain and radiation pattern. Common
geometries for antenna arrays are linear, planar, circular or conformal. The arrangement can
be in one or two dimension [143]. Common elements used in an antenna array systems are
dipoles, monopoles, printed patch design or Yagi-uda. Every antenna exhibits a particular
radiation pattern but when they are combined in an array, the overall radiation pattern
changes due to the array factor (AF) which quantifies the effect of combining radiating
elements without an account of the individual patterns. The overall array radiation pattern is
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a combination of the array factor and the element radiation pattern. The array factor depends
on the number of elements, the element spacing, amplitude and phase difference between
the elements. The number of elements and the element spacing determine the aperture of
the overall radiating structure. A typical antenna array system is characterized by multiple
elements as shown in Figure 2.7 because array directivity increases with the number of
elements. Unfortunately, the number of side lobes and the side lobe level increase as well. On
Fig. 2.7 Standard array system [144] used in adaptive smart antennas
the other hand, cost, size, and complexity also increase. The larger the element spacing the
higher the directivity but then grating lobes which is an undesirable peak occurs. A grating
lobe that is the same amplitude as the beam peak occur at element spacing that is equal to the
wavelength beyond which the array becomes unusable due to multiple high grating lobes.
For our system design, a precise location is not necessary for its application only a sector
location is required. We will therefore choose only two antenna elements spaced by λ/2 for
reduced cost and complexity.
2.4.2 Broadside and Endfire Array
Two design approaches to antenna array are broadside and endfire array. A broadside
array is the simplest form of array design and it is characterized by elements with uniform
spacing, no phase difference and elements are fed with same power. Endfire array, are
characterized with progressive phase difference between element in an array which makes
the feeding network more complex. Considering two antenna elements in an array design,
the normalized electric field at a point in far field is given by Equation (2.2) and 2.3 for
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broadside and endfire designs respectively.
E = cos((π/2)cosθ) (2.2)
E = sin((π/2)cosθ) (2.3)
This gives a maximum radiation pattern at 90° and 270° nulls at 0° and 180° for broadside
but a maximum radiation at 0° and 180° nulls at 90° and 270° for endfire. Figures 2.8a and
2.8b show the bi-directional radiation pattern of broadside and endfire design with main
beam perpendicular to array orientation and in the same direction as the array orientation
respectively. Just as expected from analytical calculations, two symmetric peaks are obtained
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.8 Radiation pattern for a 2 element array showing main beam on (a) broadside (b) end-fire
in each case. Broadside beam has a half power beamwidth of 60° as against the endfire
design that has a beam width of 120°. For our design, broadside design is adopted and beam
steering will be used to create azimuth positions at endfire and also between broadside and
endfire.
2.4.3 Adaptive Antenna Systems
Adaptive antenna system are capable of steering the antenna main beam in the direction
of signal of interest (SOI). Some can steer nulls in the direction of interference. These use
multiple antennas in either a phased array, a mechanically steerable antenna or reconfig-
urable antenna system [114]. Mechanically steerable antenna systems involve the use of
electromechanical devices such as stepper motor [145] to rotate the antenna main beam over
coverage area. The additional hardware increases the overall cost and power consumption.
Reconfigurable antennas are capable of dynamically modifying its frequency and bandwidth,
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polarization or radiation pattern in a controlled and reversible manner. It works like a phased
antenna system but often comprises of only a single antenna element [146]. In multiple
antenna system, two or more antennas are used in an array to produce a beam that is electron-
ically steered to multiple directions to receive signals and estimate the AOA and distance
for localization [119]. Using multiple antennas is straight forward and adaptiveness can be
achieved. One advantage of an adaptive antenna is that it improves signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs) by means of beam-forming techniques. Beam-forming operates by manipulating the
amplitude and phase vector of two or more input signals to create modified output signals. In
this case, instead of physically moving the antennas, the beam is steered electronically to
ensure reception in a desired direction and a null in undesired direction.
Adaptive antenna can be switched beam or fully adaptive. Switched beam is a fixed beam
approach where the beams are generated and fixed in different directions [147]. Switched
beam require large implementation area and they are not capable of separating signal of
interest from interfering signals. Therefore they are prone to be affected by noise and co-
channel interference. In fully adaptive approaches, a main beam is produced and manipulated
to the desired direction and nulls can be steered to undesired direction at any time. This
can be achieved by using a phased array antenna system that manipulates the amplitude and
phase of two or more signals arriving at the antenna system to form a vector of complex
weight. Performance is characterized by the number of antenna elements, array geometry,
antenna type and element spacing. Different antenna array structures have been proposed for
localization estimations but the most common is the linear arrays geometry from where most
other configurations emanate [148]. Normally multiple antenna elements are used to achieve
localization. The more the antenna elements, the more complex the system and the more
the cost of implementation. Adaptive localization is achieved with adaptive antenna system
accompanied by an adaptive algorithm [118] or only an adaptive localization algorithm [149].
In general, the performance of an antenna array (for whatever application it is being used)
increases with the number of elements in the array but unfortunately with increased cost, size,
and complexity. Therefore, in this research, two antenna elements (only) will be studied.
2.4.4 Antenna Array Feed Network
Depending on the desired array characteristics, elements in an array are excited using
amplitude/phase shift devices, or the feed network, or a combination of both. Three common
feed networks are parallel, series and hybrid approach. In a parallel approach a.k.a corporate
feed network, elements are feed from one source using parallel connections. This is achieved
using RF power splitters or combiners. In a series fed network, elements are fed from one
source using series connection so that as the signal travels from one antenna point to the other
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from source, antennas tap the power resulting in an uneven power distribution among the
antennas. At one wavelength transmission line length, the elements are fed with same phase
at that frequency. By changing the frequency, electrical length of transmission line changes
thereby changing the phase between elements. In this way frequency scanning method is
applied to steer the broadside beam to other directions. Hybrid approach is a combination of
both parallel and series approaches in one feed network for instance a series-fed groups of
elements, fed by a common signal from a parallel feed structure.
Since the design in this research considers only two antenna elements, parallel or series
feed networks are considered as two possible feed network configuration as shown in Figures
2.9a and 2.9b respectively. Series approach has an advantage of reduced losses because no
phase shift devices are required but power feed to each antenna are unequal. For the design
in this research, a broadside beam is adopted which requires that same power is fed to each
element of the array. One advantage of a parallel feed network is that equal power is fed to
all elements, therefore a parallel configuration is adopted.
~
(a)
~
(b)
Fig. 2.9 Possible antenna array feed networks for 2 element array system (a) parallel (b) series
approaches
Complexity of an array system is highly dependent on the feed network. Three main
factors that contribute to the complexity of any feed network are; number of elements,
the amplitude and/or phase distribution and the beam steering ability. Though an array
with unequal power and phase distribution to the individual elements is used to modify
the side lobe level, directivity and direction of the main lobe, arrays with equal power and
phase distribution are simpler and easier to implement. Also a deep null is achieved when
the amplitude ratio between the antenna elements is unity and this is only achieved when
the signals arriving at both elements have equal amplitude. When power distribution is
optimized to reduce side lobe levels [150], efficiency is reduced and when phase distribution
is optimized [151] for beam steering, side lobe may occur. To keep our system simple and
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less complex, we opted for minimum possible number of antenna elements, equal power and
phase distribution and a simple electronic only-phase steering control with equal amplitude
to ensure total cancellation at directions of no interest.
2.4.5 Two-Element Array System
Considering two dipole antennas separated by λ/2 and vertically orientated along z-axis
as shown in Figure 2.10. The aim is to focus the main beam on the direction of plane wave
∑
k
-λ/4 λ/4
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Z-axis
𝜃′
Fig. 2.10 Two Dipole antenna array system showing plane wave arriving from broadside
direction of interest
shown (broadside) which is at θ ′ = 90° from array axis. The field due to antennas 1 and 2 are
proportional to their currents and has equal amplitude but different phases at far field so that
the excitation current for antennas 1 and 2 is given by E1 β ◦1 and E2 β
◦
2 respectively. Since
both antennas are identical, current is supplied with equal amplitude and so the electric field
generated by both elements are assumed to be equal, E1 = E2. The phase of each antenna
comprises of two components, the current phase and the wave propagation phase so that the
phase of the fields due to antennas 1 is given by and 2 is given ϕ1 = kz1 cos90+β1 and that
of antenna 2 is given by ϕ2 = kz2 cos90+β1 where kzi cosθ ′ is the propagation phase and
βi is the current phase of ith antenna. zi = (i− 1)d− ((n−1)d/2) is the antenna position.
k = (2π/λ ) is the wave constant, θ ′ is the angle of arrival of plane wave which is 90° for
broadside.
The weight vector for this array is therefore given by (2.4).
w =
[
e− j(π/2)cos(90)+β1
e j(π/2)cos(90)+β2
]
(2.4)
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The array factor, AF = wTV (k) where V (k) is the steering vector given by Equation (2.5) for
antennas 1 and 2.
V (k) =
[
e j(π/2)cosθ
e− j(π/2)cosθ
]
(2.5)
where θ goes from 0° to 180°. The array output, Sθ is the sum of the signal from each
antenna and it is given by Equation (2.6).
Sθ =
n
∑
i=1
e j(kzi cos(90)+βi)× e− jkzi cosθ (2.6)
Using Equation (2.6), a broadside main beam is achieved at β1 = β2 = 0. At far field, the
phase of signal incident on the antenna array is a function of the angle of arrival of the
plane wave so that if the signals are added together, they may either add constructively or
destructively depending on the phases. To receive a signal from any other desired direction,
θ ′, the phases of antennas 1 and 2 are adjusted as pre-calculated in Section 2.5 to form a
complex weight that multiplies the signal to cancel out the phase change due to propagation
of the wave so that summation of the signal from both antennas will place the main beam in
the new desired direction.
2.5 Delay and Sum Beam Steering
At same phase, the array produces a maximum radiation pattern perpendicular to the array
axis i.e. broadside design. To steer the beam to other directions, left and right of broadside,
antenna 1 is taken as the reference antenna and the amount of delay required for the wave
to travel between the reference antenna and antenna 2 is calculated using the difference in
distance, ∆d as illustrated in Figure 2.11. The angle of arrival of the plane wave, θ is the
angle the wave makes with the reference antenna. For a focusing angle of 135° as shown
in Figure 2.11a, a plane wave incident from angle 135° will arrive antenna 1 earlier than
antenna 2, giving a difference in distance, ∆d = dsinθ , where θ is the angle of plane wave
and d is the separation distance between both antennas. To make both antennas look like
they are operating at the same phase, antenna 1 need to be delayed by ∆d amount. Reverse
is the case for a focusing angle of 45° where wave arrives antenna 2, dsinθ distance earlier
than antenna 1 as in Figure 2.11b. Figures 2.11c and 2.11d show the focusing angles of 180°
and 0° with antenna 1 leading and lagging respectively. To ensure a constructive interference
at any focusing angle, the leading signal is delayed by calculated amount so that both signals
arrive at same time giving the same effect as if they have equal phase.
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Fig. 2.11 Required delay to steer main beam to positions (a) 135° (b) 45° (c) 180° (d) 0°
2.5.1 Phase Delay Calculation
Phase delay, ∆φ between any two successive elements in an array system is the product of
path difference and the wave constant as given by Equation (2.7). The Required phase delay
of antenna 2 with respect to antenna 1 to achieve the desired look-in angles of −45°, 45°,
−90° and 90° off broadside were calculated to obtain−127°, 127°,−180°, 180° respectively.
Based on this calculation, all antenna phase states for beam-forming and beam-steering were
selected with the syntax (β1,β2) to represent the phase state of Antennas 1 and 2 as (0,0),
(127,0), (0,127), (180,0).
∆φ =
2π×d× sinθ ′
λ
(2.7)
where ∆φ is phase shift between two successive elements, d is distance between the radiating
elements, θ ′ is the beam steering angle and λ is the wavelength of radio wave. Substituting
for d = λ/2, Equation (2.7) is reduced to 2.8.
∆φ = πsinθ ′ (2.8)
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2.5.2 Beam Scanning By Phase Weighting
Phase weighting is a process of selecting the appropriate phase delay for the individual
element to focus the main beam in the direction of interest and nulls in the direction not of
interest. Substituting for the calculated values of β1 and β2, the array output, S of Figure 2.10
is obtained placing the main beam on the desired broadside direction when both antennas
are on the same phase. By changing the phase of the signal arriving each element to a pre-
calculated value as presented in Subsection 2.5.1, the main beam is steered to other desired
angular positions, left and right of broadside. This is called the delay and sum approach
and it is the simplest method to beam steering. The idea here is to add a delay stage to
each antenna array element such that the signal from direction of interest are aligned before
they are summed to ensure maximum gain in that direction of interest. At the interference
direction, the delayed signal is further delayed to ensure the signals are uncorrelated and
cancel each other to form a null in that direction.
2.6 Phase Shifter
To delay signals that arrive each element by certain amount, a phase shifter is required. A
phase shifter is a device that shifts the phase of an electromagnetic wave of a given frequency
as it propagates along a transmission line. There are four important characteristics of a phase
shifter which include; low insertion loss, equal amplitude in all phase states, reciprocity and
flat phase shift over frequency. In phased array system, flat phase shift over frequency is the
most sort after and can be used on its own to judge a phase shifter because when a beam
is steered to a desired focusing angle, the desire is that the pointing angle does not change
even when there is a shift in frequency. Phase shifters can be electrically [152], magnetically
[153] or mechanically [154] controlled.
Phase shifters can be analog or digital. Analog Phase Shifters are devices whose phase
shift changes continuously with a voltage level controlled input. Varactor [155] and Schottky
diodes [156] are examples of switching element in analog phase shifters. When a varactor
diode operates in a reverse-biased mode, it provides a junction capacitance that vary with
applied voltage. It therefore acts as an electrically variable capacitor in tunned circuits [157].
Digital phase shifters provide a discrete set of phase delays and its control is usually achieved
using switches. An n-bit phase shifter provides phase shifts between 0 and 360 of phase in
steps of 360/2n where n is the number of control bits. They are programmable and can be
controlled using a computer system. The switch technology in digital phase shifter can be
based on Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEM), Field Effect Transistor (FET), or PIN
diode. Switching in PIN diodes is obtained by changing bias point from forward to reverse
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direction and vice versa [158]. Phase shifters designed using MEMS was shown to have
compact size and wide frequency band [159].
2.6.1 Switched Line Phase Shifter (SLPS)
Phase shifters can be implemented using switched line [160], loaded line [161], or
reflection theories [162]. The Switched Line approach is the most straight-forward approach.
This involves the use of a simple time delay difference between two direct paths to provide
desired phase shift. The simplest switched line Phase Shifter is dependent only on the lengths
of line used. One of the two transmission lines is a reference line, and the other a delay line.
An important advantage of this approach is that the phase shift is approximately a linear
function of frequency getting a wide-band frequency range of the circuit. Secondly, the phase
shift is only dependent on the length of transmission lines, and so the Phase Shifter is very
stable over time and temperature. Basically, a switched-line Phase Shifter with two Single
Pole Double Throw (SPDT) mechanical switches consists of one reference line and a delay
line. By switching the signal between reference line and the delay line, a specific shift in
phase (∆φ ) at a given frequency is achieved as in Equation (2.9).
∆φ = 2π× ∆L
λ
(2.9)
where ∆φ is the phase shift, ∆L is the difference between the physical lengths of the delay
line (L2) and the reference line (Lre f ), and λ is the wavelength. A standard switched line
phase shifter with SP2T shown in Figure 2.12a require 4 switches [163]. The more the
number of switching elements in a phase shifter, the more losses in the system. With SP4T
of Figure2.12b the number of switches are reduced to two, meaning less losses. On the other
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Fig. 2.12 Switched Line phase shifter schematic with (a) SP2T (b) SP4T switches
hand if a bit is not used, the energy does not pass through a ”dead” section of transmission
line. Comparing SP4T to reflect-line design approach, there is no required 3dB coupler
and so no round-trip loss [164]. Based on calculated line lengths and with only two SP4T
switches, a simple and straight forward phase shifter with reduced losses can be designed.
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2.6.2 Switched Line Phase Shifter Design
Following the reviewed approaches to a simple SLPS design, schematic of a 180°
switched line phase shifter (SLPS) to be implemented for this project is shown in Fig-
ure 2.13. This is a 2-bit Phase Shifter at a phase step of 60° resulting to four differential phase
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Input output
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𝐿2
Fig. 2.13 Switched line phase shifter schematic
states, 0 (reference), 60, 120, and 180 degrees. S1 and S2 are single pole four throw (SP4T)
switches 1 and 2 respectively. L1, L2, L3 and L4 are RF transmission lines of different
lengths where L1 < L2 < L3 < L4. L1 is the shortest length representing the reference path
while L2 to L4 are delay lines. L1 was located at the center for convenience of the design
layout. Phase shift between any line length is calculated with reference to L1 and it is given
by ∆φ = φL−φre f where φL is the phase of any given transmission line length, L and φre f is
the phase of reference line length, L1.
2.6.3 RF Transmission Lines For SLPS Design
Transmission lines for SLPS design can be a simple two-wire line, a coaxial cable, or a
printed circuit board (PCB) trace. Using wires or coaxial cables are simpler but a controlled
impedance RF transmission line is always desirable for any RF design. RF transmission
lines can be implemented on an exterior layer (top or bottom), or buried in an internal
layer. Common RF transmission line designs include microstrip, suspended stripline and
grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW). A microstrip transmission line consists of fixed
width conductor routing along with a solid unbroken ground plane located directly underneath
on the adjacent layer. Stripline consists of a fixed-width routing on an inner layer, with solid
ground planes above and below the center conductor. GCPW consists of a center conductor
with ground planes on either side and below. All three types are labeled and shown in Figure
2.14. A coplanar waveguide provides for better isolation between nearby RF lines. In PCB
transmission line design, width of the routing, thickness of the dielectric layer, and the type
of dielectric determine the characteristic impedance which is typically 50 or 75 ohms. In
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Fig. 2.14 Three major approaches to PCB transmission line design (a) microstrip (b) grounded
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a delay line stripline phase shifter, the delay per distance is the same for every trace while
in microstrip design the delay is dependent on the trace width and height above the ground
plane.
2.7 Localization Algorithm in Mobile Networks
In mobile network, localization algorithm can be either mobile-based, network-based
or a combination of the two as shown in the flow chart of Figure 2.15. In a Mobile-based
algorithm, the mobile device determines its own location using GPS. In network-based
approach, the location of mobile device is determined by the network operator using network
infrastructure. In this case, no hardware or software upgrading is required on the mobile
device. Another approach that apply ’pinging’ exist. In this case, the mobile network
sends a message to mobile device who responds with data that include its location that was
determined using GPS receiver on the mobile device. This is where users question their
privacy. On purely network based approach, two major categories exist; angle-based and
range-based. In the former, the direction of arrival of transmission from a mobile device is
resolved as the intersection point of line of bearing from two or more base stations [165].
On the later, TOA, TDOA or RSS from two or more base stations are used to determine the
location of mobile device. A hybrid approach where two or more scheme is combined for
instance TOA/AoA [166], TOA/RSS [132], TDOA/AoA [167] and ToA/TDOA for more
accurate localization is the state of art.
2.8 Angle of Arrival Localization Algorithm
Adaptive Array based AoA Estimation can be achieved using one of the two available
techniques, first, conventional technique which is based on Bartlett method or delay and sum
and capon method a.k.a Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR). Second is
subspace technique which is based on orthogonality of signal to noise subspace. Multiple
Signal Classification (MUSIC) and Estimation of Signal Parameter through Rotational
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Invariance Technique (ESPRIT) are the two widely used subspace based estimation methods
[168]. Conventional approach is shown to be simple but of lesser resolution compared to
subspace approach which is complex but with high resolution [169]. Conventional approach
can also achieve accurate result but with massive antenna elements [170]. Techniques such as
MUSIC, ESPRIT [171], Matrix Pencil [172] method or one of their derivatives [173] involves
findings of a spatial spectrum of the antenna array and calculating the DOA from the peaks
of this spectrum. These calculations are computationally intensive. Matrix Pencil is very
efficient in case of real time systems and under the correlated sources. With the conventional
approach, DOA estimation is treated as spatial estimation because there is a relationship
between the beam pattern and the array excitation as already discussed. For several m signals
impinge on a linear, equally spaced array with n elements each with direction, θi, the goal of
DOA estimation is to use the data received at the array to estimate, θi where i = 1 to m. It is
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generally assumed that m < n, but approaches such as maximum likelihood estimation [174]
do not place this constraint. For our system, since position accuracy is not a requirement and
complexity must be avoided, conventional approach is the most suitable. In this case, the
array excitation is used to define different beam positions for AoA estimation.
2.8.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
This is a popular method for AoA estimation. It is based on maximizing the likelihood
that the signal received came from a particular angle. To determine the DOA of a single user
and generalizing the vector n to be the interference vector which includes the signal from
every other user, the interfering vector can generally be given as:
E[nnH ] = Rn (2.10)
The MLE is given by:
αˆ, θˆ = max
[
f x/α,θ (x)
]
(2.11)
where, f x/α,θ (x) is the Probability density function of x given the parameters α and θ . The
maximization in the above equation is equivalent to:
αˆ, θˆ = min
α,θ
[
(x−αS)HR1n(x−αS)
]
(2.12)
Expanding will give;
αˆ, θˆ = min
α,θ
[xHR−1n x−αxHR−1n S−α∗SHR−1n x+α∗αSHR−1n S] (2.13)
Minimizing this function over both α and θ , first minimizing α ; Treating α as an independent
variable and differentiating with respect to α∗:
∂
∂α
= SHR−1n (x−αS) (2.14)
This implies that:
αˆ =
SHR−1n x
SHR−1n S
(2.15)
Using this value of α , we get:
θˆ = max
θ
[PMLE(θ)] (2.16)
θˆ = max
θ
[ |SHR−1n x|2
SHR−1n S
]
(2.17)
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where, PMLE(θ) is the maximum likelihood estimate of the spectrum or the beam position of
the incoming signal.
The DOA estimate is the point where PMLE(θ) takes its maximum. This method have
high resolution when number of snap shots is large even with small number of sensors [175].
It can efficiently resolve very closely spaced signal sources but it is known for its complex
computational demand which is a major issue that affects its performance. For this reason,
researchers have tried to reduce its complexity in many ways like using spatial aliasing to
reduce the range and number of candidate values to be searched [176]. For our system, only
five beam positions are involved and so computational complexity is reduced as compared to
using pencil beam to resolve many angular positions for each user.
2.8.2 Approximate Maximum Likelihood (AML) Estimation
In other to reduce the complexity of MLE, AML was proposed in [177] as follows,
assuming number of BSs n≥ 3, vector of measured distances is:
∆= [d1...dn]T (2.18)
where di is the measured distance at ith BS. Considering measured distance with independent
additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) with noise covariance of:
Q = diag{Vardata1 ....Vardatan} (2.19)
where ’datai’ means measured data used for range estimation (TOA, TDOA, RSS) at ith
base station. Vardatai at all base stations are not necessarily the same. Vector of calculated
distances obtained from the estimated vector θ = [xy]T where (x,y) are mobile device
coordinates is given by:
R(θ) = [r1...rn]T (2.20)
where, (ri)2 = S+Ki−2xxi−2yyi, S = x2+ y2 and Ki = (xi)2+(yi)2 where (xiyi) is coordi-
nates of ith BS. The probability distribution function (pdf) is given by
f (∆|θ) = (2π)−n/2det(Q)−1/2exp{−J/2} (2.21)
where J is a Bessel function given by:
J = (∆−R(θ))T Q−1(∆−R(θ)) (2.22)
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Maximization of f (∆|θ) is what ML approach seek to achieve. Therefore the maximum
likelihood estimate is the vector θ that minimizes J. This approach achieved close to optimum
performance with reduced complexity when compared to ML approach. The drawbacks with
AML is that at least three BSs are required and only one set of data which is TOA was used to
resolve user location. This means that if there is hearability problem between mobile device
and BS, data is lost. On the other hand, network overload occur due to complex messaging
and synchronization among BSs..
2.8.3 Hybrid Approximate Maximum Likelihood (HAML) Estimation
To mitigate against the drawbacks of AML, [178] proposed a hybrid AML where only
two BSs were used with two data sets of TOA and AOA to reduce the problem of hearability
and system overload. One of the two BSs was used as the serving BS that provides both AoA
and TOA data while the second BS provides only the TOA data. In this way, instead of two
wrong measurements to one good one due to hearability, it will be one good to one wrong
measurement for a more accurate result. On the other hand, synchronization issue are also
reduced by the reduces number of BSs. The vector of measured data is then given as:
∆h = [d1 d2 β1]T (2.23)
where d1 and d2 are measured distances at 1st and 2nd BSs respectively. β1 is the AoA at 1st
BS which is assumed to be the serving BS with noise variance (VarAoA) which is independent
of (Vardata1). Assuming additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the noise covariance matrix
is:
Qh = diag{Vardata1 Vardata2 VarAoA} (2.24)
where ’data1’ and ’data1’ are measured data at 1st and 2nd BSs respectively. Vector of
calculated distances is obtained from the estimated vector θ = [xy]T where (x,y) are mobile
device coordinates is given by:
Rh(θ) = [r1 r2 α]T (2.25)
where α = arctan(y/x)
Assuming 1st BS to be located at (0,0) coordinate. The pdf of ∆h given θ is expressed as:
f (∆h|θ) = (2π)−3/2det(Q)−1/2exp{−Jh/2} (2.26)
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where, Jh is a Bessel function given by:
Jh =
2
∑
i=1
(di− ri)2
Vardatai
+
(β −α)2
VarAoA
(2.27)
The ML estimate is therefore the vector θ that minimizes Jh. This approach achieves
better performance than AML but with more complexity. On the other hand, two BSs are
still used and non-line of sight (NLOS) effect was not considered. The author in [178]
incorporated the effect of NLOS using scattering model approach. A weighting approach to
NLOS effect presented in [179] finds a true range by multiplying the measured range by a
restricted factor to compensate for the error due to NLOS.
2.9 Range Estimation
Range estimation resolves how far from a known position a user is. Considering the
application in this research, the observer system position is considered the reference position
from where relative range of users scattered all over the network coverage is measured.
Range can be estimated using time dependent approach (Time of Arrival (TOA) or Time
Difference Of Arrival (TDOA)) or received signal strength (RSS).
2.9.1 Time Of Arrival (TOA) Based Range Estimation
Time of arrival (TOA) a.k.a Time Of Flight (ToF), is the travel time of a radio wave from
a single transmitter (Tx) to a remote receiver (Rx). For this one-way radio wave propagation
time to be correctly measured, both transmitter and all the receivers must be accurately
synchronized at all time [180]. The distance between transmitter and receiver is the product
of measured TOA and the speed of light which is a constant as expressed using Equation
(2.28). Assuming a transmitter, Tx radiates radio signal at time t1 and a user device, s receives
it at a time t2. The distance, ds between Tx and s is calculated as follows;
ds = (t2− t1)× c (2.28)
where c is the speed of radio wave in free space. t1 is time of take off while t2 is time of
arrival at the receiver.
2.9.2 Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) Based Range Estimation
In this case, the signal take off time is not required rather only time of arrival of the
signal and speed of propagation is required as expressed in Equation (2.29). Difference in
the received time at two different known positions are used to calculate the difference in
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distances between the target and the two known points.
∆d = ∆t× c (2.29)
where c is the speed of light and ∆t is the difference in arrival times at each known point.
TDOA approach has advantage over TOA because there is no need for user device
synchronization rather only beacon node are required to be synchronized. Synchronization
among beacons becomes a burden for hardware implementation especially when the beacons
are sparsely spaced. Generally, time dependent approaches like TOA and TDOA require
regular synchronization which can be difficult to achieve in practice. Received Time of Flight
(RTOF) is another time dependent approach that tries to solve the problem with beacon node
synchronization. In this approach, time and distance of signal received is not measured,
rather the beacons sends back the signal or an acknowledgment signal back to the sender who
now calculates the round trip time of the signal, divide it by two and then used it to calculate
how far away it is from the beacon that means self localization. In real life application,
the latency in response maybe unpredictable and uncontrollable since it is subject to many
factors such as how busy the receiver was when the message arrived and so the accuracy of
RTOF approach is not assured.
2.10 RSS Based Localization
RSS is a measure of the signal power received from a distant transmitter. RSS based range
estimation algorithm uses the radio wave propagation models to classify RSS to distance.
Based on this and using a statistical model like regression analysis, a range estimation model
is developed that is used for future prediction of distance for any measured RSS.
2.10.1 Radio Wave Propagation
As a radio signal propagates through a channel, the power of the signal is spread over a
wave front, the area of which increases as the distance from the transmitter increases, this
makes the power density diminish. The effect of this was captured in free space path loss
model. Any obstruction on the path of the radio signal will further reduce its power. These
obstructions can be due to building, vegetation, landscaping etc, causing reflection, scattering,
absorption or diffraction. For this reason many other path loss models has been developed
considering different geographical locations and losses peculiar to those areas. For urban
areas, the effect of buildings and other man-made obstacles are taken care of while if rural
areas, shadowing, scattering and absorptions by trees and other vegetation are considered. In
indoor environment, additional losses known as the penetration losses are considered. These
losses are dependent on the type of material, architecture (numbers of windows), floor within
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building, etc. Models developed for indoor propagation take care of this additional losses.
Radio planners use propagation models by either creating their own models for different
sites or apply the existing models which are generic in nature and can be used for every
area. There are three kinds of propagation models, deterministic models, semi-deterministic
models and empirical models.
Deterministic models
Deterministic models are site-specific models, they require large number of geometry
information about the site, therefore it is immensely time-consuming to construct because it
requires considerable computational efforts. One advantage about this type of model is that it
gives accurate results when used for range estimation. This is the best model but the required
site information is always not readily available, therefore the most convenient option with
researchers is to apply an empirical path loss model for a wireless sensor network scenario
being considered and ascertain the level of achievable accuracy for its application.
Semi-empirical models
Semi-Empirical models are based on a combination of empirical and deterministic
models. A semi-empirical path loss model comprising of an empirical log-distance model
and a deterministic antenna gain model that takes care of possible non-uniform base station
antenna radiation was proposed in [181]. It is applied to macro cellular environment in [182].
Empirical models
Empirical models are measurement and observation based path loss model, requiring
only few parameters like path loss decay exponents, effective antenna heights or average
clutter loss factors characterizing the average propagation environment [183] to predict the
path loss in a channel [184, 185]. Empirical models are statistical representations of the
environmental scenarios. They are not very accurate compared to site specific models but it is
popular because it is economical, computationally friendly and does not require site specific
information and can be applied to different applications for channel modeling and path loss
prediction. It was used in [186] to check the impact of near ground path loss model on the
life time of a WSN. Other popular models of this type that define different environment are
the ITU-R [187], Okumura-Hata-Model and Lee’s model [188] and Winner-II models. A
general approach found in literature is the use of log-normal shadowing equation (2.30) to
model any environment with approximate parameters that best describe such environment
which is defined by the pathloss exponent [189].
PL = PL(d0)+10α log10
d
d0
+Xσ (2.30)
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where Xσ ≈ N(0,σ2) describes the random shadowing effect with normal distribution, zero
mean and σ2 variance. PL is the path-loss in dB, PL(d0) is the path loss at reference distance
d0 often used as 1m distance in free space. α is the path-loss exponent.
Usage of the standard models is economical from the time and money perspective,
but these models have limited accuracy. The empirical models uses Existing equations
obtained from results of several measurement efforts to calculate the path-loss for different
environment scenarios. Using the normal link budget equation of Equation (2.31), the
connectivity of radios within a wireless network can be calculated.
PRx = PT x(dBm)+GT x(dB)+GRx(dB)−L(dB) (2.31)
where PRx is the received power, PT x is the transmitted power, GT x and GRx are the trans-
mitter and receiver gains respectively. L is a combination of all losses which may include;
transmitter and receiver feeder/connector losses, signal propagation losses like fading margin,
polarization mismatch, path-loss and other losses associated with environment of propagation
etc.
Comparing RSS range estimation and time dependent range estimation, the later has high
accuracy, highly complex, needs time synchronization at all time and it is power consuming.
The former has an advantage of low complexity and less cost, no time synchronization is
required and low power consumption but it has poor accuracy. Considering the specified
design criteria for our system, we trade off accuracy in RSS based range estimation for
complexity and cost and as much as possible we will try to improve accuracy by developing
algorithm implemented error models that will help reduce error in range estimation.
2.10.2 RSS Based Localization Algorithm
RSS based localization algorithm are normally based on fingerprinting, in which case
a set of measured RSS from different locations within the coverage area are acquired prior
to deployment and stored in the database as a radio map of that area. During operation,
measured RSS is matched to the existing RSS-distance values in the database and the closest
match forms the location of the sensor node. This approach involves extensive measurement
and needs to be updated as the environment changes due to new construction etc. Another
approach to building RSS based localization algorithms are by using mathematical models
like the path loss models that relate the losses in the environment to the RSS expected at
different distances between transmitter and receiver. This is mostly applied in a centralized
localization requiring only a single anchor node [190] which determine the location of every
other node in that network. Alternative approaches are by triangulation [191], trilateration
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or multilateration [192] These approach involve the use of multiple anchor nodes of known
positions each of which estimates the distance or angle or both from a sensor node. The
intersection of these distances or angle form the location of the sensor node.
2.10.3 RSS Fingerprinting
RSS fingerprinting localization approach applies offline and online phase for user local-
ization. During offline phase a radio map of the proposed implementation environment is
built. This results to a database of different measured RSS from locations of interest within
the network coverage area relative to different reference points (AP) with their corresponding
measured range. During the online phase, for any measured RSS, the system uses appropriate
search algorithm to search the database to find the most likely range for the measured RSS.
Some of the popular search algorithms include;
1. The use of wireless fading channel models which is described by pathloss and multipath.
In this case, instead of using real location fingerprint, wireless fading channel models
is simulated to calculate range at every location in the environment [193]. In this work,
the relationship between RSS and distance from three base stations are determined and
Apollonius circle is then applied for user localization.
2. Use of linear interpolation. In this approach, the linear interpolation technique is used
to calculate RSS of a specific location from a set of nearby feedback locations based
on the spacial correlation of adjacent locations [194].
3. The k-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm. This is a deterministic approach that finds
the Euclidean distance of the current measured fingerprint to the pre-stored fingerprint
in the database. This is done by calculating the residual between current measured
fingerprint and fingerprint for ith location stored in the database [195]. The first K-
locations of i in the database that returns the smallest residual value are chosen to
estimate the user position.
2.10.4 Localization Systems Based on RSS
The most popular localization system that is based on RSS algorithm is RADAR [196].
This system was based on IEEE 802.11 and introduced by Microsoft Research Group in year
2000 to track users indoors. The design was based on fingerprinting with off-line and on-line
phases. During the off-line phase, radio map of the indoor coverage is collected and stored
in database so that during the on-line phase, measured data is matched with the stored data.
Best match is returned as the location estimate. A similar system like RADAR called Horus
was introduced in year 2005 [197]. This system used RSS from AP for location estimation.
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Horus integrated easily with existing network infrastructure because network cards measure
RSS of received frame as part of normal operation. SpotOn is system introduced in 2001 by
University of Washington and Intel Research. This is an RSS based 3D localization system
for RFID application. It applied distributed rather than centralized approach.
2.11 Radio Location Errors
Common errors that affect the accuracy of radio location are; first, error emanating from
measuring instrument, second is error due to condition of the channel of propagation which
includes channel noise and third is error due to non-line of sight (NLOS) effect causing
obstructions, delays and multipath. This error is common with AoA where reflected signal
affect the AoA estimate and also with ToA where obstructed signal travel longer distance
than normal and so are miscalculated.
Solutions to NLOS effect on radio locations that have shown good results include,
weighting using geometrical equations. One approach to weighting is by applying calculated
weights to measured values to compensate for error due to NLOS effect as discussed in
[198, 199]. In this approach, known data relating to range and BS layout in relation to the
cell geometry are used to adjust the measured range close to LOS values. A scaling factor
obtained from a constrained nonlinear optimization problem is used for the range adjustment.
Another approach is applying a residual fitting in a scaling factor as discussed in [200]. In
this approach, the residual between calculated and estimated range is used to form a scaling
factor for adjusting future estimates. Another approach to mitigating NLOS error is by using
pre-processing stage to identify NLOS base stations (BSs) and then using data from LOS
BSs only for location evaluation [177]. This approach is only feasible when there is a LOS
BS. In [201], radio propagation channel is modelled by a scattering model and measured
statistics is matched with result of assumed model to get the best estimate.
2.12 Localization Performance Metrics
Performance of a localization system is a measure of how well the system works. Metrics
for measuring the performance of a location system include, accuracy and precision, com-
plexity, robustness, cost and scalability. Accuracy is a measure of the difference between the
estimated location and the actual location while precision is a measure of degree of similarity
of results of repeated trials under the same condition. Measuring indicator for accuracy
is mean distance error or Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) to show the deviation of the
localization system from ideal. Precision show the stability of a localization system to its
performance. High precision indicate that large number of location estimate are close to
actual location. Cumulative Distribution function (CDF) is normally used to show the error
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distribution between the estimated and actual locations [202]. The more the accuracy of the
system the higher the cost.
Complexity of a localization system is driven by the technological make up of both the
hardware and software. The popularity and availability of a particular technology reduces the
complexity of a system needing the technology to operate. For instance, a localization system
requiring a cellular network or a WiFi infrastructure is classified as less complex because it
can easily be deployed and used. On the same way, RSS based localization algorithm would
make for a less complex system since there will be no need for extra hardware on the mobile
device.
Scalability means that the localization system should be flexible to upgrading with less
adjustment. A localization system is said to be robust if it can still function well under some
say environmental changes like rain, cloud, vegetation etc.
Cost as a matrix for performance in a localization system refers to the money, time, and
effort applied to the development and implementation of such system. A localization system
based on existing infrastructure is said to substantially save cost. If the system is robust,
scalable, easy to install and maintain then we can say it is time saving. Space saving also
saves cost. If the system is compact, it saves space. Power saving is also another way of
saving cost, for instance if the location estimation is carried out only by the server, then
power consumption of mobile devices are reduced.
2.13 Localization Applications
There are different purposes for which the location of RF signal source is being sought
after. These purpose can be categorized into Localization for public safety, navigation, social
network and others. To safeguard the masses, enemy aircraft, ship or even robots are being
tracked by military for the purpose of attacking them before they strike. For this reason,
surveillance in the form of localization systems are kept in strategic places to keep watch.
This is one of the earliest location based services in the form of radar system. It was discussed
in [203] how localization, tracking and targeting is applied in military and [204] studied
security in localization systems to avoid incorrect military plans and decision making. With
the mandate required of cellular network operators, emergency phone callers for ambulance,
fire, police or alarms are located to ensure prompt response as described in [205]. In [206],
localization for environmental disasters emergency monitoring and rescue was also reported.
On the other hand, cellular operators track users for the purpose of successful handover
as they move around the globe or for emergency services. This is achieved using GPS
or triangulation for phones without GPS receiver. Everything is going ’smart’ with the
technology of Internet Of Thing (IoT), ranging from smart house, farming, animal rearing,
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health system and also smart parenting and child care. Numerous sensor nodes are deployed
randomly in different location both outdoor and indoor [207], localization of the position of
a reporting sensor node gives meaning to the data being delivered by the sensor [208].
2.14 Summary
From the reviewed literature, automated small cell deployment position is the state-of-art
in HetNet. In this approach, knowledge of locations of existing cells, users and propagation
environment is used to develop an algorithm that resolves optimum small cell deployment
positions with minimal delay. A great deal of work have been performed where different
network parameters were considered to develop an optimization problem which resulted in
a mathematical framework for small cell deployment giving a theoretical solution. There
is no practical solution found in literature that would help operators in this matter. This
research work will explore a practical solution by adopting a localization system technology
for this application. Localization took its history from tracking systems and has recently
attracted research interest leading to different classifications and vast technological expansion
and applications as presented in this chapter. An option would be for the mobile operator
to use pinging which involves the operator sending broadcast message and mobile devices
responding with their ID and location. Most recent mobile devices have an inbuilt GPS
receiver but since there is still others that are not, accurate result will not be obtained with
pinging. Most importantly, GPS localization approach is not user privacy friendly which
customers frown at in recent times. For these reasons, this approach is not an option for
further exploration. Distributed system is not an option too because the mobile users cannot
be used as anchors in the network, therefore centralized system will be explored. This chapter
has also presented a basic expected design layout for any localization system which will guide
the decisions in the modeling and implementation in this research. Next chapter will present
the localization system block diagram suitable for the proposed application and the modeling
and simulation to check the applicability of the system before going into implementation.
Chapter 3
System Modelling and Simulation
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the system block diagram and the modeling of individual compo-
nents as well as the system simulation. The process was approached in three stages which
include, broadside beam-forming with 2 antennas, delay and sum beam-steering with phase
shifters and localization algorithm which include channel propagation and error investigation
and solution. Broadside is assumed to be the θ = 0° reference angle and array axis is at
θ = 90° off broadside. A broadside beam and beam-steering will be simulated as shown
in the sketch of Figure 3.1. This figure shows that looking at a network coverage as a
semi-circular grid, our desire is to generate broadside beam at 0° i.e. 90° from array axis
and then steer the beam to 45°, −45°, 90° and −90° off broadside as shown. The values
in bracket represent the radial angle and the angle outside the bracket is in relation to the
broadside beam. First the two antenna elements were simulated to generate main beam on
broadside, then the required phase delays were calculated to place main beam on the specified
angles and implemented on the simulation to steer the beam to other directions. AoA and
Range estimation using calculated RSS were then implemented to resolve the position of
users and identify optimum small cell deployment positions.
Four different radio channel propagation models for open space has been used through-
out the simulation to represent different but theoretically the same environment scenarios.
These models were chosen because they all represent an open space environment and were
developed covering the required frequency range. This means that in network propagation
prediction at the frequency of 2.45GHz in open space, any of these models would be a good
model to characterize the environment. Our desire therefore is to know how well these
models represent the same open space environment and find out what errors are encountered
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when they are approximated for the same application. All simulation were performed using
MATLAB.
0 0(900) −450(450)
+900(00)
450(1350)
−900(1800)
Coverage area
Observer system
Fig. 3.1 Approach to system simulation
3.2 Simplified Hybrid Approximate Maximum Likelihood
(SHAML)
A SHAML based on [178] is developed using only one BS and two data sets (AoA
and distance). In this algorithm, the BS resolves both AoA and range using only measured
RSS by one BS to keep the algorithm simple. The red spot on the simulation schematics of
Figure 3.1 represent the single BS that houses the observer system that monitors the network
coverage area for user cluster. By using only one BS, the problem of hearability, network
overload and BS linear layout are prevented. Assuming the vector of measured data to be
given by:
∆s = [d β ]T (3.1)
where d is measured users distances and β is users AoA at BS.
Even though two data sets are measured at the BS, both data were determined using the
same measured RSS. Assuming additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in measured RSS
with zero mean and variance:
Qs = (VarRSS) (3.2)
Vector of measured data is given by::
Rs(θ) = [D α]T (3.3)
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where α = arctan(y/x)
Assuming BS to be located at (0,0) coordinate. The pdf of ∆s given θ is expressed as:
f (∆s|θ) = (2π)−1/2det(Q)−1/2exp{−Js/2} (3.4)
where, Js is a Bessel function given by:
Js = (d−D)2 (3.5)
The maximum likelihood estimate, δs is therefore the vector θ that minimizes the squared
difference between the measured and calculated distances. From [178], the mobile position
estimate, A for a single BS is given by:
A :
x = dm cosϕmy = dm sinϕm (3.6)
where m = argmini(di). di is the distance between ith mobile device and BS while ϕi is it’s
AoA which in this case is a sector angle and not a precise angle.
3.2.1 Error Mitigation in SHAML
Two main errors common with range estimation are measuring error and error due to
NLOS. To take care of these errors, Residual Weighting Algorithm presented in [200] was
combined with the weighting algorithm presented in [198, 199]. The former applied least
square estimate that minimizes the residual while the later applied geometric equations to
compensate for error. By applying a known characteristics of four different environments,
residuals were worked out for any identified system error. By applying a least square
polynomial fitting, an equation is formed to compensate for system and NLOS errors.
3.3 Proposed System Block Diagram
The proposed system is presented in Figure 3.2. It is a two element adaptive antenna
array system separated by λ/2, where λ is wavelength of the radio signal. Phase weights of
each element is controlled by the adaptive algorithm using pre-selected phases, [β1, β2] of
[0, 0], [127, 0], [0, 120], [180, 0], for Antennas [1, 2] respectively. At first phase selection
which is β1 = β2 = 0, the weights of antennas 1 and 2 are calculated using Equation (2.4) to
obtain w1 and w2 respectively. The steering vector for each antenna is also calculated for all
radial angles using Equation 2.5. The array output is then calculated using Equation (2.6) to
place the main beam in direction 90° from array axis as indicated in Figure 3.2. By changing
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Fig. 3.2 Localization system block diagram used in this work
the values of β1 and β2 to the second phase state of [127, 0] and then [127, 0], the main beam
is steered to left and right of broadside respectively. Finally the main beam is steered to left
and right endfire direction at the selection of [180, 0] and [0, 180] for [β1, β2] respectively.
At each main beam position, the adaptive algorithm measures Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) from radio devices in the network of operation to acquire data for local-
ization. Data collected is then filtered to remove data from devices that do not belong to
the chosen network. The filtered data are used in localization algorithm to compute AoA,
range and user clusters. Optimum position for small cell deployment based on high user
concentration areas are then identified.
Throughout the simulation in this chapter, radiation is assumed to be within the far
field. The observer system of Figure 3.2 is assumed to be located at the red spot position
as shown in Figure 3.1. Unless where otherwise stated, both transmit and receive antenna
elements are assumed to be half wave dipole and parameters on Table 3.1 are used. A 0dBm
transmitter power is assumed. Two 0.5m, RG8 type coaxial cable of 7dB per 100ft (30.5m)
[209] is assumed to be connected to the receiving antennas via sma connectors (typical
insertion loss of 0.17dB) [210] at both ends. The losses at the transmitter is assumed to be
negligible. Receiver loss LRX = (C1RX × 2)+ (C2RX × 4). Based on the typical value for
receiver sensitivity which lies between −90 and −120 in dBm [211], a receiver sensitivity of
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−110 is assumed giving room for fade margin. All simulation parameters are summarized in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Simulation parameters
Parameters Value
Nominal range, Rmax (m) 100
range step, s (m) 1
Frequency, f (MHz) 2450
Number of elements, n 2
Element separation distance, d (λ ) 0.5
Looking in angle (°) 90
Transmitter power, PT X (dBm) 0
Transmitter antenna gain, GT X (dBi) 2.14
Receiver antenna gain (dBi), GRX 2.14
Receiver loss, LT X (dB) 0
Transmitter loss LRX (dB) 0.88
Receiver sensitivity, RXin (dBm) −110
Radial angle (°) 0≤ θ ≤ 180
Current amplitude 1
3.4 Antenna Model
This section presents single and array antenna models, modeled and simulated using CST
microwave studio with particular interest on the gain and radiation pattern for the purpose of
confirming antenna suitability for the designed system.
3.4.1 A Half Wave Dipole Antenna Model
First a single vertically oriented half-wave dipole was modeled on CST at a frequency
band of 2.4GHz to 2.5GHz. Dipole radius, r = λ/1000, length of dipole, l = 0.5λ , optimiza-
tion factor of 0.956 and a perfect electric conductor (PEC) material were parameters used for
the dipole model. Figure 3.3 shows result of CST simulation of the dipole model. This result
shows a toroidal shaped pattern with maximum radiation on the horizontal and nulls pointing
up and down. The pattern is omni-directional on azimuth with a gain of 2.14dB as expected.
3.4.2 High Gain Antenna Model
To obtain a high gain and omni-directional radiation pattern antenna, a collinear antenna
was modeled in CST using dipole elements. The relationship between gain and number of
elements in a collinear array is given as; Gain(dBi) = 10log(n)+ 2.14dBi where n is the
number of elements and 2.14dBi is the gain of a single dipole element. Analytically, with six
dipole elements collinear design a gain of 9.93dBi gain is expected. A six element collinear
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Fig. 3.3 A single half-wave dipole antenna model showing Omni-directional radiation pattern on
azimuth
antenna was modeled in CST using parameters of Table 3.2 to obtain a gain of 9.45dBi and
an omni directional pattern as shown in Figure 3.4. An optimization factor of 0.956 was used
to optimize the antenna design to resonate at center frequency.
Table 3.2 Collinear antenna CST modeling parameters
Parameter Value
frequency,f (GHz) 2.45
radio wave speed,c (m) 3×108
wavelength (mm) u×1000× (c/ f )
dipole radius,r (mm) λ/1000
dipole length,l (mm) 0.475×λ
optimization factor,u (mm) 0.965×λ
3.4.3 Array System Modeling
Analytically, phase combinations for the two antennas as calculated in the design of
Chapter 3 were (0°, 0°), (127°, 0°), (0°, 127°), (180° 0°) but considering possible phase steps
of the phase shifter, (0°, 0°), (120°, 0°), (0°, 120°), (180°, 0°) were simulated. The modeled
collinear antenna was simulated in far-field as an array of two elements oriented on z-axis
and separated by λ/2. The elements were simulated for these four selected phase states for
the two antennas. The radiation pattern for each phase state was obtained as shown in Figure
3.5 and the result summarized in Table 3.3.
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Fig. 3.4 High gain collinear antenna model on CST
Fig. 3.5 Array radiation pattern simulation on CST
3.5 Grounded Coplanar Waveguide (GCPW) SLPS Design
To achieve the phase switching as modeled on the previous section, phase shifters are
required. Two state of art PCB phase shifters have been described in [212, 213]. The SLPS
shown in Figure 2.13 was designed and modeled on a single printed circuit board using
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Table 3.3 Antenna array radiation pattern simulation on CST
Items (0°, 0°) (120°, 0°) (0°, 120°) (180°, 0°) left (180°, 0°) right
Min beam Angle (degrees) -117 -158 -62 -159 -21
Max beam Angle (degrees) -63 -118 -22 159 21
Beamwidth (degrees) 54 40 40 41 42
Beam peak gain (dBi) 13.8 11.9 11.9 11.5 11.5
Beam peak angle (degrees) -90 -134 -46 -180 0
diptrace software [214]. Considering a Rogers TMM 4 material with Relative permittivity
εr of 4.5 and using a trace gap of 0.3mm and a substrate height of 0.8mm, an impedance
calculation for a frequency span of 2.4GHz to 2.5GHz was carried out on CST microwave
environment to obtain a line width of 1.103mm for a 50 ohms impedance at a reference
transmission line length of zero. Using these parameters, line lengths for the required change
in phase were also calculated. Rogers was shown to have a better performance among other
substrate materials for microstrip designs like FR4, bakelite, GaAs [215]. For a phase step
of 60° required in this design, a line length increment of ∆L = 11.8mm was determined
from calculation. For three frequencies of 2.4GHz, 2.45GHz and 2.5GHz the phase shift
for line lengths of L1 = 11.8mm, L2 = 23.5mm, and L3 = 35.3mm are shown in Table 3.4.
Following the requirements for connecting HMC241ALP3E switch from the data sheet [216],
Table 3.4 CST calculated phase shifts for frequency span of 2.4 to 2.5GHz
Frequency 2.4GHz 2.45GHz 2.5GHz
L1 0° 0° 0°
L2 59° 60° 61°
L3 118° 120° 122°
L4 176° 180° 184°
RF coupling capacitors were used for dc blocking and to couple the RF energy from one
point to another on the phase shifter. The HMC241ALP3E switch manufactured by analog
devices is a general purpose non-reflective SP4T switch in a low cost leadless surface mount
package. Covering DC 100 MHz to 4 GHz, this switch offers high isolation of 43dB and
has a low insertion loss of 0.7 dB at 2 GHz. The switch operates at a single, positive supply
voltage range of 3 to 5 Volts. A 2:4 line decoder is integrated on the switch providing logic
control from two logic input lines to select one of the four radio frequency (RF) lines as
shown in Figure 3.6. By these features, this switch was considered suitable as the switching
element in this design. The schematic diagram of the designed phase shifter is shown in
Figure 3.6.
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Fig. 3.6 PCB based phase shifter schematic design using diptrace software
Considering component placement, size and other logistics, a reference transmission line
length of 11.768mm and delay line lengths of 23.535mm, 35.295mm and 47.058mm were
used on this model. Table 3.5 shows a summary of CST calculated transmission line lengths
for required phases and also the PCB modeled line lengths with their corresponding phases
as recalculated on CST.
Table 3.5 CST calculated phase shifts for frequency span of 2.4 to 2.5GHz
Lines Phases (CST) Line length (CST) Line length (diptrace) Phases (diptrace)
L1 0° 0mm 11.768mm 60.02°
L2 60° 11.8mm 23.535mm 120.04°
L3 120° 23.5mm 35.295mm 180.02°
L4 180° 35.3mm 47.058mm 240.01°
Converting the designed schematic on diptrace to PCB and doing some placement
modifications and routing, the PCB model of the design was obtained. The top and bottom
layers of designed GCPW switched line phase shifter are shown in Figures 3.7a and 3.7b
respectively with board size of 39.8×39.8mm.
3.6 Radio Coverage and Channel Model
The aim here is to build a 2 dimensional model of a wireless network with the observer
system deployed at one point and users at other points in the network to form an operational
test bed for the observer system model. Assuming the radio coverage schematic of Figure
3.1 to be a semi-circular grid of pixel points separated by 1m distance from each other.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.7 Designed phase shifter using diptrace software (a) top (b) Bottom layers
Each pixel point has a known coordinate (xi,yi) which was formed as a meshgrid of x and
y data points where −100 ≤ x ≤ 100 and 0 ≤ y ≤ 100. The observer system is located at
(0,0). Pixel range and angle from the observer point position (red dot) were calculated
using θi = arctan(yi/xi) and di =
√
(xi− xre f )2+(yi− yre f )2 respectively. Where (xi,yi)
and (xre f ,yre f ) are coordinates of ith point and the observer system respectively. θi and di
are angle and distance of ith pixel point respectively. A model of some calculated distance
and angle are shown in Figures 3.8a and 3.8a respectively.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.8 Modeled relative (a) range and (b) angle from the observer system position
3.6.1 Propagation Channel Link Model
The aim here is to model the wireless connectivity between the observer system and the
users in the network and to do this, a link budget is needed. A link budget calculates the
signal level through the link and predicts the received signal strength (RSS) at the other end
of the communication channel as illustrated in Figure 3.9.
There are three stages in the link budget schematic shown. The transmitting end (Access
point (AP), TX antenna cable and TX antenna) transmits PT X power with an assumption
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Fig. 3.9 Illustration of wireless communication channel for link budget calculation
that both cable and connector losses are negligible (LT X = 0). The channel is the air
interface characterized by pathloss and other influential factors like humidity and terrain
roughness. For the link budget modeling in this simulation, the only environmental factor to
be considered is the pathloss with the assumption that other factors contribute a negligible
loss to the environment. The receiving end (AP, RX antenna cable and RX antenna) has
some losses due to connector and cables which were not neglected. It also has sensitivity,
RXin which defines the minimum useful RSS that the receiver can handle. The length of a
communication link has a major influence on the link budget. The link budget equation is
given by:
PRx = PT x+GT x(dB)+GRx− (LT X +LRX +PL) (3.7)
where LRX =C1RX +C2RX and LT X = 0. C1 and C2 are cable and connector losses in dB
respectively. PRx is the received power (RSS) and PT x is the transmitted power both in
dBm. GT x and GRx are the transmitting and receiving antenna gains in dBi respectively. Rin
is the receiver sensitivity in dBm and PL is the channel pathloss. Assuming a free space
environment, the link budget equation above then becomes:
PRx = PT x+GT x(dB)+GRx− (LT X +LRX +FSPL) (3.8)
where
FSPL =−27.5+20log( f )+20log(d) (3.9)
where f is radio wave carrier frequency in MHz, d is distance between transmitter and
receiver in meters.
3.6.2 Received Signal Strength (RSS) Model
At this point, the desire is to apply the link budget model equation to calculate what
the received signal strength will be at the observer system position from all possible user
positions. The effect of antenna gain on measured RSS were also investigated by modeling
a dipole as well as a collinear antenna radiating in free space. Using Equations 3.8 and
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3.9 and considering parameters of Table 3.1, the RSS from users at the observer system
position were calculated following the steps of Algorithm 1. since there is flexibility of
choice for receiver antenna, RSS model using 5 dipole element collinear antenna with
gain of 9.13dBi was also implemented at the receiver. Where gain of a collinear antenna
Gc(dBi) = 10log(n)+Ge(dBi), n is the number of elements and Ge is the element gain in
dBi. Both results were plotted in Figure 3.10 and summarized in Table 3.6.
Fig. 3.10 Effect of antenna gain on RSS and coverage range
Table 3.6 Simulated result of RSS by two different antennas
Antenna RSS (dBm) Distance (km)
Dipole -100 1.1
Collinear -98 2
This result has shown that with dipole at the transmitter and receiver, an RSS value of
−100dBm is obtained at 1.1km and upgrading receiver antenna to a collinear antenna would
measure RSS value of −98dB at a distance of 2km. This is an indication that with a high
gain antenna, better RSS will be received from a longer distance and so more coverage area
can be achieved. Based on this result, a high gain antenna will be used at the receiver end
during implementation but in other to see the worst practical case in the simulation, both
transmitter and receiver will be modeled as dipole elements for a nominal coverage range
of 100m as given in Table 3.1. Algorithm 1 shows a step by step approach to modeling the
radio wave coverage area to obtain calculated RSS from different points on the grid.
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Algorithm 1 RF Coverage and RSS calculation Algorithm
Input:
Rmax = 100
s = 1
LT X = 0
LRX = 0.88
Output:
x-coordinates X
y-coordinates Y
Angle θ ′
distance d
RSS, RSS
Step1: Generate vectors x and y
1: x←−Rmax ≤ s≤ Rmax
2: y = x
Step2: Transform x and y vectors to matrix
3: [X ,Y ]← meshgrid(x,y)
Step3: Calculate Angle and range
4: for i← 1 : m do ▷ m is the number of users
5: θ ′i ← arctan(yi/xi)
6: di ←
√
(xi− xre f )2+(yi− yre f )2
7: Consider only pixels with di ≤ r to get required semi circle grid
Step4: Calculate path-loss at each pixel point relative to system position
8: PL← (−27.5+20log( f )+20log(d))
9: RSSi ← (PT x+GT x(dB)+GRx− (LT X +LRX +PL))
10: RSS← RSS1 : RSSm
3.7 Adaptive Array Smart Antenna Model
The aim in this section is to simulate the two element array system that adapts to required
azimuth positions. It is expected that a broadside main beam is generated and steered to
other required positions. Since the approach in this research does not want any hardware
implementation on the mobile device and a typical portable phone antenna has a gain of 0dBd
ie unity gain, user devices were modeled as being equipped with a half-wave dipole element
throughout this simulation. The adaptive array is only implemented on the observer system
which will also be used for AoA classification. To this end, beam-forming and beam-steering
simulations are presented in this section.
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3.7.1 Beam-forming and Beam-steering Simulation
Beam-forming and beam-steering simulations were carried out by applying the calculated
phase weights of the individual antenna elements (Chapter 3) to for a beam perpendicular
to array axis (broadside design) and to steer the simulated broadside beam to other selected
positions. The selected phase combinations are [0,0], [120,0], [0,120], and [180,0] for
antennas 1 and 2 respectively. Figure 3.11 is simulation result of the two elements at the
selected phases showing maximum radiation at desired directions of θ = 90°, θ = 135°,
θ = 45°, θ = 0° (180°) and nulls at θ = 0°, θ = 73°, θ = 107°, θ = 90° respectively. From
this simulation result, the (lower, upper) boundary positions are (70, 110), (111, 148), (32, 69)
and (149, 180) respectively. These boundary positions are the azimuth edge between beam
positions. Therefore at each radial angle, there is only one unique beam with a maximum
gain compared with other beam positions forming a boundary of 1° between beams since
a 1m grid was modeled. This figure have shown that using only phase difference, beam
steering as well as null steering can be achieved with only two antenna elements in an array.
Algorithm 2 is the beam-forming and beam-steering algorithm as applied in the simulation.
Algorithm 2 Beam-forming and Beam-steering Algorithm
Input:
Frequency f
Antenna phase states β = [(β1,β2)1 : (β1,β2) j] for all j phase combinations
Maximum radial angle θmax
Angle θ ′
Number of elements n
Element separation distance d
Output:
Array Gain, G j| j←1:4
1: for β j = 1 to 4 do ▷ β j = [β1,β2]
2: for θ = 0 to θmax do ▷ path angle 0° to 180°
3: for i = 1 to n do
4: z1 =−λ/4 and z2 = λ/4 ▷ section 2.4.5
5: w1 = e− j(π/2)cos(90)+β1 and w2 = e j(π/2)cos(90)+β2
6: Compute Sθ using Equation 2.6 ▷ array output
7: G = [G j←1 : G j←4] ▷ array gain per angle for all phase states
3.8 Environment Model
This section presents a model of the wireless network existence environment with the
aim of mimicking the propagation of radio wave in the modeled environments. The target
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3.11 Beam-forming and beam-steering for (a) [0,0] (b) [120,0] (c) [0,120] phase (d) [180,0]
phases (degrees)
is to understand how a radio signal transmitted from a certain distance is affected by the
channel and in turn how all these affect the received signal strength and the localization
accuracy. RSS based localization is environment dependent so to ensure system robustness,
four different environmental scenarios for radio wave propagation from transmitter to receiver
were modeled using four popular empirical pathloss models given in Table 3.7. These models
include Free Space Pathloss (FSPL), Cost 231 Walfish-Ikegami LOS (HATA), International
Telecommunication Union Radio communication (ITU-R) and Wireless World Initiative New
Radio (WINNER-11) models. These four radio propagation models were used to represent
different environmental scenarios for this study. In each case, line of sight version of the
model was used for a closely related scenario for fairer comparison. Practically, any of these
environments can be chosen for propagation prediction in open space at the frequency of
2.45GHz, it is our desire to also find out how well these models represent the same open space
environment and what the effect of choosing one over another would be. First we assumed
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that path-loss was the only loss in the environment and later random errors were added in
measured RSS to represent other losses in the environment. Path-loss model equations for
these models are shown in Table 3.7 with their standard deviations as seen in literature. This
was applied on the link budget of Equation 2.31 to determine the received signal strength
map.
Table 3.7 Propagation Models Applied for Line of Sight (LOS) Channel Modeling
Propagation Model Equation σ (dB) Ref.
Free space pathloss
(FSPL)
−27.5+20log( f [MHz])+20log(d[m]) 3.5 [217]
HATA (Cost 231
Walfish-Ikegami LOS)
−35.4+20log( f [MHz])+26log(d[m]) 5.10 [218,
219]
ITU-R −28+20log( f [MHz])+20log(d[m]) 3.62 [219,
220]
WINNER-11 (D1) −29.8+20log( f [MHz])+21.5log(d[m]) 4 [221]
Where, d is the distance between transmitter and receiver in m and f is the carrier
frequency in MHz.
3.8.1 Environment Pathloss Model Analysis
For a given frequency, 20log( f ) is a constant, therefore the pathloss model equations of
Table 3.7 can be expressed as given in Equation 3.10.
PL(dB) = L0(dB)+ γ10logd (3.10)
This makes the equations similar to the equation of a straight line of the form, y = c+mx so
that y = PL is the pathloss in dB, c = L0 is a constant, m = γ is the slope (pathloss exponent)
and 10logd is the distance in logarithmic scale.
Figure 3.12 shows the pathloss characteristics for a frequency of 2450MHz for the four
environments. Results from this plot show that FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER as slopes of
2, 2.6, 2, and 2.15, and intercepts at 40.2dB, 32.3dB, 39.7dB, and 37.9dB. This means that
signal strength will diminish by d2, d2.6, d2 and d2.15 in FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER
environments respectively.
3.8.2 Effect Of Environment On Measured RSS
To compare the four environment scenarios, both the transmitter and receiver were
modeled as omni-directional dipole elements in all four environments. This is to find out
how RSS is characterized in each individual environment and be able to identify the extent at
which useful signal can be received in each environment. Calculated RSS at the observer
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Fig. 3.12 Four environment path loss characteristics based on empirical models of Table 3.7 in a
log-log scale
point are shown in Figure 3.13. An RSS measurement of −80dBm which is well above
the receiver sensitivity value was obtained at 91m in HATA but > 100m in FSPL, ITU and
WINNER environments. This is an indication that even though these environments are
meant to represent the same environment scenario, they have shown to be different and
can be differently classified using RSS. This result has shown that for the same system, a
greater coverage area is obtainable using the ITU pathloss model and the HATA environment
provides the smallest coverage area. In all four environments, a good signal reception is
expected at up to 100m in worst practical case.
3.8.3 Effect Of Directional Beam On Measured RSS
To check the effect of using a directional beam on the measured RSS and coverage,
two dipole element array separated by λ/2 was considered as the receiving antenna while
the transmitting antenna remained a single dipole. RSS measured at broadside when both
elements are on the same phase for all different environments is shown in Figure 3.14. This
result shows a directional main beam with −80dBm RSS value in all environment measured
at a distance > 100m in main beam direction. This indicates that radiation was focused on
one direction achieving better coverage only in that focusing direction and cancellation in
other directions which shows that with only two elements, RSS will be strong enough in
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Fig. 3.13 Calculated RSS with dipole omni-directional receiver antenna showing coverage in
four different environments
the focusing direction and weak in direction not of interest for accurate localization. This is
because signals perpendicular to the array axis are received by both elements at the same
time (same phase) and so add constructively while signal from array axis, are received at 180°
out of phase and so add destructively by canceling each other to form a null in that direction.
It can also be observes that −70dB was measured in FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER at
distances of 91m, 64m, 95m and 84m respectively. This confirms that greater coverage is
obtained in ITU environment than others. Comparing with the omni-directional case above,
where −70dB is calculated at distance < 50m in all environments, it is obvious that more
coverage in a localized direction is achieved with two element array. From this plot, it is
also obvious that FSPL, ITU and WINNER are more closely related than HATA. This result
has shown that at the worst parameter case, 100m distance is a suitable network coverage to
model all environments used in this research.
3.9 Localization algorithm
In this section, the AoA and range estimation models were developed using the simulated
network coverage as the radio network, UDs as transmitters, simulated antenna array system
as the receiver positioned as shown with red dot in Figure 3.8a. For each model, performance
on sample users for both ideal and noisy environments were tested. The environment adaptive
localization algorithm was also developed and tested. Results were analyzed in each case.
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Fig. 3.14 Calculated RSS with 2-element array receiver antenna showing greater directional
coverage in four different environments
3.9.1 Azimuth Location Position Model
Azimuth positions for AoA classification of users was created using the angle of array
beam with maximum gain at each steered azimuth position when compared with gain at other
beam positions. Figure 3.15a is the resulting AoA localization positions.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.15 Illustration of (a) azimuthal sectors for AoA classification (b) range ring for cluster
identification
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From this figure, 0(1) position represent the broadside beam position, +I(2), +II(4) and
-I(3), +II(5) are two positions right and left of broadside respectively. Two names have been
assigned to each azimuth position, first is name due to their position off broadside (outside
bracket) and second is their numerical numbering (enclosed in a bracket) for easy referencing.
A fifth position was created from the bidirectional property of the radiation pattern for (0,180)
to form position -II(5), thereby saving time on phase switching. The peak gain angle in
each steered beam position is the center of each azimuth AoA localization positions sector.
Boundary positions were also created using the difference between the antenna array gains
at beam boundary positions of two beams sharing a boundary. Four boundary positions
(+B1(102), +B2(103), -B1(204), -B2(305)) were established where +B1 is the boundary
between positions 0 and +I, +B2 is the boundary between positions +I and +II, -B1 is the
boundary between positions 0 and -I and -B2 is the boundary between positions -I and -II. The
boundary conditions to govern the classification of users into these position were also defined
based on the value of this difference in beam position gain in dB which is calculated in real
time by the system depending on the antenna system beam characteristics. If beam of smaller
or higher beam-width is generated, the system recalculates the boundary condition to classify
users into appropriate positions. This ensures the robustness of the system. By sharing all
coverage area into five rings of equal radius, more positions for range estimation was created
as shown in Figure 3.15b. This figures gives the created positions for user classification
and small cell deployment. Algorithms 3 is a step by step approach to developing the AoA
localization positions and creating positions for user location classification.
Algorithm 3 Azimuth Positions For Localization
Input:
Array Gain for four main beam positions, G j| j←1:4
Output:
Boundary Conditions, Bc = [Bc1,Bc2,Bc3,Bc4]
1: for j = 1 to 4 do
2: Find beam peak angles, Pa j
3: Find beam boundary angles, Ba j
4: Find gain at beam peak, GPa j
5: Find gain at boundary angles, GBa j
6: Compute difference in gain between neighboring beams to obtain Boundary Conditions,
Bc
7: Using, Ba j, segment coverage area into azimuth positions for localization leaving 1° gap
between beams for boundary users localization.
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3.9.2 Angle Of Arrival Estimation Model
Considering all the pixel points to be occupied with UDs in a FSPL environment. Ap-
plying the FSPL environment model, RSS of each UD is calculated at each beam position
to obtain a matrix of RSS so that for all beam positions there are four dimensional matrix
of RSS values from four main beam positions. The fifth main position is determined using
the fourth RSS of the second symmetrical bi-directional beam of (0,180) phase. The AoA
of each radio device is the beam position where the highest RSS value for that radio device
was measured when compared to measured value at other beam positions. Beam positions
four and five were differentiated on the algorithm using the second maximum RSS value. If
the second maximum RSS is position +I, then the AoA is position +II but if the second
highest RSS is position −I, then the AoA is −II. For the boundary positions classification,
if the difference between measured RSS of two beams sharing a boundary fall within the
boundary condition for that boundary, then the user is classified as being in that boundary. In
this way, each of the UD were classified into one of the nine azimuth position sectors. All
UD at each pixel point was correctly classified into azimuth sector where they belong. This
figure also show that a thin layer of boundary users exist within the 1m spacing between
users. This is an indication that most of the users will be located within the actual sector of
the coverage area but if boundary users exist, the system will be able to indicate users that
occur in boundary for better decision making. It is also noticed that more boundary users
exist between positions 0 and +I or 0 and −I than between positions +I and +II or −I and
−II. It should be noted that the estimated AoA is not a precise estimate but a sector estimate
and so accuracy is based on the beam width at each beam steered positions. Algorithm 4 is a
step by step approach to developing the AoA estimation model.
3.9.3 Angle Of Arrival Estimation Of Sample Users
To test the AoA estimation model, twenty randomly distributed users within the network
coverage area in a FSPL environment were simulated. User distribution and actual positions
are shown in Figure 3.16a. At each azimuth position, RSS was measured and maximum RSS
based AoA estimation model was applied to determine the AoA of each user. Figure 3.16b
shows the estimated AoA of these users and the measured maximum RSS among all beams
which were used for estimation. This figure shows that all users were correctly classified into
their sector angle where they are located. The same process was repeated for twenty other
random samples of users with correct AoA estimation achieved.
Since fading and noise is inevitable in any environment and this will cause incorrect
measured RSS, normally distributed random error was introduced in the system by generate
random numbers between plus and minus multiples of FSPL environment standard deviations
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Algorithm 4 Angle of arrival estimation algorithm
Input:
Boundary Conditions, Bc = [Bc1,Bc2,Bc3,Bc4]
Output:
Estimated AoA, θ ′
Neighboring Position, NP = [NP1,NP2,NP3,NP4]
1: for j ← 1 : 4 do ▷ Algorithm 2
2: Measure RSS of all users i : m ▷ Algorithm 1
3: A set of measured RSS at each beam position, RSS j| j←1:4
4: Determine beam position with maximum RSS, P = argmax j RSSβ i, j
5: Determine beam position with second maximum NP
6: Determine Boundary beam RSS difference, {Bd1,Bd2,Bd3,Bd4}
7: for i = 1 to m do
8: if Pi = 1 OR 2 AND Bd1i <= Bc2 then
θ ′i =+B1
9: else if Pi = 1 OR 3 AND Bd3i <= Bc3 then
θ ′i =−B1
10: else if Pi = 2 OR 4 AND Bd2i <= Bc1 then
θ ′i =+B2
11: else if Pi = 3 OR 4 AND Bd4i <= Bc4 then
θ ′i =−B2
12: else if Pi = 2 then
θ ′i =+I
13: else if Pi = 3 then
θ ′i =−I
14: else if Pi = 4 AND NPi = 2 then
θ ′i =+II
15: else if Pi = 4 AND NPi = 3 then
θ ′i =−II
16: else
θ ′i = 0
as given in Table 3.7. This is to check the effect of these environmental factors on the
measured RSS and investigate how this would affect the system accuracy. To test this,
random users at some points within the network were considered. Different samples and
levels of error up to 100 samples and ±20dB in FSPL environment were added to measured
RSS and still 100% correct AoA estimation for all environments were obtained. It can
therefore be concluded that environment noise in measured RSS will have insignificant
effect on the AoA estimation in this system. This system is area based and not point based,
therefore, the AoA estimation is based on the sector location and not on a precise angular
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.16 AoA Estimation of 20 random users (a) actual location (b) AoA classification of users
location. AoA estimation with this system is 100% accurate and robust for it’s purpose. Due
to it’s cost considerations from design and simplicity of algorithm, it is cost effective as well.
3.10 Range Estimation
In this section, the aim is to develop a range estimation model that can be used to predict
range of users at the observer point using measured RSS from UDs located at any point
in the network at any of the environments. Even though the propagation models used in
this research can be described by their slopes as presented in Subsection 3.8.1, a regression
analysis was used to determine the relationship between RSS and distance. This gives the
flexibility of standardizing the RSS of each model by centering to zero mean and scaling to
unit standard deviation. This is necessary since euclidean distance measure is sensitive to
magnitudes. Therefore, with standardization, all models are equally weighed creating better
opportunity for model performance comparison. For each of the modeled environments,
regression analysis was applied to relate RSS to distance. RSS measured from each UD at
1m distance from each other at each azimuth position peak was graphed with their distances
to obtain a quadratic relationship between RSS and distance as shown in Figure 3.17.
Only RSS-range relationship for positions 0 and +I for all environments are represented
in this figure because the plot for azimuth positions 0, +II and -II are identical while positions
+I and -I are identical too. This means that RSS-Range classification in a steered beam
array system is azimuth position dependent with identical classification on signal sum and
difference azimuth positions which are different from identical off broadside left and right
RSS-distance relationship. It can be seen that RSS-range model lags by certain amount in
relation to distance at +I azimuth position in all environments due to reduction in gain when
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Fig. 3.17 Range estimation models based on beam position in four environments
beam is steered. A further investigation on how this affects range estimation was carried
out and discussed later. For users at beam peaks separated by 1m distance each, RSS was
classified to distance for each of the environment models. As described in Algorithm 5, for
any given environment, the environment is modeled using the pathloss model equation, then
the radio link model is established between the observer system and the UDs. Combining the
environment model and the radio link model, the RSS from each UD is resolved for each
beam position giving a matrix of RSS.
Polynomial regression is a statistical regression analysis in which the relationship between
independent variable, RSS and the dependent variable, distance is modeled as an nth degree
polynomial. To develop the range estimation model for each of the environment, a 6th order
polynomial curve was fitted on the RSS-range relationships to obtain the coefficients that
is the least square best fit for the range. A polynomial of 6th degree was used because it is
the optimal degrees Figure 3.18 is an example of the data and the polynomial fitting range
model showing the best fit for a FSPL environment. To improve the algorithm, centering and
scaling transformation was applied using mean and standard deviation as shown on Table
3.8.
This means that for any ith user in any given environment, instead of using measured
RSS to estimate range, new measured RSS, ˆRSSi =
RSSi−µRSSi
σRSSi
is used, where µRSS and σRSS
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Algorithm 5 Environment RSS Algorithm
Input:
Pixel Range Rpixel
Frequency, f
Transmitter power PT x
Transmit antenna gain GT x
Receiving antenna gain GRx
Array Gain for four main azimuth positions, G = [Gβ1,Gβ2,Gβ3,Gβ4]
Output:
UD Signal strength at each beam position, RSSβ1,RSSβ2,RSSβ3,RSSβ4
Range estimation model for each azimuth position RM = Rmβ1,Rmβ2,Rmβ3,Rmβ4
Step1: Model environment and measure RSS ▷ see step 4 of Algorithm 1
1: Apply path-loss equations for given environment ▷ See 3.7
2: Apply Equation 2.31 to obtain the link model for all UD in a given environment, LM.
Step2: Build range estimation model
3: for β j = 1 to 4 do ▷ Phase state, β , which determine the beam positions
4: RSSβ = LM+Gβ
5: if β = 1 then
6: Rmβ = RSSβ of sum azimuth
7: else if β = 2 then
8: Rmβ = RSSβ of left azimuth
9: else if β = 3 then
10: Rmβ = RSSβ of right azimuth
11: else if β = 4 then
12: Rmβ = RSSβ of difference azimuth
13: Collect all range model as a matrix, RM
are mean and standard deviation of ith measured RSS respectively. Using these values, RSS
is centered at zero and scaled to have unit standard deviation. The polynomial equations are
the same for all 4 propagation environments but with different centering and scaling values.
For each environment, azimuth positions 0 and +II have the same mean that is different from
the mean of azimuth positions +I and -I. This means that the same range estimation model
can be used to estimate the range of users in broadside and endfire positions but can not be
used for users located off broadside else error in range estimation will be encountered. On
the other hand, the same range model can be used for left and right off broadside users. This
reduces computational complexity by 50% so that instead of solving through four equations,
only two is resolved.
An Angle Adaptive Range Model (AARM) was then developed as presented on Algorithm
6. AARM estimate range of users based on the estimated AoA of those users using the
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Table 3.8 Range estimation model equations for four azimuth positions in different environments
Azimuth positions Range model equation Mean (dBm) STDev (dB)
FSPL 0 −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -65.81 8.06
+I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -68.83 8.06
−I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -68.83 8.06
+II −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -65.81 8.06
HATA 0 −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -67.43 10.48
+I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -71.37 10.48
−I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -71.37 10.48
+II −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -67.43 10.48
ITU 0 −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -65.36 8.06
+I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -68.38 8.06
−I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -68.38 8.06
+II −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -65.36 8.06
WINNER 0 −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -65.93 8.67
+I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -69.18 8.67
−I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -69.18 8.67
+II −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -65.93 8.67
Fig. 3.18 FSPL range estimation model showing RSS-Range data and the 6th order polynomial
curve fitting as an optimum fit for the data
correct RSS-range model for their azimuth positions. Comparing the environments, standard
deviation is the same for FSPL and ITU but with small difference in mean. This is to say that
the two environments are centered in slightly different places but RSS data spread around
the center is the same. This shows that FSPL and ITU environments have very similar
characteristics when compared to HATA and WINNER.
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Algorithm 6 Angle Adaptive Range Estimation Model (AARM)
Input:
Estimated AoA, θ ′;
Range estimation model for each azimuth position RM = {Rmβ1,Rmβ2,Rmβ3,Rmβ4}
Measured RSS from all beam positions, RSS = RSS1,RSS2,RSS3,RSS4
Output:
Users Estimated range, R
1: for i = 1 to m do ▷ m is number of users
2: if θ ′i = 1 OR 102 OR 103 then
3: RSSi = RSS1i ▷ use measured RSS at azimuth position 0
4: estimate Ri using range model, Rm1
5: else if θ ′i = 2 then
6: RSSi = RSS2i ▷ use measured RSS at azimuth position +I
7: estimate Ri using range model, Rm2
8: else if θ ′i = 3 then
9: RSSi = RSS3i ▷ use measured RSS at azimuth position -I
10: estimate Ri using range model, Rm3
11: else if θ ′i = 4 OR 204 OR 305 OR 5 then
12: RSSi = RSS4i ▷ use measured RSS at azimuth position +II
13: estimate Ri using range model, Rm4
14: else
15: Ri = 0
3.10.1 Range Estimation Of Users In Known Environment
To test the range estimation model, the twenty users of Figure 3.16a whose AoA were
estimated above were considered as users scattered within the network coverage whose range
is to be estimated. Users RSS were measured in all four environments from all azimuth
positions, their AoA were estimated based on position with highest RSS for each environment
(Algorithm 4). Using these RSS for instance as shown in Figure 3.16b for FSPL environment,
range estimation model for each environment was applied to estimate all user range using
the RSS that classified them into a particular AoA where they belong. Figure 3.19 shows
the estimated range in the four known environments with their actual range shown as well.
From this range estimation plot, it was identified that users 6, 10, 14, 15 and 16 located in
azimuth position +II has their range correctly estimated with error of ±1° or no error at all.
The same thing apply to positions -II and 0 where user ID numbers 7 and 20 are located.
User ID number 9 is also located in azimuth 0 but has an error in range estimate of 4m. This
is due to it’s deviation from azimuth center, the more deviated users are from azimuth center,
the more error in range estimation. All users located on azimuth positions +I and -I have
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Fig. 3.19 Range estimation of users in four different known ideal environments showing greater
range error with users 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18 located in azimuth positions +I and -I but
lesser error with other users because they were located in other azimuth positions
their range estimated with high error bounds. Twenty more random users were simulated and
from result obtained, it can be confirmed that range estimation is azimuth position dependent
with positions +I and -I having most angular deviation error followed by position 0. More
accurate range estimate is gotten from azimuth position +II. It can also be noticed that users
ID numbers 12 and 19 also have high range estimation error because they are very close to
the boundary. They are not completely located at the boundary because the difference in gain
(dB) between azimuth positions that share the boundary is not up to the boundary condition
threshold. This is an indication that more error may be encountered for users located at the
boundary and the error is referred to as ‘boundary user error’ to be investigated later.
3.11 Errors in Range Estimation
It has been identified that even for a perfect and well modeled environment where only
pathloss is the only loss experienced, under-estimation occur for users located at azimuth
position +I and -I peaks. This is an error due to the beam position where they are located.
We therefore tag this error as ‘error due to beam position’ to be investigated later. Secondly
we considered users systematically arranged at the edge (1° to boundary) of azimuth position
0 as well as +I for each environment, assuming perfect and correctly modeled environment.
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Figure 3.20 is a plot of the estimated range verses the actual range. Apart from the error
Fig. 3.20 Range estimation in all known environments for both broadside and off broadside users
showing over-estimation error as users are deviated from peak
due to azimuth position, there is error in estimated range of users at azimuth position edges.
As seen from Figure 3.20, this error is in the form of over-estimation. This means that
over-estimation is encountered as users are deviated from the peak. considering the five
azimuth localization positions for the 100 meter range, the probability of users occurring
exactly at the azimuth peak is only approximately 2.8% and the remaining 97.2%, users
occur at angles deviated from the peak where an error in estimate is expected. Subsequently,
this error will be called ‘error due to angular deviation’.
3.11.1 Effect of Beam Position on Range Estimation
Having identified that RSS-Range classification is azimuth position dependent, the aim
therefore is to carry out an investigation on how this discrepancies may cause error in range
estimation and find a possible solution to mitigate against the error for more accurate results.
Considering users at beam peaks for the four main beam positions, RSS was measured, range
was estimated using models of Table 3.8 for each azimuth peak position user. Result of Figure
3.21 shows that correct range estimation up to a maximum coverage range of 100m is only
obtained for users at azimuth positions 0 and +II peaks but not for users at azimuth positions
+I and -I peaks. At azimuth positions +I and -I, only a maximum range of approximately
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Fig. 3.21 Estimated range of azimuth peak users for four different environments showing correct
estimation for broadside and difference users but under-estimation for left and right of broadside
users
71m is obtainable for the 100m nominal range. This shows an under-estimation for users
at left and right of broadside but not for users at signal sum and difference positions. We
can conclude that accuracy of range estimation with this model will be azimuth position
dependent. Users located at beams 0, +II and -II azimuth positions will have their range
estimated with less error but users located at beams +I and -I positions will encounter high
error even if the user is exactly at beam peaks.
3.11.2 Effect of User Azimuth Direction on Range Estimation
To investigate the effect of edge user position on range estimation, users at azimuth
position edges (1 degree to the boundary) in each azimuth position were considered. For
positions 0 and +II, the range estimate of users arranged on the left and others arranged on
the right is same but for azimuth positions +I and -I, estimates are equal for both positions but
left and right edges of +I or -I position users are different. This show that azimuth positions
0 and +II are symmetrical but azimuth positions +I and -I are not. Figure 3.22 shows a plot
of the estimated range for azimuth position 0 edge users (continuous dark line), position +I
right (faint dashed line) and left edge users (faint dotted line) and position +II edge users
(dark dash and dot line) in FSPL environment. From this figure it can be seen that error value
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Fig. 3.22 Range estimation of FSPL beam edge users showing that there is difference in range
estimation for users at +I position left and right edges
is dependent on the azimuth location of the user. Azimuth position 0 gives more error spread
than position +II. This means that more error due to angular deviation will be encountered if
users are located in position 0 area than in position +II area. Range estimates at positions +I
and -I are expected to be lower than positions 0 and +II but here it has also been noticed that
the estimate is different when users are on left (dotted faint line) and right (dashed faint line)
edges of positions +I and -I as shown on Figure 3.22.
3.11.3 Effect of Unknown Environment on Range Estimation
The simulation so far has assumed that the environment of RSS measurement was known
and so correct environment range model was used for range estimation. Considering a
situation where the environment is unknown and so we can not identify the correct range
model to be used for range estimation. To investigate the effect of unknown environment
on range estimation, users were systematically arranged on the center of azimuth position 0
(1:1:100)m in FSPL, HATA, ITU-R and WINNER-11 environments as illustrated with red
cross on top part of Figure 3.23. The four environment range models were used to estimate
range of users located in each of the environments. Figure 3.23 shows the range estimation
results from each model in each of the environment scenarios. From Figure 3.23, it can be
seen that only the range model of it’s own environment was able to estimate user range from
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3.23 Range estimation in unknown four environments using (a) FSPL, (b) HATA (c) ITU-R
(d) WINNER-11 range estimation models for users located at the center of azimuth position 0
showing that in ideal case, accurate estimation is only achieved with correct environment model
1 to 100m correctly while other environment model estimates is with error of different levels
depending on how closely related the model environment is with the correct environment
of measurement. This shows that using range model for one environment to estimate range
of users on another environment for instance, FSPL model in HATA environment or HATA
model in FSPL environment results in a considerable amount of error in range estimation.
3.11.4 Range Estimation Of Random Users In Unknown Environment
To see the effect of unknown environment on randomly distributed users, it is assumed
that location environment of the network users of Figure 3.16a are unknown and so each
of the four range models were used to estimate user range using measured RSS in each of
the environments. Figure 3.24 is a plot of the estimated range using all four models in each
environment.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3.24 Range estimation of randomly distributed users in unknown ideal (a) FSPL (b) HATA
(c) ITU-R (d) WINNER-11 environments showing that randomly distributed users encounter
different kinds of errors based user azimuth location but best estimate is achieved if environment
is known
From this figure, it can be seen that for users not affected by already identified errors like
users 6,10,14,15 and 16, the best estimate is gotten using the model for that environment.
The mean absolute error (MAE) in range estimation obtained in each environment and by
each environment model for the twenty sample users are summarized in Table 3.9. From this
Table 3.9 Mean absolute error in range estimation of users for all environments using all range
models
FSPL HATA ITU WINNER
FSPL 12.62m 30.85m 13.12m 15.83m
HATA 29.57m 12.59m 35.02m 19.89m
ITU 14.75m 32.86m 12.62m 18.54m
WINNER 13.52m 27.83m 14.06m 12.62m
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result, a MAE of 12.62m is encountered in FSPL, HATA and WINNER environments using
their own range models but between 27m and 30m using HATA model in these environments.
It can therefore be concluded that incorrect environment model gives rise to higher error
values. Four major system errors that will be inherent on the system if not taken care of are
therefore identified. First is the error due to beam position, second is error due to angular
deviation, third is boundary user error and forth is error due to unknown environment. The
goal then is to find a way to eradicate or reduce these errors to a bearable minimum in the
system.
3.12 Range Estimation Error Prediction
In this section, the four identified system errors; error due to beam position, error due to
angular deviation, boundary user error and error due to unknown environment were modeled
to find a possible solution to eradicate or reduce them.
3.12.1 Error Due To Beam Position
Error due to beam position is the unique error encountered by users at azimuth positions
+I and -I due to their position making them under-estimate range as shown with users 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 11, 13, 17 and 18 in Figure 3.19. This is a fundamental error because from the range
model of Figure 3.21, the RSS-Range relationship is incorrect at azimuth positions +I and -I
as compared to 0 and +II. This can be approached by applying amplitude variation for the
different beam steering weighting. This approach will need hardware implementation on the
feed network which will increase complexity. Another option would be to compensate for the
differences on the algorithm which is simpler and easier needing no hardware implementation.
Algorithm based was applied.
3.12.2 Beam Position Error Model (BPEM)
The aim at this point is to develop a mathematical model for predicting the required
error compensation factor to compensate for beam position error in the system. To do this,
users were systematically arranged in azimuth position +I centre in all environments as
shown on top left corner of Figure 3.25a, their RSS were calculated and both AoA and range
were estimated as already discussed. Beam Position Error Values (BPEV) were calculated
which are residuals of the estimated range from the actual range. Environment is assumed
to be known. The BPEV is plotted in Figure 3.25a which looks more like a straight line
graph. Therefore, based on least square error approach and using polyfit function in matlab, a
polynomial of first order was fitted on the data to obtain coefficients b1 = 0.41 and b2 = 0.03
which represent the slope and intercept of the BPEV respectively. Equations 3.11, 3.11,
3.11 and 3.11 are the BPEM equation for FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER environments
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respectively. These are the BPEMs for future beam position error prediction.
BPEMFSPL = 0.41Ri+0.03 (3.11)
BPEMHATA = 0.41Ri+0.01 (3.12)
BPEMITU = 0.41Ri+0.03 (3.13)
BPEMWINNER = 0.41Ri+0.02 (3.14)
where Ri is the estimated range of ith user. For any user whose AoA is +I or -I, BPEM is
used to predict a compensation value that is added to the estimated distance to compensate
for under-estimation due to its azimuth position so that the new estimated range of user i in
say FSPL environment becomes:
R′BPEMi = Ri+BPEV
′
i (3.15)
Where Ri and R′BPEMi are the estimated range of i
th user before and after BPEM respectively.
BPEV ′i is the predicted beam position error value for ith user. To test this model, BPEM
was applied for the users arranged on azimuth position +I centre (Figure 3.25a top left) in
FSPL environment to obtain result of Figure 3.25b. This result gives a mean absolute range
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.25 Improved range estimate with BPEM (a) BPEV for development of BPEM Equation (b)
estimated range in FSPL environment for users in azimuth position +I centre before and after
BPEM
estimation error of approximately 14.6m and 0.06m before and after BPEM respectively.
This means a percentage error reduction (PER) of 99.6%. It can therefore be concluded that
in ideal case, by adding the compensation value generated by BPEM to estimated range of
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azimuth position +I or -I centre users, very accurate range estimation is achieved. A step by
step approach to developing and implementing the BPEM is given in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 BPEM Algorithm
Input:
Estimated range of users, R;
Output:
polynomial coefficients (b1, b2)
Estimated range of users after BPEM, R′BPEM;
1: For any given environment:
Step1: Compute the BPEV
2: Generate users at +I azimuth position centre
3: Apply Algorithm 6 to estimate user range, RBPEV
4: BPEV ← Ractual−RBPEV
Step2: Fit a polynomial to data and determine the BPEM
5: Compute the coefficients, b1 and b2 that best fits data BPEV based on least square error
Step3: Apply BPEM to estimated range of users
6: for i← 1 : m do
7: if theta′i = 2 OR 3 then
8: R′i = Ri+(b1R+b2) ▷ New estimated user range after BPEM
9: else
10: R′i = Ri
3.12.3 Error Due To Angular Deviation
Error due to angular deviation refers to error encountered by users that are not located
at azimuth position centers. This error is unavoidable in this system because with only two
antenna elements, a wide beam is expected. This error would naturally be reduced with pencil
beam [222] which means more antenna elements, more cost and complexity which is against
the design criteria in this research. Moreover, considering the design application, the system
should be able to cope with a manageable value of this error. Therefore, an investigation
on this error targeting the possibility of reducing it to a bearable minimum was carried out.
From Figure 3.22, it has been shown that azimuth positions +I and -I are unsymmetrical
while 0 and +II are symmetrical. In this error investigation, four azimuth position edge users
were therefore considered and these include; azimuth positions +I, 0, -I and -II (same as +II).
Angular Deviation Error Model (ADEM)
The target here is to carry out an investigation on how accuracy of user range estimation
is affected as users are located away from the azimuth position center. The expectation
is to develop a mathematical model that can be used to reduce this error to a possible
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bearable minimum. It should be noted that angular deviation error investigation and ADEM
development is based on estimated range after BPEM has been applied. Considering the
worst case edge user scenario where users are located 1° to the boundary of these azimuth
positions. Users were systematically arranged in azimuth positions +I, 0, -I and -II edges
separated by 1m from each other as shown with red dots on Figure 3.26a. These sample of
users cover both edges of the unsymmetrical +I and -I azimuth positions as well as Positions
0 and +II edges. Range of users were estimated and estimates were compared with the actual
range. The difference was then halved to obtain the Angular Deviation Error value (ADEV)
for all four azimuth edges considered and for all four environments. Figure 3.26a shows the
ADEV for these users in FSPL environment. This is better described as a linear graph than a
curve, therefore a first order polynomial was fitted on the data to develop a set of ADEM
equations with coefficients b1 and b2 for each of the azimuth edge positions and for each
environment as presented in Table 3.10.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.26 Angular deviation error model (ADEM) (a) angular deviation error model (ADEM) for
FSPL environment based on half the residual (b) range estimation error reduced by half for +I
azimuth position edge users
Table 3.10 ADEM equations for four main azimuth positions in different environments
Azimuth
Positions FSPL HATA ITU WINNER
ADEM+I −10.1×10−3R+24.5×10−3 −7.75×10−3R+18.4×10−3 −10.1×10−3R+24.5×10−3 −9.39×10−3R+22.6×10−3
ADEM0 −80.8×10−3R−51.4×10−3 −61.2×10−3R−36.5×10−3 −80.8×10−3R−51.5×10−3 −74.8×10−3R−46.8×10−3
ADEM−I −81.0×10−3R−32.3×10−3 −61.3×10−3R−16.7×10−3 −81.0×10−3R−31.7×10−3 −75.0×10−3R−26.9×10−3
ADEM+II −13.2×10−3R+26.0×10−3 −10.0×10−3R+12.3×10−3 −13.2×10−3R+25.4×10−3 −12.2×10−3R+21.2×10−3
ADEM equations are therefore applied for future prediction of ADEV for any estimated
user range in any of the four environments based on the estimated AoA of that user. The new
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estimated user range is then given by:
R′ADEMi = R′BPEMi +ADEV
′
i (3.16)
Where R′ADEMi is the new estimated range of i
th user after ADEM has been applied, RBPEMi
is the estimated range after BPEM has been applied and ADEV ′i is the predicted ADEV for
ith user.
To test the ADEM, users arranged at +I azimuth edge positions in all environments were
used. Results before/after ADEM gives a MAE of 7.4m/3.17m, 5.6m/2.5m, 7.4m/3.17m
and 6.85m/2.97m in FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER respectively giving a PER of 57.2,
55.5, 57.2 and 56.7 respectively. It can therefore be concluded that by adding the ADEM
compensation value to estimated range, the estimated range error is reduced by at least 50%
for edge users. A step by step algorithm to developing the ADEM is shown in Algorithm 8.
3.12.4 Improved Angular Deviation Error Model (IADEM)
The ADEM investigation so far has been based only on azimuth position edge users
which is 1° to the boundary. In this case 50% error reduction in range estimation is achieved
using an ADEV divisor of 2 i.e. half the residual. It is expected that as users move towards
the azimuth position center, the PER will start decreasing and at azimuth center position, a
50% error increase would be the case. For this reason, an optimum divisor that would achieve
less MAE based on users covering a whole azimuth position (center and edge inclusive) be
considered. Systematic users were generated at each 1° angle and for every 1m distance
apart, covering edge to edge of 0 azimuth position as shown on red in Figure 3.27. Range
was estimated with assumption that environment of RSS measurement was known. ADEM
was applied for divisor values of 1 in a space of 1 to 20. At each divisor level, the MAE in
range estimation was calculated. The divisor level that returned the minimum MAE was
considered as the divisor that would provide the optimum solution for angular deviation error
reduction in this system. Result of Figure 3.27, shows that the optimum solution is obtained
with a divisor of 4 as indicated with a filled circle.
IADEM was compared with ADEM using users covering the azimuth position 0 as shown
in Figure 3.27 for FSPL environment. Their range estimation result give a MAE of 2.53m
before ADEM (i.e. after BPEM) but a MAE of 2.26m and 1.85m after ADEM and IADEM
respectively. From this result, it can be seen that a PER of 10.81% and 27.13% are achieved
with ADEM and IADEM respectively, giving 18% more reduction in range estimation error
With IADEM when compare to ADEM. Instead of half the Angular Deviation Error Value
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Algorithm 8 ADEM Algorithm
Input:
Estimated range after BPEM, R′BPEM;
Estimated AoA, θ ′;
Output:
Estimated range after ADEM, R′ADEM;
Step1: Develop ADEM eqation
1: Define beam edge angles for azimuth positions +I, 0, -I and -II
2: For any given environment:
3: for j ← 1 : 4 do ▷ azimuth user positions
4: Generate users at jth azimuth positions in interval of 1m
5: Measure RSS of users ▷ Algorithm 1
6: Estimate AoA, θ ′ and neighboring Position, NP of users ▷ Algorithm 4
7: Estimate range of users ▷ Algorithm 6
8: Apply BPEM to estimated range, R′BPEM ▷ Algorithm 7
9: Calculate, ADEVj = (R−R′ADEM j)/2
10: Fit a polynomial of best fit to ADEV data to obtain b1 j, b2 j
Step2: Apply ADEM to estimated range after BPEM
11: for i← 1 : m do ▷ m is number of users
12: if (θ ′i ←+I OR −I) AND (NPi ←+II OR −II) then
13: R′ADEMi ← R′BPEMi +b1ADEV ′+I ×R
′
BPEMi +b2ADEV ′+I
▷ Predict ADEV using
ADEM+I
14: else if θ ′i ← 0 AND (NPi =+I OR −I) then
15: R′ADEMi ← R′BPEMi +b1ADEV ′0 ×R
′
BPEMi +b2ADEV ′0
▷ Predict ADEV using ADEM0
16: else if (θ ′i ←+I OR −I) AND NPi = 0 then
17: R′ADEMi ← R′BPEMi +b1ADEV ′−I ×R
′
BPEMi +b2ADEV ′−I
▷ Predict ADEV using
ADEM−I
18: else if (θ ′i ←+II OR −II) AND (NPi ←+I OR −I) then
19: R′ADEMi = R
′
BPEMi +b1ADEV ′−II
×R′BPEMi +b2ADEV ′−II ▷ Predict ADEV using
ADEM−II
20: elseR′ADEMi = R
′
BPEMi
(ADEV), a quarter the ADEV was used to develop an improved Angular Deviation Error
Model (IADEM) of Table 3.11.
3.12.5 Range Estimation Of Random Sample Users With BPEM and
ADEM
So far, systematic users were used to investigate, develop and test the identified errors.
Practically, users are not deployed systematically in a wireless network environment, therefore
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Fig. 3.27 Dividing factor used in developing ADEM to achieve optimum error reduction in range
estimation
Table 3.11 IADEM equations for four main azimuth positions in different environments
Azimuth
Positions FSPL HATA ITU WINNER
ADEM+I −4.22×10−3R+12.1×10−3 −3.24×10−3R+8.88×10−3 −4.22×10−3R+12.1×10−3 −3.92×10−3R+11.1×10−3
ADEM0 −36.1×10−3R−24.6×10−3 −27.4×10−3R−17.7×10−3 −36.1×10−3R−24.7×10−3 −33.5×10−3R−22.5×10−3
ADEM−I −36.1×10−3R−18.6×10−3 −27.4×10−3R−10.9×10−3 −36.1×10−3R−18.3×10−3 −33.5×10−3R−16.0×10−3
ADEM+II −5.87×10−3R+16.2×10−3 −4.46×10−3R+9.42×10−3 −5.86×10−3R+15.9×10−3 −5.44×10−3R+13.9×10−3
random users were also used to test these error models. To appreciate the effect and be able
to compare with result obtained when these errors were identified, the same twenty random
users of Figure 3.16a in FSPL environment was used. Figures 3.28a and 3.28b are show the
estimated range of distributed random users before and after ADEM.
From result of Figure 3.28a, it can be seen that range of users in azimuth positions +I
and -I (user ID numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 13, 17 and 18) were estimated with minimal error.
MAE before and after BPEM for this sample is 12.6m and 2.36m respectively giving a PER
of 81%. Error due to angular deviation is still noticeable with users 9 and 12. Figure 3.28b is
the range estimation plot after applying the angular deviation error model. Users 9 and 12
errors were reduced from an over-estimation of approximately 3.8m to 0.9m and 12.1m to
8.9m. respectively. MAE after ADEM for this sample is approximately 1.66m giving a PER
of approximately 30% between BPEM and ADEM application.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.28 Range estimation of randomly distributed users (a) before (after BPEM) (b) after
ADEM showing better range estimation accuracy for users located at azimuth positions +I and -I
and users deviated from the azimuth center
3.12.6 Boundary User Error Model (BUEM)
Boundary user error are errors peculiar to the users at the boundary. This error occur
because there is no beam switched to the boundary rather they are dependent on two adjacent
beams. Users at the boundary were not captured by the ADEM because they are beyond
the beam edge. Since there is possibility of users occurring at the boundary, errors in range
estimation of users at the boundary was modeled.
The aim is to carry out an investigation on how accuracy of range estimation with this
system is affected by azimuth position boundary users. The target is to develop mathematical
BUEM equations for future prediction and compensation of range error due to users located
at the boundary for more accurate user range estimation. To develop the BUEM, systematic
users separated by 1m distance from each other was generated at boundary center positions
for the four boundaries +B2, +B1, −B1, −B2 as shown with red dots in Figure 3.29a.
Range of these users were estimated using adaptive angle range estimation model with
BPEM and ADEM applied. Difference between estimated range and actual range were
calculated for each user and halved to obtain the boundary user error value (BUEV) for
all four environments and for all four azimuth boundary positions. Figure 3.29a shows
the Boundary User Error Model (BUEM) for all four environments for users arranged at
boundary +B1. Fitting a polynomial into BUEV, coefficients of the polynomial are obtained
to form the BUEM equations shown in Table 3.12 which are used for future prediction of the
BUEV’ for any user whose AoA is estimated to be at the boundary.
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Table 3.12 BUEM equations for four main azimuth positions in different environments
Boundary
Positions FSPL HATA ITU WINNER
+B2 −11.0×10−3R+24.6×10−3 −8.41×10−3R+18.7×10−3 −11.0×10−3R+24.6×10−3 −10.2×10−3R+22.7×10−3
+B1 −85.3×10−3R−52.8×10−3 −64.5×10−3R−37.4×10−3 −85.3×10−3R−52.9×10−3 −78.9×10−3R−48.0×10−3
−B1 −85.3×10−3R−52.8×10−3 −64.5×10−3R−37.4×10−3 −85.3×10−3R−52.9×10−3 −78.9×10−3R−48.0×10−3
−B2 −14.6×10−3R+90.2×10−3 −11.2×10−3R+65.9×10−3 −14.6×10−3R+90.1×10−3 −13.6×10−3R+82.6×10−3
The predicted BUEV’ for any boundary user is then added to the estimated range as given
in Equation 3.17 to compensate for error due to their being positioned at the boundary.
R′BUEMi = R′ADEMi+BUEV ′i (3.17)
BUEM was tested for systematic users arranged in all four boundary in all environments,
obtained results gave a MAE of 8.72 (3.62), 6.59 (2.87) 8.72 (3.62) and 8.07 (3.40) before
(after) BUEM which means a PER of 58.53%, 56.45% 58.53% and 57.90 in FSPL, HATA,
ITU and WINNER environments respectively. A plot of the estimated range of users arranged
in +B1 boundary in FSPL environment before and after BUEM is shown in Figure 3.29a.
Algorithm 9 is a step my step approach to developing and implementing the BUEM.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.29 Boundary user error model (BUEM) (a) calculated BUEV used to develop the BUEM
in all four environments (b) range estimation error of +B1 boundary users reduced by half
3.12.7 Performance Analysis of System Error Models
The performance of simulated error models, BPEM, IADEM, and BUEM were tested
for both systematic and random users. For the former, more samples of users covering the
entire network coverage area (boundaries inclusive) at 1° angle and 1m distance from each
other in FSPL environment were considered. Using the percentage error in the system before
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Algorithm 9 BUEM Algorithm
Input:
Estimated range after ADEM, R′ADEM
Estimated AoA, θ ′;
Output:
Estimated range after BUEM, R′BUEM
Step1: Develop ADEM eqation
1: Define boundary angles for azimuth positions +I, 0, -I and -II
2: For any given environment:
3: for j ← 1 : 4 do ▷ azimuth user positions
4: Generate users at jth azimuth positions in interval of 1m
5: Measure RSS of users ▷ Algorithm 1
6: Estimate AoA, θ ′ ▷ Algorithm 4
7: Estimate range of users ▷ Algorithm 6
8: Apply BPEM to estimated range, R′BPEM ▷ Algorithm 7
9: Calculate, BUEVj = (R−R′BUEM j)/2
10: Fit a polynomial of best fit to BUEV data to obtain b1 j, b2 j
Step2: Apply BUEM to estimated range after BPEM and ADEM
11: for i← 1 : m do ▷ m is number of users
12: if (θ ′i ←+B2) then
13: R′BUEMi ← R′ADEMi +b1BUEV ′+B2 ×R
′
ADEM +b2ADEV ′+B2
▷ Predict ADEV using
BUEM+B2
14: else if (θ ′i ←+B1) then
15: R′BUEMi ← R′ADEMi +b1BUEV ′+B1 ×R
′
ADEM +b2ADEV ′+B1
▷ Predict ADEV using
BUEM+B1
16: else if (θ ′i ←−B1) then
17: R′BUEMi ← R′ADEMi +b1BUEV ′−B1 ×R
′
ADEM +b2ADEV ′−B1
▷ Predict ADEV using
BUEM−B1
18: else if (θ ′i ←−B2) then
19: R′BUEMi ← R′ADEMi +b1BUEV ′−B2 ×R
′
ADEM +b2ADEV ′−B2
▷ Predict ADEV using
BUEM−B2
20: else(R′BUEMi = R
′
ADEMi)
any of the error models were applied as the reference, resulting MAE after applying each
model was calculated as given in Table 3.13. This result shows that BPEM reduces the
error by approximately 78.8% which is a good improvement. On the other hand, applying
IADEM achieves a PER of 84.3% which is about 26.3% over what is achieved with just
BPEM. By implementing BUEM, range estimation error reduction for boundary users were
also implemented achieving a PER of 26.5% over BPEM. PER between ADEM and BUEM
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Table 3.13 Performance evaluation of BPEM, IADEM and BUEM using systematic users
Error models Before (MAE (m)) After (MAE (m)) % Error Reduction (%)
BPEM 6.43 1.367 78.75
IADEM 6.43 1.007 84.35
BUEM 6.43 1.005 84.37
is only about 0.2% but this is understandable since BUEM affects only boundary users and
out of the entire sample of 180 angles by 100 users, boundary users are only 4 angles by 100
users which is just about 2.3% of the entire sample. Summarily, these three range estimation
error models will improve the estimated range accuracy in this system by 84.37% which is a
significant positive effect on the system.
To carry out error model performance test for random users, the twenty random users
being used in this thesis were considered. Result of Figure 3.30 shows a MAE of 12.61m
and 2.36m for before and after BPEM. A MAE of 1.66m was achieved after IADEM as well
as after BUEM. This is the same because there was no boundary user among the sample
users. In total, 86.9% error in range estimation reduction was achieved by using these error
models in this system for range estimation of these random sample users. For one hundred
samples of 20 and also 100 other random users, an average of 87.0% and 87.2% PER were
achieved. In summary, it can be concluded that these error models have significant positive
effect on the performance of this system.
3.12.8 Environment Adaptive Range Model (EARM)
It has been established that best range and localization estimation is obtained if the
environment of RSS measurement is known. In two phase localization system, first phase is
used to know the environments by a process of fingerprinting which is time and cost intensive.
This system avoids this but carries out an investigation on range estimation in four different
environments with the intention of developing a mathematical EARM model that can be
used to determine the environment of RSS measurement among all four environments. If
the correct environment is identified, the system can then adopt the estimated range by that
environment model as the most accurate range estimate for users in that network. To develop
the Environment Adaptive Range Model (EARM), users systematically arranged at azimuth
position +I center were considered. RSS was evaluated in each of the four environments
and the range was estimated in each case. For all measured RSS in each environment and
in each azimuth position, all environment range models of Table 3.8 were used to estimate
user range. Figure 3.31 shows a plot of the actual user range against the estimated range of
users in each case. In this plot, environment is differentiated by color and models by line
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Fig. 3.30 Performance evaluation of BPEM, IADEM and BUEM using random sample users
Fig. 3.31 Range prediction using estimated range in four different environments with four range
models in each environment for EARM development
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style. This Figure shows that each model estimates range differently in each environment. It
can also be noticed that in each environment, only the model of that environment return the
correct user range estimates from 1m to 100m.
Polynomial of second order was identified to fit this data with least mean absolute error.
Therefore 2nd order polynomial was fitted on this plot data to derive different equations
given in Table 3.14 which describes how range is estimated in different environments using
different range models. From Table 3.14, it can be seen that the equations are different for
Table 3.14 Environment adaptive range estimation models
Models FSPL Mean Std
FSPL 0.00R′2+29.01R′+50.50 50.50 29.01
HATA 2.47R′2+29.44R′+48.06 39.48 18.91
ITU 0.01R′2+29.01R′+50.49 53.18 30.54
WINNER 0.72R′2+29.05R′+49.79 48.28 26.40
HATA
FSPL −2.53R′2+29.434R+53.00 70.58 48.20
HATA 0.00R′2+29.01R+50.50 50.50 29.01
ITU −2.52R′2+29.43R+53.00 74.29 50.65
WINNER −1.86R′2+29.24R+52.34 65.69 42.77
ITU
FSPL 0.00R′2+29.01R+50.50 47.95 27.55
HATA 2.47R′2+29.44R+48.06 37.93 18.17
ITU 0.00R′2+29.01R+50.50 50.50 29.01
WINNER 0.71R′2+29.05R+49.80 46.01 25.16
WINNER
FSPL −0.72R′2+29.05R+51.21 53.07 32.01
HATA 1.82R′2+29.24R+48.70 40.87 20.60
ITU −0.71R′2+29.04R+51.20 55.88 33.69
WINNER 0.00R′2+29.01R+50.50 50.50 29.01
each range model in each environment but the same for models in their own environment.
For instance, FSPL range model used in FSPL environment is same with HATA model used
in HATA environment and they are the same for other environments. This equation therefore,
describes the range estimation equation for the correct environment of measurement which
will subsequently referred to as the EARM. For all measured RSS in any given environment,
range is estimated using all four environment range models. EARM was then applied in each
case to predict range for the correct environment. By evaluating the error between estimated
range and predicted range for all users in the environment, range model with the least average
error was returned as the environment of RSS measurement and the estimated range of all
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users by the predicted environment model was adopted as the best range estimate. Algorithm
10 is a step by step approach to developing the EARM.
Algorithm 10 EARM Algorithm
Input:
Estimated range after BUEM, R′BUEM
Output:
Estimated range after EARM, R′EARM
Step1: Develop EARM eqation
1: For any given environment:
2: for Rm← 1 : 4 do ▷ environment range model
3: Generate users at +I azimuth positions center
4: Measure RSS of users ▷ Algorithm 1
5: Estimate AoA, θ ′ ▷ Algorithm 4
6: Estimate range ▷ Algorithm 6
7: Fit a polynomial of best fit to BUEV data to obtain b1, b2, b3
Step2: Apply EARM to identify environment of RSS measurement
8: for i← 1 : m do
9: Evaluate, EARMi = b1×R′2BUEMi +b2×R′BUEMi +b3
10: ∀(i1 : im);R′EARM = argminRm |R′BUEM−EARM|
EARM was tested using systematic users at azimuth position +I center and result of Table
3.15 shows that for measured RSS in all four environments, correct environment of RSS
measurement was identified in each case by applying EARM. EARM was also tested with
random sample users but only FSPL environment was identified as ITU while others were
correctly identified. More accurate results are achieved if the environments were clearly
different. If the environments are similar, there is not much error in range estimate because
any of the chosen environments will produce similar results for the estimated range.
Table 3.15 Mean absolute error after EARM for four different environments
FSPL (m) HATA (m) ITU (m) WINNER (m)
FSPL 0.03 33.49 5.23 5.54
HATA 32.64 0.03 37.64 25.62
ITU 5.23 38.76 0.03 10.16
WINNER 5.49 26.12 10.10 0.03
3.12.9 Noise Model
Practically, there is no perfect environment, all environments are prone to noise, atten-
uation and interference. Any environment is also prone to change in characteristics due to
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change in vegetation or construction of new building etc. The effect of these environmental
changes on the system performance was investigated. Normally noise in information theory
is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) which is a basic noise model used to
mimic the effect of many random processes that occur in nature. Any noise experienced in
the system or in the environment would cause error in measured RSS.
A close investigation on how much of range estimation error will be encountered for
different levels of error in simulated RSS was carried out. For deterministic errors of −1σ ,
0.5σ and 1σ on measured RSS in FSPL environment, the error in estimated range is as
shown in Figure 3.32a. If noise adds to simulated RSS, over-estimation occurs but if noise
subtracts from simulated RSS, then under-estimation occurs. As expected, error spread
increases with ±error value in added RSS and also with distance. In real life error is random
as shown in Figure 3.32b and not deterministic. The level of noise that will occur in any
environment at any given time is not predictable so the interest lies on determining how well
the system can cope with some levels of this noise.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.32 Boundary user error model using +B1 boundary users (a) error spread with distance
for ±0.5 error in measured RSS (b) +B1 expected error for multiples of random error in
measured RSS
Occurrence of over-estimation or under-estimation can not be predicted in practical sense,
hence, there is need to apply statistical tools like mean, median or mode to get a single value
that better represents the expected value. Twenty different random noise were added to the
measured RSS of the sample users in the four main azimuth positions as shown in Figure 3.33.
Mean, median and mode were calculated for each user and plotted as well. By calculating
the mean error, it was found out that mean gives a result closers to the measured RSS before
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3.33 Measured RSS of twenty sample users at four main azimuth positions (a) 0 (b) +I (c) -I
(d) +II with mean, median and mode to determine the best statistical tool for more accurate result
adding error than median and mode as shown in Table 3.16. By taking many measurements
and using the mean value, effect of noise on the measured result will be reduced.
Table 3.16 Statistical Evaluation of Measured RSS with Random Noise
Mean (m) Median (m) Mode (m)
RSS at 0 0.20 0.33 0.73
RSS at +I 0.21 0.33 0.71
RSS at -I 0.20 0.34 0.82
RSS at +II 0.22 0.37 0.77
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3.13 System Application in 2-tier HetNet
In this section, the system is simulated for the purpose of its design application which is
to identify optimum positions for small cell deployment based on user cluster. The aim is
to resolve user AoA and range to locate users into different classes of the network location
positions. By counting the number of users in each class, user cluster was resolved and
locations for small cell deployment identified. Considering a micro-pico HetNet where
picocells are required to be deployed within an existing macrocell. Some of the cellular
network parameters as discussed in [183, 223] and summarized in Table 3.17 were adopted.
The network coverage area was simulated for a nominal range of 500m but still with the
Table 3.17 LTE-A Parameters For Simulation
Simulation Parameter values
Macro cell ISD 500 m
Max Macro Tx Power 46dBm
Max Pico Tx Power 30dBm
Macro antenna gain 14dBi
Minimum distance between pico and macrocells 75m
Minimum distance between picos 40m
Minimum distance between macro and users device 25m
Minimum distance between pico and users device 10m
Number of user devices per macrocell 30
Number of user devices per picocell 7
worst case scenario of dipole elements for both transmitter and receiver and a transmitter
power of 0dBm. Considering 50 users scattered within the network coverage area as shown
in Figure 3.34 whose locations are to be identified and used for evaluating optimum small
cell deployment positions.
To identify optimum positions for small cell deployment, the system measures RSS from
user devices in different azimuth positions. Using the received data, AoA as well as range of
each user with all error models applied for more accurate result is obtained. Users are then
classified into angle and range classes of the network coverage area. By counting the number
of users in each angle and range class, user clusters are determined as shown in Figure 3.35b
for the deployed fifty sample users. In this figure, the system identifies positions for small
cell deployment as those locations with circled values with an assumption that the network
operators have decided that small cells are deployed at locations with seven or more users
given in Table 3.17. The system also displays the coordinates of these locations as well as
the population of users in those locations as shown on the table of Figure 3.35b. In this way,
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Fig. 3.34 Fifty distributed users in a macro-pico HetNet for user cluster localization and small
cell deployment location identification
the operators are not only able to know the optimal position for small cell deployment but
also they are able to decide what type of small cell to be deployed in those locations based
on the expected capacity requirement predicted by user counts.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.35 User cluster localization (a) optimum location for small cell deployment (b) coordinates
of small cell deployment positions with opportunity for cell type deployment decision
Assuming random error in measured RSS up to ±1σ in FSPL environment has occurred,
simulation was carried out to check what the effect of this error would be on user cluster
localization and small cell deployment position identification. Figures 3.36a and 3.36b are
the results obtained from the noisy environment and have shown that for random error within
±1σ , the system is able to identify three out of the four small cell deployment positions
previously identified in a non-noisy environment.
3.14 Effect Of Non Line Of Sight On Range Estimation
Non-Line-of-sight (NLOS) effect is a serious issue in RSS based localization because
the signal path is blocked causing reflection, diffraction and scattering. NLOS propagation
model is normally worst in indoor radio propagation. Considering a situation where the user
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.36 User cluster localization in a noisy environment (a) optimum location for Small cell
deployment in a noisy environment (b) coordinates of positions for Small cell deployment in a
noisy environment
is located in a building and the system is outdoor so that the signal has to pass through the
walls of the building. In this simulation, it is assumed that only one wall is obstructing the
indoor user from the outdoor system. Non line of sight ITU-R [220] and WINNER-II (C1)
[221] empirical pathloss models of Equations 3.18 and 3.19 were considered to check the
effect of NLOS in this system. Winner-II C1 is for sub-urban macro-cell and assumes one or
two walls into the building.
ITUNLOS =−28+14n+20log(Fc[MHz])+40log(d[m]) (3.18)
WINNERNLOS =(44.9−6.55log(hBS)) log(d[m])+23log(Fc[GHz])+31.46+5.83log(hBS)
(3.19)
where, n is number of walls, hBS is base station height ITU and WINNER line of sight were
used as a reference to check the effect of NLOS. Table 3.18 is the range estimation model for
the ITU and WINNER NLOS. Comparing with the ITU and WINNER LOS range estimation
Table 3.18 Range Estimation Model Equations For Four azimuth Positions in Different
Environments
Azimuth positions Range model equation Mean (dBm) STDev (dB)
ITU (NLOS) +I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -112.69 16.12
0 −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -106.67 16.12
−I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -112.69 16.12
+II −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -106.67 16.12
WINNER (NLOS) +I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -84.03 14.41
0 −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -78.65 14.41
−I −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -84.03 14.41
+II −0.08RSS5+0.99RSS4−5.16RSS3+16.63RSS2−35.24RSS+37.95 -78.65 14.41
models of Table 3.8, it can be seen that the equations are the same but NLOS has lower mean
and higher standard deviation. Figure 3.37a is a plot of the RSS-distance relationship for
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both LOS and NLOS for the two environment models. From this figure, it can be seen that if
measurement is taken in a NLOS environment but range estimation is performed using LOS
model as it is designed for this system, over-estimation will occur with large bound of error.
For instance, assuming a measured RSS in a WINNER NLOS environment, the estimated
range using the WINNER LOS range model gives an over estimation of 900m at an actual
range of 100m as shown in Figure 3.37b. The estimated range for measured RSS in ITU
NLOS environment at 100m is approximately 9.59×103. To mitigate against these large
error bounds, the difference between estimated range using LOS and NLOS range models
were calculated for the two environment cases to obtain the NLOS model values. By fitting
a least square plot on the NLOS model value in each case, mathematical NLOS mitigation
equations are obtain as given by Equations 3.20 and 3.21 for ITU and WINNER respectively.
NLOSMitITU = 0.99Rˆi−5.80 (3.20)
NLOSMitWINNER = 0.90Rˆi−11.24 (3.21)
where Rˆ is estimated range using the LOS range estimation model.
For any estimated range using RSS measured from NLOS environment, the equation is
used to predict the NLOS mitigation value which is subtracted from the estimated range to
compensate for the effect of NLOS and obtain a more accurate range estimate. Figure 3.37b
shows the estimated range of 0 azimuth position center users before and after NLOS error
mitigation. This result has shown a MAE of 4.50×103m and 0.61m before and after NLOS
mitigation in ITU environment. In Winner environment, a MAE of 329.17m and 2.59m are
obtained before and after NLOS mitigation respectively. This gives a PER of 99.9% and
99.2% in ITU and WINNER environments respectively. In conclusion, for any measured
RSS in a NLOS environment, the NLOS mitigation equations can successfully be used to
drastically reduce the effect of NLOS error to obtain a more accurate range estimate.
3.15 Summary of Simulation Study
The aim of this chapter was to carry out a simulation of the designed observer system
presented in chapter 3. This is to determine how the system would work in real sense and
ensure that system has the capacity to perform the purpose of it’s design before proceeding
to implementation. Simulation of an observer system which is a localization system that uses
RSS to estimate AOA, range and classify users into clusters to identify optimum positions
for small cell deployment was carried out. A model of network environment was simulated
in MATLAB, users were modeled as pixel of points within the coverage area. With known
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Fig. 3.37 Effect of NLOS on range estimation (a) line of sight and Non line of sight ITU and
WINNER channel models (b) estimated range before and after NLOS mitigation in WINNER
environment
coordinates of users relative to the observer system coordinate which was (0,0), user angle
and distance were calculated. Using these known parameters, AoA and range models were
developed for future estimation of user position. To simulate the observer system, two omni-
directional antenna elements were modeled in an array to generate a broadside directional
beam which was steered two steps left and right to create positions for AoA estimation.
User AoA was determined by beam position that measured highest RSS. Simulation results
have shown that even to as large as ±20dB random error in measured RSS, AoA can still
be correctly estimated. User range was determined using regression analysis to develop a
model that relates RSS to range in four different environments. By applying the correct range
estimation model, user range is predicted using measured RSS. Three different system range
estimation errors were identified and BPEM, ADEM and BUEM models were developed
to reduce the errors as the case may be. It was also identified that correct range estimation
is only obtainable if the environment of measurement is known, therefore EARM was also
developed to help the system identify the correct range model to ensure accurate estimate.
Result have shown that by applying these error models, 83.9% error reduction is achieved.
System was simulated to identify optimum positions for small cell deployment in a perfect as
well as in a noisy environment. Result have shown that positions for small cell deployment
can be identified but in practical environment where random noise exist, not all the small
cell deployment positions are identified. By taking several measurements and averaging
measured RSS, correct number of positions for small cell deployment was identified. NLOS
effect was also modeled and a mathematical model for NLOS compensation was developed
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for ITU and WINNER environment. Result have shown that error in estimation is reduced by
99.9% and 99.2% in ITU and WINNER environments respectively. By design and algorithm
simulation, system has shown low cost and complexity and have also shown high accuracy
for it’s purpose. These simulation results have shown the novelty of achieving a localization
system with the capability of finding the AoA, range and user clusters with only two antennas
avoiding the multi antenna elements of a standard adaptive array system. On the other hand,
three different error models have been developed for more accurate results in a switched
beam localization systems. Yet another novelty is that the simulation results have shown
that this system is applicable in an entirely new area of identifying locations for small cell
deployment in a 2-tier HetNet. Subsequent chapters presents the practical implementation
and testing of the simulated system.

Chapter 4
System Implementation
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a prototype implementation of the proposed, designed and simulated
observer system is presented. The implementation process is aimed at building the prototype
system to be used for experiment where the performance and applicability of the system will
be tested. First a decision on the network for implementation was taken followed by the
system implementation using the chosen network.
A schematic structure of the observer system to be implemented is shown in Figure 4.1.
The two antennas as designed are shown, separated by 61mm which is λ/2 for 2.45GHz
frequency. Each antenna is connected through a phase shifter for phase weighting to a
combiner for output summing. S1 and S2 are switches that are controlled to select a
particular transmission line for phase shifter 1 (PS1) whereas S3 and S4 are the switches
for phase shifter 2 (PS2). ESP 8266 Thing digitally controls the switches via control points
A and B as labeled to select the required transmission line length, placing the antenna on a
particular phase state. By selecting A and B for both antennas 1 and 2, the desired phase of
each antenna is activated steering the beam to required azimuth direction where the ESP 8266
Thing measures RSS acquired using a personal laptop for filtering, analysis and localization.
The stages for implementation is presented in three main parts, the array system, phase
weighting, and the adaptive algorithm implementations.
4.2 Implementing Network
As previously explained in literature review, many types of wireless networks exist.
Out of all the existing wireless networks, the observer system have potential application in
cellular, WiFi and ZigBee (M2M and IoT). The work presented in this thesis is designed for
implementation in a 2-tier HetNet where the macro-BS stands as an overloaded umbrella big
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Fig. 4.1 Structural illustration of the observer system
cell of 500m coverage radius with > 50 voice and data users (Assuming a 3-sector WCDMA
with 5MHz carrier/sector) in one-half of the BTS coverage. There is need to find positions to
deploy smaller cell within the existing big cell so as to offload traffic from the big cell. From
our design, the required data is RSS. A WiFi network can be used to mimic the big cell and
with other WiFi APs as users, communication can be achieved between the umbrella WiFi
and the WiFi APs so their RSS can be measured and used to determine their locations. For
this prototype implementation, WiFi network was chosen because no license is required and
there are low cost WiFi modules available in market. Wi-Fi uses the Industrial, Scientific,
and Medical (ISM) spectrum which is unlicensed. This makes the radio spectrum accessible
to users without the need for regulations and restrictions that are applicable in other wireless
networks like cellular. Bearing in mind that this spectrum is also shared by many other users
and as a result may introduce interference to the system, a filtering process to eliminate
unwanted Wi-Fi network picked up by the observer system was incorporated in the system
algorithm (Section 4.7.3). Implementation using Wi-Fi network gives us a full control of the
application and testing compared to a cellular network which would require permission to
test system.
Two main Wi-Fi bands that can be used for the implementation are the 2.4 to 2.5GHz
band or the 5.725 to 5.875GHz bands. The former is very popular and it is used by 802.11b,
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g, and n. The later is used by 802.11a and n but being at a higher frequency, shorter coverage
range is achieved and equipment costs are higher but with less interference. With 2.4GHz
band more options for choosing components is assured and interference can be traded off
for cost and coverage range, more so as interference can be taken care of in the algorithm
using a filtering process which would select only the required users in the network based on
their programmed identity. A Wi-Fi network of 2.4 to 2.5GHz band is therefore chosen for
experimental implementation and testing of the prototype observer system.
4.3 Array System Implementation
Since RSS is a composite output of environment and array gain, the higher the antenna
gain, the stronger the received signal and the wider the coverage. Apart from considering an
antenna that resonates at the desired frequency of operation, a high gain antenna was also
desired. As simulated, the desire is two vertically polarized omni-directional antennas as
array elements.
4.3.1 System Array Elements
Array system was implemented using two piece of antennas manufactured by RFTechnics
Limited [224], with part number RFT-OMV-09-24. Each antenna is of 9dBi minimum gain,
vertically polarized, collinear antenna having an omni-directional azimuth pattern operating
in the 2.4GHz ISM band. The antenna is designed to be applied as access Point/Base Station
for 802.11 b/g. Other features of the antenna that are of interest to this application include;
suitability for both indoor and outdoor application, excellent performance across frequency
band, no beam tilting is required which makes implementation easier and it has a nominal
impedance of 50 ohms which gives assurance for impedance matching.
Input reflection coefficient (S11) test of the two antennas were carried out to certify that
there is good impedance matching that would guaranty transmission of most of the radio wave.
Test was carried out using Agilent Technologies E5071B Vector Network Analyzer (VNA).
Figure 4.2 shows the result obtained. From this result, S11 values at the antenna operating
frequency band of 2.4 to 2.5GHZ are below −15dB which is less than the typical S11 value
of −10dB. With the assumption that antennas are low loss, this means that negligible power
will be reflected and so most of the power received by the array are delivered to the combiner.
4.3.2 Antenna Array Testing
Antenna array radiation was tested in the GBSAR anechoic chamber located at C22,
Portobello building. This is a 6× 4m partially anechoic chamber that was designed for
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) measurements. The 2-element antenna array was placed
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Fig. 4.2 Input reflection coefficient (S11) test of the antennas used for the observer system
implementation
on top of a turntable at a height of 1.1m at the center of the chamber (Figure 4.3b left).
A 1 - 18GHz, transmitter horn antenna with 6.3dBi gain at 2.45GHz [225] was placed at
one diagonal of the chamber at approximately the same height as the array (Figure 4.3b
right), 3.4m from the array facing the anechoic part of the chamber. The horn antenna was
connected to port 1 of the network analyzer and transmit power set to 0dBm (-30dB) from
the computer control system. The array was vertically polarized and each of the antennas in
the array system were connected to a combiner via a phase shifter with Antenna 1 connected
to PS 1 and antenna 2 to PS2, making antenna 1 the reference antenna. Combined output of
the two antennas was then connected to port 2 of the network analyzer.
The General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) port of the network analyzer was connected
to a computer system from where the chamber was controlled and output data was collected
and saved. The phase shifters were controlled using ESP8266 thing module programmed in
arduino IDE. Program shown in Appendix A for first measurement. Four measurements were
performed for the required phase states of Table 4.4. Measurement started at the bearing as
shown in Figure 4.4, counting from −180° to 180° at a step of 1° taking 361 samples of data
for frequency ranges 2.2 to 2.7GHz. In each measurement, the array is rotated clockwise by
the turntable at a speed of 10°s−1 and acceleration of 250°s−2 to take its bearing. After each
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Fig. 4.3 Array measurement in GBSAR anechoic chamber (a) schematic setup (b) experimental
setup inside the chamber
measurement, the next control pin (A and B) states of the phase shifters as presented in Table
4.1 were uploaded to the micro-controller for the next measurements. For all measurements,
system was powered using a fully charged 5V USB power bank.
4.3.3 Antenna Array Result and Analysis
Measured radiation pattern at a frequency of 2.45GHz for the four states are shown in
Figure 4.5. From this figure, it can be seen that at same phase, a broadside beam was formed
though with some phase offset error and beam steering was achieved at other selected phase
combinations to place main beam at desired directions. These results have also shown deep
nulls for the same phase at array axis positions where the forth phase combination have
shown peak. The broadside beam has shown a peak position at −17° instead of 0°. This is
an indication that there is a phase offset error of 17° in the measurement.
The result of Figure 4.5 have shown a wide beam width at each beam positions as
expected of a two element array. The technique applied for AoA estimation in this research
is based on the beam position with maximum RSS compared to the other beam positions.
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Fig. 4.4 Array measurement in GBSAR anechoic chamber
Fig. 4.5 Measured RSS from the horn antenna transmitter by the array system receiver at all
phase states
This technique is not directly dependent on the beam width but on the relative uniqueness of
the beam based on determining the beam corresponding to the maximum RSS. This means
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that this technique can only be applicable if at each angle only one beam position returns a
maximum. In the cases where this hypothesis/axiom does not hold true, we can determine
that the user is located on a beam boundary. Figure 4.6 is a plot of the radial angle verses the
beam positions with maximum RSS. This result have shown that maximum RSS is achieved
Fig. 4.6 Angles of highest RSS for each antenna phase combinations showing unique beam
maximum radiation at all angles
with phase combinations [−0.5, 3] at (−180 to −171)°, (−43 to 8)° and (139 to 180)°. In
this case, only two peaks was expected at broadside but due to the identified phase offset,
three peaks has occurred. The cause of this offset is investigated later in the following section.
Phase combinations [−113, −0.5] show maximum RSS at (−170 to −128)° and (−92 to
−44)° while phase combinations [3, −103] show maximum RSS at (9 to 52)° and (88 to
138)°. At phase combinations [−175, −0.5] which is the endfire position, maximum RSS
was obtained at (−127 to −93)° and (53 to 87)°. These results have shown that apart from a
1° boundary gap between beams, no overlap in maximum measured RSS between beams is
expected.
4.3.4 Antenna Array Measurement Error Investigation
The offset error identified in the array radiation pattern measurement was further investi-
gated to find out if the error was from the phase shifters in the system or from the measuring
chamber. The phase shifters were bypassed and the antennas were connected straight to the
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combiner with identical low loss RF cables of 0.45m length. The radiation patterns were
measured with antenna 1 as reference in the same chamber using the same setting. Cable
were swapped between antennas 1 and 2 making antenna 2 the reference and measurement
was repeated. This was to change the combined output of the array by 180°. Figure 4.7 is
the result of this test measurement which also show the offset error in the same negative
direction for both measurements. It was expected that if the error was not from the chamber
features, the second measurement would have shown an offset error towards the positive
direction as also shown on the result figure. This confirms that the offset error is not inherent
in the designed system rather it is due to the design features of the chamber. To compensate
for this error, all measured radiation pattern for all phases are shifted 17° to the right. To this
effect, the phase offset error is not expected to affect field measurements.
Fig. 4.7 Phase offset error investigation showing that error is as a result of chamber features and
not the array system under test
4.3.5 Antenna Array Radiation Pattern Of Interest
Following the turntable movement and array placement of Figure 4.4, the area of interest
to this research is from the array axis towards the location of the horn antenna back to
the other side of the array axis (−90° to 0° to 90°). Considering this array movement
of interest and compensating for the 17° phase offset error due to chamber features, the
measured radiation pattern was re-drawn and compared with simulation in free space. The
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simulation parameters include; transmitter power of −30dB ie 0dBm, gain of 6.3dB and
distance of 3m. The receiver antenna gain is 9dB. Both simulation and measured radiation
pattern from all beam positions are shown in Figure 4.8. Differences in measured RSS at peak
Fig. 4.8 Measured and simulated array radiation patterns at each beam steered positions
positions between simulation and experiment for beams 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 0.83, 2.95, 2.95
and 5.31dB respectively. This result have shown a close relationship between experimental
radiation pattern measured in anechoic chamber and simulation result.
4.4 Phase Shifter implementation
As decided in chapter 3, a switched line phase shifter is used as it is simple to design
and its phase shift is approximately a linear function of frequency. The phase shift is only
dependent on the length of transmission lines and it is very stable over time and temperature.
SP4T switches were chosen for the design because fewer switches will be required which
means less insertion losses. RF energy does not pass through unused sections of transmission
line system.
4.4.1 SLPS Implementation with Coaxial Cables
A simple and easy to implement phase shifter was designed using two HMC241ALP3E
switches manufactured by Analog devices and introduced in Section 3.5. The HMC241ALP3E
switch incorporates a 2:4 line decoder that provides logic control from two logic input lines
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to select one of the four radio frequency (RF) lines as implemented on Table 4.1. The trans-
mission line was provided using different calculated lengths of coaxial cables. A semi-ridged
coaxial cable was considered for this application because it can make a curve bend avoiding
sharp bends that could change the line characteristic impedance, may also create a short cut
thereby shortening the line length and so the phase. A coaxial cable manufactured by Belden
was used to implement this design. This is a 50 Ohm Microwave coaxial Cable, semi-ridged,
RG-405/U type, silver-plated copper-covered steel conductor with Teflon insulation. Accord-
ing to the datasheet of [226] nominal velocity of RF propagation through this cable is 69.5%
of the speed of light.
From Equation 2.9, change in line length required to achieve the desired phase step of
60° is given by ∆L = (∆φ ×λn)/2π , where ∆L is difference in line length between a delay
line and the reference line, ∆φ is required phase step and λn is RF velocity as it propagates
through this cable with nominal velocity of cable considered. ∆L was therefore calculated to
be 14.1mm.
Considering the minimum possible length that can be used to connect from the closest
terminal of first evaluation board to the corresponding terminal of the second, the following
cable lengths (86, 100, 114 and 128)mm were chosen for the design. SMA connectors were
fitted at the ends of the cables and connected to the evaluation boards as shown on the
schematic design and implemented on the switched line phase shifter of Figure 4.9.
Fig. 4.9 Implemented switched line phase shifter using two HMC241ALP3E SP4T switches
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Considering the switch truth table on the data sheet of [216], a control truth table for our
design was worked out as shown in Table 4.1 where S1A, S1B, S2A and S2B are control A of
switch 1, control B of switch 1, control A of switch 2 and control B of switch 2 respectively.
Table 4.1 Control Truth Table Of SLPS design
A B Signal path state S1A S1B S2A S2B Active lines
0 0 RF1 1 0 0 1 L1
1 0 RF2 0 1 1 0 L2
0 1 RF3 0 0 1 1 L3
1 1 RF4 1 1 0 0 L4
4.5 Phase shifter Testing
Flat phase shift over frequency can on its own be used to judge a phase shifter in a phased
array application because it ensures that the pointing angle does not change even when there
is a shift in frequency. The implemented phase shifters with coaxial cables in Chapter 5
were tested using HEWLETT PACKARD 8720D 50MHz - 20GHz Vector Network Analyzer
(VNA) at a center frequency of 2.45GHz and frequency span of 2GHz. The VNA carries out
a relative phase measurement between the phase of the signal going into the phase shifter
to the phase of it’s response signal which can be either reflected or transmitted. In all our
test, we assume that accurate calibration has been performed and so the difference in phase
between the two signals (phase shift) is a result of the electrical characteristics of the phase
shifter under test.
The two phase shifters were measured with primary focus on frequency range of 2.4GHZ
to 2.5GHz with particular interest on the operating frequency of 2.45GHZ. Phase measure-
ment of port 2 from port 1 (S21) was carried out. Phase shifter control for testing was
achieved using ESP8266 module programmed in arduino following control states of Table
4.1 for each line test. Control code is shown in Appendix A.
4.5.1 Phase Measurement
Phase shifter was calibrated on L1 of phase shifter 1 (PS1), all other delay lines (L2, L3
and L4) were tested. Still with calibration on PS1 L1, the second phase shifter 2 (PS2) was
also tested to obtain the result of Figure 4.10a. From this figure, the line phase at 2.45GH
for PS1 (L1, L2, L3, L4) and PS2 (L1, L2, L3, L4) are (−0.5°, −53°, −103°, −164°) and
(3°, −61°, −113°, −175°) respectively. In the same way, phase shifter 2, line 1 (PS2L1) was
calibrated as the reference phase and all other lines of both phase shifters were tested. Result
of Figure 4.10b gives a line phase of (−1°, −53°, −104°, −165°) and (0°, −64°, −116°,
−178°) for PS1 and PS2 (L1, L2, L3 and L4) respectively. These results are summarized in
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Fig. 4.10 Phase Switching between PS1 and PS2 with (a) PS1 line 1 as reference (b) PS2 line 1
as reference showing phase switching at −179°
Table 4.2.
4.5.2 Phase Measurement Result Analysis
Results of measured phase shift of the transmission line lengths are summarized in Table
4.2. The phase difference between the reference line length and the delay line lengths are
also shown. Looking at the calculated phase errors of measured values when compared with
the simulated phase differences, PS2 as a reference gives values closers to the simulated
phase values than when PS1 is reference.
Table 4.2 Measured Phase Result of PS1 and PS2
Required
Phase (°)
PS1 line
phase (°)
PS2 line
phase (°)
φ1−φ1L1re f
(°)
Phase Error
(PS1L1re f )(°)
φ2−φ2L2re f
(°)
Phase Error
(PS2L1re f )(°)
0 -0.5 3 0 (ref) 0 0 (ref) 0
60 -53 -61 -52.5 -7.5 -64 4
120 -103 -113 -102.5 -17.5 -116 -4
180 -164 -175 -163.5 -16.5 -178 -2
Our major interest with these phase shifters is achieving a steady phase over the 100MHz
frequency band. Result of Table 4.3 was derived from the relative phase states of Figures
4.10a and 4.10b. It shows the minimum, maximum and the difference in phase measurement
for PS1 line 1 as reference as well as for PS2 line 1 as reference over the frequency band
2.4 and 2.5GHz. This result have shown that using PS1 as the reference phase shifter, PS1
and PS2 lines L1, L2, L3 and L4 will have a phase deviation of 0.31°, 3.40°, 8.23°, 8.14°
and 1.01°, 3.89°, 9.70°, 5.96° respectively giving a phase deviation mean of 5.08°. On the
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other hand if PS2 is used as the reference phase shifter, PS1 and PS2 lines L1, L2, L3 and
L4 will have a phase deviation of 0.82°, 4.02°, 8.89°, 8.66°, 0.29°, 4.89°, 10.26° and 180°
respectively giving a phase deviation mean of 27.23°. For a steady phase over frequency
band, our desire is to achieve a difference of zero between the maximum and minimum
phases measured in each transmission line across all frequencies within the frequency band.
It is therefore clear that even though PS2 showed phase values closer to simulation, a more
steady phase between both antennas over the required frequency band is better achieved by
using PS1 as the reference phase shifter. This resolution is obvious in Figure 4.10b where
PS2 is used as reference, at 2.48GHz frequency, the phase switched from −179 to +179.
This is because the VNA does not display phase difference that is more than ±180°. This is
so because measurement is made at discrete frequencies, and the data point at +180° and
−180° may not be measured for the selected sweep. At the closest discrete value before the
180° value, the phase shift raps round through 180° phase difference. PS1 was therefore used
as the reference phase shifter in the array testing because a more stable result is obtained
with PS1 as reference phase shifter.
Table 4.3 Phase Plot Over Frequency Span of 2.4 to 2.5GHz
PS1 L1 ref PS1 L1 PS1 L2 PS1 L3 PS1 L4 PS2 L1 PS2 L2 PS12 L3 PS2 L4
Min (°) -0.60 -56.45 -108.67 -167.70 2.76 -64.72 -118.64 -177.51
Max (°) -0.29 -53.05 -100.44 -159.55 3.77 -60.83 -108.95 -171.55
Diff (°) 0.31 3.40 8.23 8.14 1.01 3.89 9.70 5.96
PS2 L1 ref
Min (°) -1.55 -57.51 -109.68 -168.70 -0.11 -68.59 -122.09 -179.90
Max (°) -0.73 -53.48 -100.79 -160.03 0.18 -63.70 -111.83 179.99
Diff (°) 0.82 4.02 8.89 8.66 0.29 4.89 10.26 180
4.5.3 Return Loss Result and Analysis
Return loss of the phase shifter was also tested to check how well the phase shifter will
match to a 50 ohm impedance of the antenna. A typical S11 value is −10 or less [227] but
result Figure 4.11 have shown S11 values below −11dB for a wider frequency band of 1.5 to
3.5GHz and below −15dB at required band of 2.4 to 2.5GHz for all transmission lines.
4.6 Summing Array Output Implementation
An RF power combiner combines or sums different signals into a single output without
making any form of transformation or change to the input signals. When reversed, a power
combiner becomes a power divider splitting a single RF input signal into two equal parts.
A power combiner/divider is a passive element requiring no power to operate but it adds
insertion loss as a divider (half power goes down each leg) for a two input port combiner
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Fig. 4.11 Phase shift S11 measurement of PS1
and multiple more losses for higher number of ports. Using only two antenna system as
compared to multiple elements in a phased array, loss is also reduced at this level.
From the system block diagram of Figure 3.2, the signals from the two antennas needed to
be summed and this was achieved using a two-way Fairview Microwave power divider/splitter
(a.k.a combiner) with SMA connectors, part number MP8424-2. The power divider was
rated for a minimum frequency of 2 GHz and a maximum frequency of 4 GHz according
to the on-line datasheet [228] which makes it suitable for our application. It has a 50 Ohm
impedance and a maximum input power of 30 Watts. To ensure good impedance matching
and that no wave is reflected back, S11 measurement was carried out on the combiner using
Agilent Technologies E5071B vector network analyzer (VNA). There are three ports in this
combiner, the two input ports where antennas 1 and 2 are connected and the combiner output
referred to as ports 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Figure 4.12 is the S11 measurement result of the
combiner for frequency bands of 1.6 to 3.6GHz. From this figure, input reflection coefficients
(Γin) for S31 and S32 is <−12 which means that most of the power coming in into ports 1
and 2 are delivered to port 3. (Γin) for S13 and S23 is approximately >−6 which is above the
typical S11 value showing that most of the power delivered to port 3 is not reflected back to
ports 1 or 2. Based on these results, it is believed most of the power from the antenna array
will be received at the combiner output for more reliable localization.
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Fig. 4.12 Input reflection coefficient measurement (S11) of the 2 Way SMA power combiner to
ensure proper impedance matching and good radio wave radiation
4.7 Small Cell Localization Algorithm Implementation
The adaptive algorithm block performs four main tasks; controls the phase weighting of
antennas 1 and 2, measures RSS from users in the network and processes data to resolve
AoA, range and user cluster localization. Finally, using the processed data, it determines
optimum position for small cell deployment. This section presents implementation of these
tasks in two broad heading; hardware and software implementations.
4.7.1 Hardware Implementation
Among some popular programmable boards like arduino uno, raspberry pie and an
ESP8266thing [168, 229, 230], an ESP8266 Thing was chosen for the algorithm imple-
mentation because of it’s cost effectiveness. Esp8266thing, popularly called the ’Thing’ is
cheap, has built-in WiFi and provision for an external antenna via the u.FL connector. It is
development friendly due to its broken out pins and includes three opportunities for powering
(LiPo, USB and battery). Easy to use for connecting things to the cloud. Most importantly,
there is an ESP8266 board add-on which makes it possible for it to be programmed using the
popular Arduino IDE. Unlike the arduino-uno that has fourteen General Purpose Input/Output
(GPIO) pins, ESP8266 thing board has eleven I/O pins but that is sufficient for this project as
only eight are required to control the phase shifters.
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SparkFun’s ESP8266 new development board of Figure 4.13a was used for the hardware
implementation of both the users as well as the system adaptive algorithm. The users were
powered using three 1.5 volts batteries connected in series to achieve a 4.5 volt DC supply.
The system was powered using the laptop. By interfacing a 3.3V Sparkfun FTDI basic with
the Thing, C++ programs written in arduino IDE were uploaded to the Thing.
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.13 Hardware implementation of network users (a) ESP8266 Thing used for adaptive
algorithm implementation (b) programmed micro-controller as users
Phase Shifter Control
Considering the SLPS truth table of Table 4.1 and also the required phase states of the
two antennas, a system control truth table was developed as shown in Table 4.4. Following
the pin descriptions on [231] and avoiding GPIO pins 6 to 11 that are used to connect the
flash memory chip and GPIO15, GPIO0 and GPIO2 that are used during boot loader, GPIO
pins 4, 5, 12, 13, 14 and 16 were used to control phase shifters 1 and 2. S3B and S4B are
permanently connected to ground and VCC respectively since they remained at the same
voltage level for all switching states.
According to the HMC241ALP3E switch datasheet of [216], the voltage and current
required for an active low are 0−0.8V at 0.2µA and 1−5V at 40µA for an active high. To
ensure safe operation of the switches, 20K ohms resistors were used to drop some voltage out
of the measured input voltage of 3.27V to allow 2.5V into the switch and a current limited to
a maximum of 40µA.
A picture of the implemented observer system hardware as structured in Figure 4.1 is
shown in Figure 4.14. The phase shifters are circled in red, combiners in yellow and Esp
8266 Thing in purple. The brown lines represents the brown RG 142 RF cables used to
connect the phase shifters to the antennas. Antennas 1 and 2 are shown as labeled. The
red cable with USB end connects the output from ESP 8266 Thing to a personal laptop as
obviously shown.
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Table 4.4 System Control Truth Table
Phase state Phase shifter1 Phase shifter2
Ant 1 Ant 2
4 5 12 13 14(SCL) GND 16 Vcc
S1A S1B S2A S2B S3A S3B S4A S4B
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
120 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 120 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
180 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Phases shifters 1 and 2 combiner
ESP 8266 thing
RF Cables
Antennas 1 and 2
Fig. 4.14 Implemented hardware of the observer system showing both internal and external
circuitries
4.7.2 Software Implementation of Network
The ESP8266 was programmed on arduino IDE using C++ programming language. It
can be configured in three WiFi modes namely; as a WiFi station (device), WiFi Access
Point (AP), or both (WiFi station/AP). In station mode, it can connect to a WiFi network
but cannot host a WiFi network. When programmed in AP mode, the thing can form it’s
own WiFi network that other WiFi enabled devices can be connected to. In both modes, the
ESP8266 can simultaneously work as a device of its own network (AP) that other devices
can connect to and at other time connect to other networks.
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Software Implementation Of Users
Seventeen users were used in this project and each of them was programmed as WiFi
access point (AP) with different SSID for identification. Users were programmed as APs
so that they can host their own WiFi and BS can connect to them. First the ESP8266WiFi.h
library was included on the code to provide all the functionalities needed to set the access
point. Then the network name (SSID) and password were specified. Next, setup function
was started by opening a serial connection, to output some messages to serial monitor mainly
for debugging. By calling the softAP function, both the SSID and password variables already
defined are passed as input. These steps to programming the ’thing’ as a network user (WiFi
AP) are summarised in Algorithm 11.
Algorithm 11 Users programmed as APs
1: Define network ID (SSID and password)
2: Define network static IP (local, gateway and subnet)
3: Begin serial port
4: Configure access point (WiFi.softAPConfig(local IP, gateway, subnet))
5: Set up a soft access point to establish a Wi-Fi network (WiFi.softAP(ssid, password))
Software Implementation Of Observer System
The system which is the base station was configured as station mode to be able to connect
to the users and measure their RSS. As in programming users, the ESP8266WiFi.h library
was included on the code to provide all required functionalities. A 0.1 second timer was set
to provide some delays between processes. Pins 4, 5, 12, 13, 14, 16 as well as scanning time
interval were declared. Pre-defined pin states of Table 4.4 were defined as an array. On the
setup, serial communication was initialized to enable display of RSS via serial port. System
was set to station mode and disconnected from all WiFi networks to allow connection to
required networks. Additionally all pins were initialized as an output pin. As a loop, the
system connects to one antenna as an omni-directional antenna, scans the network to find
users, if no user is found, the system re-scans the network until users are found. If users are
found, the system declares the number of users found and captures measured RSS (dBm) of
each user with their corresponding SSID. This process repeats for a total of ten scans. This is
used as a reference to know users on the network that are to be located.
Next, the system starts the first iteration by activating the first row of the pin states to
place the two elements at phases [0°,0°]. The system then carries out ten scans of the network
and measure RSS in each case. The same process is carried out for all four iterations to obtain
five data set of ten subsets each. Each subset is a set of all users found in the network with
their measured RSS. The main sets are these subsets for ten scans obtained from reference,
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[0°,0°], [120°,0°], [0°,120°], [180°,0°] array phase scans. After a complete scan, the system
delays for 20 seconds during which data is exported for analysis. Algorithm 12 is the system
software implementation algorithm.
Algorithm 12 System Data Acquisition Algorithm
Step1: Starting up
1: start system and set timer
2: Set scanning interval
3: Define pin arrays for phase shifter control
4: Define pin array states
Step2: System and network Setup
5: Initialize serial communication
6: Set WiFi mode to station
7: Disconnect from any connected network
8: Initialize each pin as output
Step3: Find users in the network
9: Connect to one omni-directional antenna
10: Scan network, if no network is found, wait and re-scan until network is found
11: Count number of networks found and display
12: Measured RSS of all found networks and print with their individual SSID
13: Repeat scanning and RSS capture for ten scans
Step4: Collect data for localization
14: Switch system to antenna array
15: Activate first row of pin states array
16: Scan network
17: Measured RSS of all found networks and print with their individual SSID
18: Repeat scanning and RSS capture for ten scans
19: Update pin state and repeat scanning and RSS measurement for all pin array states.
20: Wait for a period of scanning interval and repeat process
System Implementation Flowchart
The system flowchart is shown in Flowchart 4.7.2. At the start of the process, system
declares six hardware pins and set them as output. It also set the scanning intervals and the
timer. It then begin serial communication and set WiFi to station mode. After initialization,
the single-pole-double-throw (SPDT) switch is then switched to position ‘1’ as indicated in
Figure 4.1 to enable only antenna 1 to be in operation for omni-directional effect. Network
is scanned to identify users in the network. Ten scan is performed to ensure all users are
captured. This is the ‘reference’ stage of the operation where users in the network are
captured. The system then switches to the combiner output to activate the array system.
Hardware pin states are activated for the iteration counts and if the iteration count is within
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the four selected phase states, the system goes back to perform ten scans of the network. At
each scan, RSS is measured. After the four iterations (phase states) are performed, data is
exported to run as a life script in MATLAB where data filtering and processing are performed.
The system delays for a scan interval period of twenty seconds (20sec) and then starts the
process all over again. The network operator is able to monitor cluster localization and
possible positions for small cell deployment at about every thirty seconds (30sec) which is
adjustable to suit operator desire by altering the scan delay time on the algorithm.
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4.7.3 Data filtering and analysis
Since our experiment was based on WiFi network, the system measures RSS from our
users as well as all other WiFi networks in the same frequency band within the vicinity. There
is therefore a need to filter the data and extract the required users that we have deployed for
localization analysis. A script written in MATLAB was used for data filtering as presented in
Algorithm 13. Measured data containing both wanted and unwanted users are imported to
MATLAB, then the data is segmented into five main sets of measured data which include
the reference, beam positions 1, 2, 3 and 4 (four iterations). The system further segments
each main set into ten subsets containing data from each scan. Users that are not bearing
the required network name which starts with ’Dorathy’ are then deleted from the data string.
Wanted users are extracted from all ten reference scans using union to identify users in the
network. Beam position measured data are then sorted in accordance with the reference scan
data. Mean of the ten scans is then calculated for each user to obtain measured RSS for each
users at each beam position.
Algorithm 13 WiFi Data Filtering
Input:
number of scan
Output:
user ID
user measured RSS
1: Import and open measured data
2: Separate each data of main set (ref and the four iterations)
3: Separate each data of subsets (each scan)
4: Identify unwanted network and delete
5: Sort users according to users recorded by reference set
6: Replace any missing data element with mode of the ten scans for that users
7: Find the mean value for each user and for each phase
4.7.4 User localization and small cell deployment Implementation
Localization of users and finding position for small cell deployment was implemented
using MATLAB script running on personal laptop. The implementation algorithm first
calls up the filtration function to produce the measured RSS (filtered data) from the main
beam positions as given in Equation 4.1. These measured data are with some variation from
expected value due to system and environment errors.
RSSβ = [RSSβ1 RSSβ2 RSSβ3 RSSβ4]
T (4.1)
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The system first applies the AoA estimation model explained in Chapter 4, Section 3.9,
subsection 3.9.2 to estimate user sector angles. Using RSSβ as input, the system determines
which of the beam RSS have measured the highest RSS among all other beam positions for
each user. The beam with highest RSS is returned as the AoA of that user. It then applies
the Angle Adaptive Range Model (AARM) of Subsection 3.10 to estimate range of users
based on their estimated AoA using all four models. The system calculates RSS-distance
relationship using data at the beam peaks for the specified nominal range to develop range
estimation model for each beam position. Depending on the estimated AoA of each user, the
correct range estimation model is applied to estimate user range.
To improve the accuracy of estimated range, the system applies the developed error
models of Section 3.12. First it applies the Beam Position Error Model (BPEM) of Subsection
3.12.1 to reduce error in estimation due to the beam position users appear. Secondly, the
system applies Angular Deviation Error Model (ADEM) of Subsection 3.12.3 to reduce
error due to users not appearing at the beam peak and then the Boundary User Error Model
(BUEM) of Subsection 3.12.6 is applied to reduce error of users at the boundary. After
all error models are applied, the output is a more accurate estimated range of the four
environment models. The system then applies Environment Adaptive Range Model (EARM)
to identify the closest environment that best describe the measured data. Estimated range
of model returned by EARM is taken as the most accurate range estimate of users in the
network. Using the accurate estimated range and the estimated AoA, users are classified into
the created users AoA/range sections. Due to few users used in this experiment, it is assumed
that requirement for small cell deployment is minimum of two users within the experimental
coverage space of 50m radius. The system then counts the number of users in each section
and returns sections with users greater than two as positions requiring small cell deployment.
Localization and small cell implementation is presented in Algorithm 14.
4.8 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the implementation of both the system and the deployment
network used for experiment in the next chapter. First the array system was implemented. A
high gain collinear antenna was modeled in CST microwave and then simulated as an array
of two elements to obtain the radiation pattern of the array. Obtained result of Figure 3.5 has
shown beam peaks at expected beam positions but with different values of maximum gain
at the peak of each beam positions. This confirms that RSS-distance classification should
be beam position dependent and justifies the development of Angle Adaptive range model
(AARM) and Beam Position Error Model (BPEM) described in chapter 3 and implemented
in the system algorithm in this chapter. Secondly, Switched line phase shifter was also
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implemented using switches and coaxial cables and then the state of art implementation
on a pcb version was deigned and presented in this chapter. The phase shifter control and
RSS measurement was implemented using low cost ESP8266 board. Finally data filtering,
localization and small cell deployment position identification were all implemented using
MATLAB script running on a personal computer.
Algorithm 14 System Localization Algorithm
Input:
Measured RSS RSSβ
Calculated range
BPEM
ADEM
BUEM
Output:
Estimated user AoA
Estimated user range
Small cell deployment positions
1: Estimate AoA of users using AoA Estimation model ▷ Chapter 4, Subsection 3.9.2
2: for Rm = 1 to number of environments do ▷ range models are FSPL, HATA, ITU,
WINNER-11
3: for users = 1 to number of users do
4: Estimate range of users using angle adaptive range model (AARM), RAARM
5: Apply BPEM to estimated range, RBPEM
6: Apply ADEM to RBPEM to obtain RADEM
7: Apply BUEM to RADEM to obtain RBUEM
8: UR = RBUEM ▷ estimated range of users is the range after BUEM for all models
9: Apply EARM to determine model with best range model
10: UR = R(Rm)EARM ▷ accurate estimated range of users is the range estimated by the
predicted environment model
11: Allocate users into created azimuth and range positions based on estimated AoA and
Range
12: Count number of users in each position section
13: If section user count ≥ small cell requirement, circle position for small cell deployment
14: Print coordinates of small cell deployment positions
Chapter 5
Experimental Validation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the experimental validations of the observer system for the op-
timization of 2-tier HetNets. Practical testing of the system both outdoor and indoor are
presented. Experimental results were analyzed.
5.2 Methodology
The algorithm in this system are based on AoA and range estimation which are both
dependent of mean RSS data. AoA uses the beam positions and the RSS received at each
position to determine which beam the user is located. From the antenna array measurement
shown of Figure 4.5, it was shown experimentally that at selected phases, beam-forming and
beam-steering can be achieved with each beam uniquely having a maximum at some angular
range compared to other beam positions. For AoA estimation testing, RSS of all users found
in the network are measured from all azimuth positions. By applying the AoA estimation
algorithm on the measured data, AoA of each user is determined. Using the same RSS data,
range of users are determined by applying all four range estimation models with all error
models for more accurate result. The environment adaptive model is then applied to predict
environment of measurement. Range estimated by the predicted environment is adopted as
the most accurate estimation. AoA and range estimation is combined by the algorithm to
localize users and determine user cluster and optimum small cell deployment positions.
The method applied in this system algorithm is entirely dependent on (1) the ability of
system to measure different values of RSS from each azimuth positions for AoA estimation
algorithm to work. (2) That measured RSS decreases exponentially with distance for range
estimation algorithm to produce reliable result. (3) That different scans at the same distance
are closely related to avoid outliers that would cause large deviation on the mean value causing
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inaccurate range estimation. A preliminary test is first carried out to statistically certify that
reliable data can be obtain in real environment for the system validation. Correlation and
P-Value tests with adoption of the scientific statistically significant threshold of 0.5 (50%)
and 0.05 respectively were applied. The P-value evaluates how well a sample data supports
the argument that a null hypothesis is true. Hypothesis tests are used to test the validity of
a claim that is made about a population, the claim on trial is the null hypothesis while the
alternative hypothesis is the one to believe if the null is untrue. P-value in hypothesis test is
used to weigh the strength of the sample data in relation to the entire population. A P-value
of ≤ 0.05 suggests that the sample provides enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis
for the entire population. A P-value of 0.05 means that there is only 5% probability that the
null hypothesis is true. Following the preliminary measurement and analysis is a real data
acquisition and algorithm testing for system validation.
5.2.1 Outdoor Experimental Setup
Outdoor experiment was performed in the open field space at Ponderosa park in Sheffield.
This is a rectangular space with dimension of approximately 100×50m surrounded by thick
forest at three sides and tall buildings some distance away at one side. The ground consists
of short grasses and with no obvious obstacle. With these features, this park was considered
as an open space and suitable to be used as a test environment for the simulated line of
sight operation. Outdoor experiment was performed three times on different days. First a
preliminary test was performed for statistical analysis of the relationship between RSS and
distance. Second was a trial outdoor experiment to test the algorithm and then third was the
final test to confirm system and algorithm performance. A picture of the final test scenario is
shown in Figure 5.1.
A reference position was taken at half the length of longer side (50m) and edge of the
shorter side (0m). This position was considered as the reference, (0,0) coordinate position.
Observer system was located at this position as circled with yellow marker and shown in
Figure 5.1. This creates a rectangular coverage area with 50m space, left, right and in front
of the observer system. The array elements were mounted on a tripod stand at a height of
0.9m. Phase shifters, combiners and other components were all coupled in a black plastic box
of 198×188×70mm dimension and was mounted by the side of the tripod stand. System
was powered using a fully charged personal laptop which also do the data capturing using
RealTerm serial monitor as well as processing and localization in Matlab. Seventeen users
were used in this experiment and were placed within the rectangular coverage area some of
which were captured by the camera and circles in red markers as shown in Figure 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1 Outdoor experimental setup showing some of the distributed users on red and deployed
observer system on yellow
5.2.2 Indoor Experimental Setup
Indoor experiment was performed in C34 Portobello center in the University of Sheffield
with eight users deployed as shown in Figure 5.2. The observer system was located at ’BS’
position as indicated on the deployment setup. Users on red dots are numbered according to
the last two digits of their SSID. The setup also shows the new assigned ID which ensures
user privacy is maintained. In this case, the new IDs are based on the ascending other of the
SSID so that ‘DorathyWiFiNode10’ and ‘DorathyWiFiNode40’ corresponds to new IDs of
‘1’ and ‘8’ respectively as shown on the superimposed modeled actual user positions.
1210
40
14
20
22
18
16
BS
Fig. 5.2 Indoor experimental setup
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5.3 Outdoor Round-Trip RSS Measurement
The first preliminary test was the round-trip measurement. This is to confirm the existing
theory which states that RSS decreases exponentially with distance. This is necessary because
the range estimation model is based on this theory. To check if this is true for this system, One
of the 9dB omni-directional antenna from RFTechnics Limited was connected to ESP8266
thing through the external antenna UF.L connector provided on the board. The ESP8266 was
programmed to scan WiFi network and measure RSS. One of the users already programmed
as AP with user ID ‘DorathyWiFiNode40’ mounted on a tripod stand was held to walk 1m
from the observer point position in an open field to about 100m distance away from the
system and then back to the system. The measured RSS (dBm) as well as a fitting curve
showing the expected RSS is shown in Figure 5.3. This result shows that as the user moved
away from observer point, measured RSS decreases but increases as the user walked back
toward the observer position. This is a preliminary test and it has confirmed the existing
theory that there is an exponential relationship between RSS and distance. The measured
data have shown scattered points with variations when compared with the expected data.
This due to multipath and variation in height as user is being moved to and fro.
Fig. 5.3 On-the-fly to and fro movement from 1 to 100m to check RSS-distance relationship
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5.4 Outdoor RSS-Distance Relationship Test
This second preliminary test is aimed at testing the relationship between RSS and distance
using multiple scan. This is to certify that there is close relationship between measured RSS
at each distance and compare the experimental range estimation model with simulation model.
The experiment to obtain data for this test was performed using a single 9dB omni-directional
antenna connected to ESP8266 thing. The ESP8266 was programmed to perform ten WiFi
scans at every scan period. User ‘DorathyWiFiNode40’ was used as the network user in this
experiment. Measurement was performed at every 1m distance from the observer point up to
100m distance. At each distance, ten RSS measured data from each scan was obtained. All
measured data are shown in Figure 5.4. These data were used for statistical analysis to test
RSS-distance hypothesis. From this result, it can be observed that deep nulls are obtained at
Fig. 5.4 Ten measured RSS using omni-directional antenna to test RSS-distance hypothesis
distances 11m, 22m and 47m from BS. This draws attention to the two-ray reflection model
given by Equation (5.1) with first null position given by Equation (5.2).
Pr =
PtGtGr
(4πR/λ )2
×4sin2
(
2πhthr
λR
)
(5.1)
R =
2hthr
λ
(5.2)
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where Pt and Pt are transmitter and receiver power, Gt and Gr are transmitter and receiver
gain, ht and hr are transmitting and receiving antenna heights respectively, R is range, λ is
wavelength of radio wave and range where the null appear is given by Equation (5.2).
With ht = hr = 0.9m and for a frequency of 2.45GHz as implemented in this experiment,
the location of first signal null is calculated to be approximately 13m which is close to the
experimental first null position of 11m. The experimental result may have been influenced
by factors like transmitting and receiving antennas being on the same height or not being
high enough which are not ideal for a 2-ray model. Other nulls after the first one increases in
distance by the same amount so that analytically, the second and third nulls should appear at
a distance of 26m and 39m respectively. The experimental result has also shown the increase
in subsequent null distances by the first null distance value. This means that the environment
of measurement most likely exhibits a two-ray reflection model to be investigated further in
future work since this model was not part of the simulated algorithm models in this research.
The idea then is that even though the environment of measurement is unknown, the system
should be able to classify the environment to the closest one among the four environment
models used in this study.
5.4.1 Outdoor Measured RSS Distribution
In statistics, two methods for working out the correlation between two variables are
Pearson or Spearman’s approach. The Pearson correlation coefficient is the most widely used.
It measures the strength of the linear relationship between normally distributed variables.
When the variables are not normally distributed or the relationship between the variables
is not linear, Spearman rank correlation method is used. A normal distribution is expected
because for multiple measured RSS at each distance, majority of the measured values should
lie close to the mean value. To check if the measured data is normally distributed, a histogram
of the all measured RSS is plotted as shown in Figure 5.5. This result have shown a normally
distributed data set that is positively skewed. Based on this, for all statistical correlation
analysis, Pearson correlation coefficient is used.
5.4.2 Effect Of Noise on Measured RSS
In RSS based localization, noise can be defined as the standard deviation of measured
RSS at same distance in the same environment. Even with the same device, different RSS is
measured at same distance due to ambient noise [232]. To investigate what the effect of noise
would be on this system, measured RSS data at each distance for ten different network scans
were plotted as an error bar of sample standard deviations from the mean. Figure 5.6a shows
the result for each 5m interval of range. This result have confirmed that even with the same
device at the same distance in the same environment, different scans will result to varying
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Fig. 5.5 Histogram plot of average measured RSS to check the distribution of measured RSS data
RSS values due to ambient noise. Figure 5.6b shows the amount of deviation encountered
due to this noise. Result have shown that the standard deviation due to noise expected in this
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.6 Deviation of measured RSS at each distance for ten scans (a) deviation from mean RSS
(b) amount of deviation
particular environment is within ±1.3dB. This standard deviation is with same radio device
but can vary with different devices. Noise obtained from different environments will also be
different due to characteristics of the propagation in that environment. Signal attenuation
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also varies with time, geographical position and radio frequency in the form of fading which
can be due to multipath, weather like rain and obstacles having shadowing effect on the
propagating signal.
5.4.3 Attenuation Rate (Ar)
The rate at which received signal strength decreases with distance is referred to as
attenuation rate. This is given as RSSα 1dα . In most places in literature the attenuation rate is
approximated using the pathloss exponent [233] giving a theoretical value of 2 in free space
environment. Practically attenuation rate is higher [232]. The attenuation rate was calculated
using both simulated data for the four environment models and the experimental measured
field data by finding the semi-log plot of RSS relationship with distance. The slope of which
was calculated to obtain attenuation rate of approximately 20dB/decade in both FSPL and
ITU, 26dB/decade in HATA, 22dB/decade in WINNER and 17dB/decade in experiment. for
the open space environment. Attenuation rate follows the power law which states that the
relative change in one quantity results in a proportional relative change in another. This
means that in this environment with this system, for every doubled distance, RSS drops by
these amount in the specified environments.
5.4.4 Difference In Measured RSS Per Distance Test
A strong certainty that there is an inverse relationship between RSS and distance have
been obtained. This means that as distance increases RSS decreases. There is also need to
ascertain that there is significant difference between RSS measured at different distances. We
therefore come up with a hypothesis which states that if there is significant difference between
RSS at different distances, then different RSS values can be related to unique distance values
for range estimation model. The null and alternate hypothesis are thus stated;
• H0: There is statistically no significant difference between measured RSS at each
distance for all scans
• HA: There is statistically significant difference between measured RSS at each distance
for all scans
From this hypothesis, we believe that there is a significant difference between RSS
values at each distance for all scan periods. A statistical correlation and P-value test was
performed to find the correlation of all data from all scan with distance. The result obtained
is Pv = 3.71×10−23 and Corr =−0.793 which rejects the null hypothesis and accepts that
there is significant difference in measured RSS between distances.
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5.4.5 Measured RSS At Same Distance But Different Scans
It is expected that multiple scans at the same distance should have closely related RSS
values. We can then state a hypothesis that If the same or closely related values of RSS are
measured at the same distance at different scan periods, there will be stability in measured
data and error in range estimation will be reduces. The null and alternate hypothesis are
thus stated;
• H0: There is statistically significant difference between scan period
• HA: There is statistically no significant difference between each scan periods
A correlation test was carried out on all data obtained from all the ten scans for all distances.
The correlation coefficients showing how each data set for each scan relates to another data
set for other scans are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Correlation between different scans for the same distance range
Scan 1 Scan 2 Scan 3 Scan 4 Scan 5 Scan 6 Scan 7 Scan 8 Scan 9 Scan 10
Scan 1 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.94
Scan 2 0.97 1.00 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.94
Scan 3 0.97 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95
Scan 4 0.97 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96
Scan 5 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.97
Scan 6 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
Scan 7 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.98
Scan 8 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.99
Scan 9 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00
Scan 10 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00
From Table 5.1, it can be seen that all but two scan data sets passed the 0.95 (95%)
scientific level required of a normal distribution. Only scan 2 and 10 and also scan 1 and 2
have values of 0.94 which is 0.01 bellow the required threshold. Since 96% of the data have
shown that data obtained at multiple scans are positively correlated, there is high certainty
that the data collected during multiple scan will be stable for accurate localization.
5.4.6 Experimental Range Estimation Model
Experimental RSS-distance classification was plotted and compared with simulation.
Simulation was performed using the following parameters; transmitter (ESP8266 thing)
power of 0.4455W, Tx gain of 2.14dBi and Rx gain of 9dBi which are the experimental
parameters. Simulation was for all four environments and mean measured RSS for ten
scans in each distance were used in this comparison. Figure 5.7a shows the plotted RSS
against distance for all environments. This result have shown that lower RSS value than
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expected is measured in physical environment when compared to simulation. This indicates
that in physical environment, over-estimation is most likely to occur than under-estimation.
Figure 5.7b is the attenuation rates in all four simulated environments and in experimental
environment. This result has shown that the rate at which RSS decreases with distance in
FSPL, HATA, ITU, WINNER and experimental environments are 20dB/decade, 26dB/decade,
20dB/decade, 22dB/decade and 17dB/decade respectively. The higher the attenuation rate,
the faster the curve plot levels off causing lower resolution in distance. Experimental result
has shown too good attenuation rate even compared with free space model which is not
expected. This suggests that maybe signal ducting may have occurred or the propagation
was within the interference zone. These are possible due to the inadequate transmitting
and receiving antenna heights. Future work would include further investigation with higher
antenna heights atleast at one end of the transmission link. An experimental attenuation of
17dB/decade is a good indication of high resolution in distance meaning that good RSS-
distance classification and accurate localization are possible.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.7 Comparison of simulated and experimental (a) RSS (dBm) in relation to distance (b)
attenuation rate
5.5 Outdoor Network Trial Experiment
The aim of this section is to run a trial experiment to test both the system and the
algorithm. The expectation is that when the deployed system is switched on, it should scan
the network to identify users in the network, then run ten scans and in each case, measure RSS
of all identified users. System was able to scan the network, identify users in the network and
measure their RSS at each scan. Figure 5.8a shows a model of the experimental environment
with deployed users in their actual positions. Mean of the experimental measured RSS of
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these users from four main azimuth positions were obtained and plotted as shown in Figure
5.8b. From the measured data of Figure 5.8b, it was discovered that the system is not able to
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.8 User deployment for trial experiment showing (a) actual user position before localization
(b) measured RSS from user devices at all azimuth positions
identify all users at every scan and also only thirteen users out of seventeen were identified.
There were some challenges of heavy breeze and occasional light showers of rain during the
experiment which may have affected the measurement but since multiple scans were taken
at each beam direction, out of the ten measurements, all users were found in at least seven
places. The system used the mode of all measured data for each user at each beam position
to fill up for unmeasured data before calculating the mean. This ensures that equal data set is
used for fair analysis.
Measured RSS Result Analysis
From result of Figure 5.8b, it can be seen that for each user, highest RSS has been
measured in only one azimuth position compared to other positions. For instance, position
0 measured highest RSS for use 1 and 2 while position +I measured highest value for
users 3, 4, 5 and 6. The same with other azimuth positions like -I and +II which have
obviously measured highest RSS for user 9 and 7 respectively compared to others. From this
measurement, it is expected that the system’s AoA algorithm which is based on maximum
RSS will be able to correctly resolve AoA estimation of users. Also, for users 7, 8, 10, 11
that position +II has measured highest RSS, it is expected that the system is able to identify
users at azimuth position -II based on the neighboring position as applied on the model.
5.5.1 AoA Estimation
The aim at this stage of the experiment is for the system to use the measured RSS to
resolve AoA of each user by applying the AoA estimation model. Since from the measured
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data, it has been seen that for each user, different RSS have been measured at different
azimuth positions and one of the positions has recorded highest RSS compared to others,
it is expected that the system is able to locate the angular position of each user. Using the
measured RSS, the system resolves the AoA of each user by applying the AoA estimation
model. Result is shown in Figure 5.9a with the highest measured RSS of each user printed.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.9 AoA estimation results (a) experiment (b) simulation showing accurate AoA estimation
for both simulation and experiment
AoA Estimation Result Analysis
Comparing estimated AoA with actual user azimuth positions of Figure 5.8a, It can be
seen that users 1 and 2 located at beam 1 were correctly classified as being in position 0
which is broadside while users 3 to 6, and 9,12,13 were located at +I (beam 2) and −I (beam
3) which are right and left of broadside respectively. Users 7, 8 and 10, 11 were also correctly
located at azimuth positions +II and -II respectively. These results have shown that the AoA
estimation model is accurate for it’s purpose and the neighboring beam approach used to
create azimuth -II position from +II data saving hardware implementation complexity and
switching time is working well. Simulated AoA estimation result is also shown in Figures
5.9b. Comparing simulation and experimental AoA estimation results, both have shown
100% accuracy for the used sample, confirming the efficiency of this system for the purpose
of AoA estimation.
5.5.2 Range Estimation and Environment Prediction
The aim at this stage is for the system to resolve user range using the same measured
RSS that was used for AoA estimation. It is expected that the system is able to apply the
four range models representing four different environment scenarios with all developed error
models to resolve the range of each user. Out of all estimated range by the models, it is
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expected that the system is able to predict the most likely environment of measurement which
should give the best range estimate.
The system applies the range estimation models (FSPL, HATA, ITU, WINNER) to
estimate the range of users using the measured RSS. All estimated range were then applied
to the environment prediction model, to predicted the environment of measurement. Results
have shown prediction values (mean absolute error of relative prediction from all models in
each environment) of 33.41, 42.72, 31.86 and 33.97m for FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER
respectively. This shows that ITU is the most likely environment of measurement. It can
also be seen from this result that FSPL, ITU and WINNER which were identified as closely
related models have shown close values while HATA which was a bit different from others
has shown visibly different value. This result have shown that even though all applied models
were for open space, the system is able to identify the environment of measurement which
produces the best accurate range estimate. Result will be more obvious with highly different
environment models like LOS combined with NLOS.
Since it has been identified that noise error in measured RSS between 0 and±1.3σdB may
occur and that predominantly less measured RSS than expected is most likely, a compensation
factor of 1.3σ/2dB was added to measured RSS in each environment for noise compensation.
The new values of RSS are then used to estimate range of users. Result of Figure 5.10
shows actual, ITU simulated and experimental estimated range of users using all environment
models. Mean absolute error in range estimation between actual and experiment are 2.51m,
3.56m, 2.19m and 2.54m for FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER respectively. Comparing
simulation and experiment, MAE in range estimation between experiment and simulation
in ITU environment is 1.36m. This means that the mean deviation of experiment from
simulation is approximately 1m and 2m from actual range.
To see the effect of the developed range estimation models on this system, range estima-
tion before and after applying each model were implemented. Results show that MAE with
only AARM (Before BPEM) was 12.41m but after BPEM it was 2.23m giving a PER of
82.03%. After BPEM and ADEM, the MAE became 2.19m i.e 1.74% further error reduction
after BPEM. Error reduction remained the same after BUEM was applied because there was
no user located at the boundary. Summarily, a total of 82.34% reduction in range estimation
error is achieved.
Experimental Range Estimation Result Analysis
From Figure 5.10, it can be seen that range estimation is achievable with this system with
manageable error level. Apart from HATA which has a model that is well deviated from
others, all other models are on the average, about 2.5m close to actual range. Deviation of
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Fig. 5.10 Experimental range estimation showing actual, simulated and experimental estimate
experiment from simulation in predicted environment is just approximately 1m which means
that system is applicable and would works as modeled in simulation with a mean difference
of ≤ 1.5m of range estimation in most of the environments.
From the result obtained before noise compensation, apart from users 3, over estimation
was predominant so that by adding the noise compensation factor, user range estimation error
was reduced bringing estimate much closer to simulation. Noise in the environment may
have caused under-estimation of users number 3 so that by adding the noise compensation
value, more estimation error is introduced. Since noise is a random process there is no way
to know which user have been positively or negatively affected, therefore judgment based on
mean absolute error is adopted. Results have also shown that with the error models applied,
error in range estimation is reduced by 82.34%.
5.5.3 User Cluster Localization And Small Cell Deployment
The aim at this part of the experiment is to see if the system is able to locate user clusters
and identify locations for small cell deployment based on a set threshold. Our expectations
in this research is that the system is able to locate users into clusters within each section of
the coverage area where users exist and then circle locations that are qualified for small cell
deployment. It is also expected that the system displays the coordinated of the small cell
deployment positions relative to the observer system.
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Since only few (seventeen) users were used in this experiment, it was assumed that
locations with up to two users are qualified for small cell deployment. Due to the small
experimental area, coverage area was shared into three range sectors. Combining the
estimated AoA and range, users are classified into clusters by counting the number of users
in each azimuth-range sectors of the coverage area. Figures 5.11a and 5.11b are results of
experimental and simulated user clusters respectively. The system also displayed the small
cell deployment coordinates relative to observer system.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.11 User cluster localization and optimum small cell deployment position identification
using (a) experimental (b) simulation data
User Cluster and Small Cell Deployment Result Analysis
From results of Figures 5.11a and 5.11b, simulation has identified two small cell deploy-
ment locations whereas experiment identified the same two locations plus another extra two
location making a total of four small cell deployment locations. This is due to over estimation
of two of the users as a result of noise in measurement. This error may have been caused
by bad weather condition during this experiment. Also with few users and few threshold
for small cell as used here, this is expected but with higher number of users required for
small cell deployment, this discrepancies will be reduced. The possibility of user cluster and
small cell deployment position identification is promising with the results obtained in this
experiment.
5.6 Outdoor Final Experiment
The aim of this second experiment is to verify results of the trial experiment taking
precautions for the short falls of the first trial. Good weather was confirmed before proceeding
for this experiment so the environment of measurement was calm with gentle breeze. System
was deployed as described in Section 5.2.1 and photo shown in Figure 5.1. A model of
the deployment and actual users locations are shown in Figure 5.12a. RSS was measured
as expected and mean measured RSS result shown in Figure 5.12b. From this result, it
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.12 User deployment for final experiment showing (a) actual user position before
localization (b) measured RSS from user devices at all azimuth positions
can be seen that all seventeen users were identified and it is obvious that for each user,
only one azimuth position has recorded highest RSS compare to other azimuth positions.
This confirms the trial experimental result which has shown that users can be classified
into azimuth positions using highest measured RSS. This measured RSS were then used to
estimate both AoA and Range as presented next.
5.6.1 AoA Estimation
Using mean measured RSS for each user at all azimuth positions, the system applies the
AoA estimation model to estimate user azimuth positions. Figures 5.13a and 5.13b are the
estimated AoA of users using experimental and simulated data respectively with the highest
measured RSS of each user printed beside it. Comparing experimental and simulated results,
every users were located in the same azimuth position for both experiment and simulation.
Comparing with actual user location of Figure 5.12a, both simulated and experiment results
have shown 100% accuracy in range estimation for the distributed users.
5.6.2 Range Estimation and Environment Prediction
The system applies all four range estimation models using the measured RSS as input
data in each case to estimate user range with all error model and noise compensation. All
estimated range were then used to predict environment of measurement. Result of Figure
5.14 shows the experimental estimated range with actual and simulated range for each
user. By applying the environment adaptive range model, the system returned FSPL as
the environment of RSS measurement. Both trial and final experiment were performed in
the same environment but ITU and FSPL were predicted respectively. The trial result may
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.13 AoA Estimation Results (a) experiment (b) simulation showing accurate AoA
estimation for both simulation and experiment
Fig. 5.14 Estimated range of users using all four range models with experimental measured RSS
as input
have been affected by weather condition as already discussed but in any case, the EARM
is not expected to be 100% correct since a practical environment is hardly predictable at all
times. However, both experiments have predicted two closest environments which shows
that EARM is acceptably accurate.
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Experimental Validation of Error Models
To experimentally validate the developed range estimation error models which include
BPEM, ADEM and BUEM. User range were estimated using angle adaptive range model
(AARM), that is before beam position error model (BPEM) was applied. Then range were
re-estimated after BPEM, angular deviation error model (ADEM) and also after boundary
user error model (BUEM). Unfortunately, no user was located at the boundary in this sample,
therefore ADEM and BUEM are expected to produce the same result. Figure 5.15 is the
plot of mean absolute error in range estimation before and after each range estimation error
model was applied.
Fig. 5.15 Experimental validation of developed error models showing mean absolute error in
range estimation after AARM, BPEM, ADEM and BUEM
Range Estimation and Error Model Result Analysis
Range estimation result of Figure 5.14 has shown a close relationship between actual
and simulated results. Experimental estimate has pre-dominantly shown over-estimation
which may be due to other losses in the environment. As already identified in simulation,
error is less for users in azimuth positions +II and -II (User IDs 1, 3, 4, 7, 15, 16 and 17)
than in other azimuth positions. Visually, there is very close relationship between actual,
simulated and experimental results. From Figure 5.15, effect of BPEM was obviously shown
with users 2, 5, 6, 9, 12 and 14 located at azimuth positions +I and -I with error in estimated
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range reduced from 15.96m to 4.99m in user 2, 25.08m to 4.21m in user 5, 22.02m to 1.02m
in user 6, 22.19m to 2.79m in user 9, 11.76m to 1.11m in user 12 and 26.66m to 3.95m in
user 14. Effect of ADEM is obvious with users deviated from the azimuth position centers
like users 9 and 14 with error in range estimation reduces from 2.79m to 0.69m and from
3.95m to 1.56m respectively. The MAE in range estimation after AARM, BPEM, ADEM
and BUEM are approximately 9.22m, 2.41m, 2.13m and 2.13m respectively. As expected,
this result has shown the same value for ADEM and BUEM. This gives a percentage error
reduction (PER) of 73.88% before and after BPEM and 11.68% before and after ADEM
with BPEM already applied. Summarily, with all error models applied in this system, error
in range estimation is experimentally confirmed to be reduced by approximately 76.93%.
5.6.3 User Cluster Localization And Small Cell Deployment
The system algorithm is then applied to estimate user clusters and small cell deployment
positions. As in the trial experiment, network area is shared into three equal range locations
because of small experimental nominal range. A small cell deployment threshold of 2 is also
assumed due to few number of users used in this experiment. Figures 5.16a and 5.16b show
the located user clusters with positions for small cell deployment indicated by circling and
the coordinates of the deployment positions relative to the BS respectively. Matching the user
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.16 Experimental small cell deployment strategy showing (a) user cluster localization (b)
small cell deployment position coordinates relative to BS
cluster localization result with the actual user location of Figure 5.12a, it is certain that users
have been correctly located into their relevant clusters. The system has also able to correctly
identify positions for small cell deployment. This experiment unlike the trial experiment has
shown 100% accuracy for the deployed users. It should be noted that this may not be the
case for a larger coverage area and for all samples but it shows that high accuracy is most
likely to be achieved.
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5.7 Indoor Wireless Local Area Network Application
The system was also tested for indoor application assuming it is part of a WLAN router.
The aim is for the system to identify location for a femocell deployment within the existing
network. Due to the small deployment space, 20m coverage length, shared into two range
sectors was considered. A model of the deployment setup is shown in Figure 5.17a and
already described in Section 5.2.2. The system measures RSS of distributed indoor users
from all four azimuth positions, results shown in Figure 5.17b.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.17 User deployment for Indoor experiment showing (a) actual user position before
localization (b) measured RSS from user devices at all azimuth positions
5.7.1 Indoor Experimental AoA Estimation
Using the measured RSS, the AoA estimation algorithm is applied to estimate AoA
of users. Figures 5.18a and 5.18b are the experimental and simulated AoA estimation
respectively. From these results, it can be observed that all users AoA were correctly
determined by both simulation and experiment. It can therefore be concluded that the AoA
estimation using this system also produces an accurate result in indoor environment.
5.7.2 Indoor Experimental Range Estimation
The system then uses the maximum measured RSS as determined by AoA estimation
algorithm and printed in Figure 5.18a to estimate range of users. Figure 5.19 is the estimated
range using all four range estimation models. This result has shown over-estimation for
all users due to NLOS effect as simulated in Section 3.14. The MAE in range estimation
using FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER are 27.49m, 24.25m, 29.36m and 27.47 respectively.
With this large error, it is extremely difficult to correctly identify locations for small cell
deployment.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.18 AoA Estimation Results (a) Experiment (b) Simulation showing accurate AoA
estimation for both simulation and experiment in indoor environment
Fig. 5.19 Actual, simulated and experimental range estimated in indoor environment using all
four range estimation models before NLOS mitigation
5.7.3 Indoor Experimental Range Estimation with NLOS Mitigation
To obtain a more accurate range estimate, the two developed ITU and WINNER based
NLOS mitigation models of Equations 3.20 and 3.21 were applied to the estimated range by
all range models. Figures 5.20a and 5.20b show the new estimated range of users with ITU
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and WINNER based NLOS mitigation applied respectively. These results give a MAE of
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.20 Indoor Experimental range estimation with all four range estimation models after
NLOS mitigation using (a) ITU (b) WINNER based NLOS mitigation models
9.37m, 12.17m, 7.44m and 9.11m and a PER of 65.92%, 49.81%, 74.64% and 66.85% for
FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER respectively using ITU based NLOS mitigation Model.
With WINNER based NLOS mitigation Model, a MAE of 3.14m, 5.18m, 3.14m, 3.28m and a
PER of 88.56%, 78.63%, 89.31%, 88.07% for FSPL, HATA, ITU and WINNER respectively
is obtained. These results have shown that WINNER based NLOS error mitigation model
performs better than ITU based NLOS error mitigation for all range models with an average
percentage system error reduction of 64.31% and 86.14% for ITU and WINNER based
NLOS error mitigation models respectively.
5.7.4 Indoor User Cluster Localization and Small Cell Deployment
Next is for the system to determine user cluster locations and optimum positions for
small cell deployment. Figures 5.21a and 5.21b show the user cluster localizations with
optimum small cell deployment positions circled as identified by the system before and after
NLOS error mitigation respectively. Before NLOS error mitigation was applied, the system
identified two positions for small cell deployment with user clusters of 2 and 4 which when
compared with the actual user positions of 5.17a, it is incorrect. After NLOS error mitigation,
user cluster and small cell deployment were correctly identified. It is therefore obvious
that over-estimation occur due to NLOS effect but it is effectively taken care of using the
developed WINNER based NLOS error mitigation model for more accurate range estimation.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.21 Indoor cluster localization and small cell deployment positions (a) before (b) after
NLOS error mitigation
WLAN Application Result Analysis
Result obtained from indoor deployment has shown that with NLOS error mitigation,
the system was able to identify user clusters and locations for small cell deployment. This
means that if system is deployed in busy places like airports, locations of user cluster can
promptly be identified for femtocell deployment to offload traffic from existing one and
ensure balanced load and good QoS in the network at all times. The NLOS error mitigation
models were applied on the open space based system to locate users indoors. This means that
the system can be used for both indoor and outdoor without having to re-design the entire
system algorithm.
5.8 Conclusions
Experimental validation of the designed and simulated observer system that would help
wireless network operators identify locations for small cell deployment has been presented.
The system blocks designed, simulated and implemented in chapters 3, 4 and 5 respectively
was experimentally validated in this chapter. Outdoor experiments were carried out twice
in an open space of Ponderosa park in Sheffield with a network of WiFi APs as users. RSS
of deployed users were measured in each case by the system and using the acquired data,
user AoA, range and cluster were located. 100% accurate AoA estimation of users were
achieved in both experiments. Environment of RSS measurement was predicted to be ITU in
first experiment and user range were estimated with 1.36m mean deviation from simulation
in the predicted environment and 2.19m mean deviation from actual user range. By applying
the developed error models, error in range estimation was reduced by 82.34%. In second
experiment, environment was predicted as FSPL and range estimation were estimated with
deviation from simulation and actual range of 2.83m and 2.13m respectively. Improvement
in range estimation of 76.93% was achieved by all error models. The same environment
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has been predicted as ITU as well as FSPL by both environments because both environment
models are very closely related. System identified correct positions for small cell deployment
as simulated but with two extra positions in first experiment due to over-estimation caused
by poor environment condition during measurement. With more users in the network and
higher threshold of number of users required for small cell deployment, this discrepancy with
simulation will be reduced or eradicated. The second experiment have correctly identified
all positions for small cell deployment. Secondly, system was tested for indoor application
and have shown that user cluster can also be correctly identified by applying the developed
NLOS error mitigation model. WINNER based NLOS error mitigation model was shown to
perform better than ITU based with a mean PER of 86.14% and 64.31% respectively. This
means that in busy places like airports, system can be used to prompty identify user cluster
and positions for more AP deployment without having to redesign the system algorithm for
indoors. Deploying pico or microcell in located users cluster positions outdoor or femto in
indoor, the macrocell is offloaded from it’s traffic overload, balanced load is assured on the
network and good QoS and customer satisfaction is achieved. In general, system has shown
very close relationship with simulation results which means that system works as simulated
in Chapter 4 with minimal error that does not disrupt its proposed and simulation achieved
performances.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis presents research into small cell deployment in 2-tier heterogeneous networks
as a solution to meeting future capacity demands. Small cell deployment in areas of high
user concentration is a strategy that offloads traffic from the existing network, ensures high
QoS to users and a balanced load in the network. Operators ability to promptly identify high
user concentration locations allows for quick decision making on small cell deployment.
This research work presents a novel strategy for small cell deployment within areas of high
user concentration. The concept is for mobile operators to have an observer based system
incorporated in a mobile cellular network base transceiver station (BTS) to periodically
monitor the cell coverage area and identify regions of high concentration of mobile users
for small cell deployment in 2-tier heterogeneous networks. The aim is for the location
algorithm to have a level of accuracy which is within the reasonable constraints of the urban
built environment i.e ±5−15m. The main novelty of this research lies on these three areas;
• The application: Prior to this research, there was no existing system that helps network
operators identify optimum locations for prompt small cell deployment in 2-tier HetNet.
• The System: Prior to this research, there was no practical centralized localization
system with only two antenna elements that resolve AoA, range and user cluster using
only measured RSS.
• The System Algorithm: Prior to this research, there was no hybrid AoA/RSS localiza-
tion algorithm with only one BS and implemented only in one phase.
The design, simulation and implementation of a prototype observer system for optimum
small cell position identification have been presented. In the design, only two antenna
elements were used in an array to ensure reduced cost and complexity as against multiple
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antennas normally used in a standard antenna array system. This is to ensure that the system
does not add unreasonable cost and complexity to the already expensive BTS infrastructure.
To ensure simplicity and adaptability of the system, a phase only beam-forming and beam-
steering was used to generate a beam and steer the beam to other locations dividing the
entire network coverage into azimuth sectors. By further sharing the coverage area into
range sectors, different azimuth-range sections for user cluster localization was created. AoA
estimation model was developed based on azimuth position from where maximum RSS
was measured and range estimation model which is angle adaptive was developed based
on statistical regression analysis (AARM). The system algorithms were based on a simple,
anonymous RSS data for both AoA and range estimation.
In the course of simulation of the system, five new mathematical models, AARM, BPEM,
ADEM, BUEM and EARM were developed. Angle adaptive range model (AARM) is a
model that estimates user range based on the estimated AoA of that user. Beam position
error model (BPEM) is a model that predicts the error in range estimation that is peculiar to
users located left and right of broadside. Angular deviation error model (ADEM) is a model
that predicts the error due to users not located at the azimuth center. Boundary user error
model (BUEM) is an error model that predicts error peculiar to users located at the boundary.
Environment adaptive range model (EARM) is a model that predicts the environment of RSS
measurement for best range estimation model identification. These error models are shown to
have reduced the system range estimation error by up to 84%. The effect of non line of sight
was also investigated and compensated for in the system. Simulation result with different
samples of users gave good results that led to the system being implemented.
Both outdoor and indoor experimental validation of the system performance was carried
out using a WiFi based system. AoA estimation model produced 100% accuracy in two
experiments. Range estimation error was shown to be 12.41m and 9.22m in first and second
experiments respectively — this is approximately the width of a 3-lane motorway. With
error models applied, the estimated range error in both experiments were reduced to 2.19m
and 2.13m respectively — this is approximately the width of a footpath. A percentage error
reduction of 82% and 77% were achieved by applying the error models for the first and
second experiments respectively giving a PER of 80% on average of the two experiments
with seventeen users. Results have shown that system is able to correctly identify user
clusters and positions for small cell deployment with minimal error. A prototype system
has been designed and tested to validate the efficiency of the localization algorithm within
real environment. The system utilized 17 wireless nodes operating within the 2.4GHz ISM
frequency band. Experimental results were shown to be very close to simulation and with this
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network operators will be able to identify user clusters and optimum positions to deploy small
cells. By knowing the population of users in each cluster as the system displays, operators
will be able to decide the most suitable type of small cell to deploy at a given small cell
location. The system was also tested for indoor application and extension to human tracking
and a promising results have been achieved.
By deploying femto-, pico- or microcells at the user cluster locations as identified by
this system, balanced load, high QoS and substantial traffic offload will be achieved in the
network. The operators are also able to promptly know when an unexpected hotspot has
occurred and be able to deploy a mobile BTS as already proposed in research literature.
6.2 Research Contribution To Science, Engineering and
Technology
The research work presented in this thesis offers a novel approach to prompt small cell
deployment in a 2-tier HetNet. This involved a design and implementation of an observer
system as proposed from the beginning. At the path of achieving the objective of this research,
the following bits of contributions to this area of Communication Engineering have also been
achieved.
• A simple But Accurate Two Element Adaptive Array AoA Estimation Model: Gen-
erally, in an adaptive beam smart antenna systems, numerous antenna elements are
combined in an array to generate a directional beam that is used to receive signals and
with suitable algorithm, to resolve AoA of those signals. Due to the multiple antennas
and required feed network involved, an array system is considered to be expensive,
complex and cumbersome. This research shows that it is not in all applications that
numerous antenna elements are required in a smart antenna system. Achieving AoA
estimation with just two elements in this research has shown that depending on the
application involved, minimum number of antenna elements to form an array can be
applied and still achieve a good result for it’s purpose.
• A Real Time RSS Based Range Estimation Model: Range-based localization that
uses RSS as a matrix is normally characterized by fingerprinting which involves on-
line and off-line phases. An intensive work of coverage area mapping of RSS to
distance is involved during the off-line phase requiring both man power and enormous
cost of money and time. On the other hand, this results in site specific application.
During the on-line phase, the computation complexity of searching the database for
best matching RSS-distance data is also enormous. This research has presented an
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RSS based range estimation model that bypasses the off-line phase entirely, applying a
simple regression model to calculate range using real time measured RSS.
• BPEM for More Accurate Range Estimation In Steered Beam Localization Sys-
tems: Fingerprinting approach is popular in RSS-based range estimation because
it’s complexity and cost is most times traded off for accuracy. A range estimation
model built using statistical analysis is usually characterized with errors running in
hundreds of meters. This research has identified that in a steered beam array system,
RSS-distance classification is not the same in all beam positions. When range model is
built with the assumption that they are the same, a huge amount of error occurs. In
other to reduce error in range estimation, a mathematical model to compensate for the
differences in beam positions on the range estimation was developed.
• ADEM For Improved Accuracy In A Wide Beam-width Localization System: The
fewer the number of antenna elements used in an array for localization system, the
wider the beam width of the produced beam. With only two elements, a wide broadside
beam was produced. Using RSS measured at beam peak to characterize distance results
in estimation error of users deviated from the beam peak. This research identified
that great amount of error that makes the total mean error of the system high is from
users deviated from the peak in such systems. This research therefore developed a
mathematical model that reduces the effect of this error.
• BUEM For Improved Localization Accuracy Of Users Located At The Boundary:
This research has identified that between 1m spacing of users in a steered beam system,
boundary users exist. For this reason, users at the boundary were considered in AoA
estimation and can be located as being in the boundary. Since no beam has a peak at
the boundary and these boundaries are beyond each neighboring beams, their error in
range estimation is beyond the normal error due to angular deviation. This research
has also introduced and developed an error model to reduced error in range estimation
of boundary users.
• Environment Adaptive Algorithm For Improved Accuracy In RSS Based Localiza-
tion Systems: This research has identified that the best range estimate is obtained
using the correct model for any environment. It was also identified that unbearable
error occurs if propagation environment is not well characterized (wrong model). To
ensure that best estimate is achieved, this research has used four different environments
to develop an environment adaptive algorithm that identifies which environment best
describes the measured data. The Range estimated using the model of the predicted
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environment gives the best range estimate. In this way range estimation error is further
reduced.
• NLOS error mitigation models: This research has developed two NLOS error mit-
igation models based on ITU and WINNER range estimation models. This can be
applied in any indoor localization system to mitigate against error caused by NLOS. It
was identified that WINNER based model performs better than ITU based model with
simulation PER results of 99.9% and 99.2% and experimental results of 86.14% and
64.31% respectively.
• A Hybrid Localization Algorithm with NLOS Error Mitigation: Hybrid localization
algorithm is the state of art in this area. AoA/RSS approach is existing but applies two
phases [234] with raised complexity and cost or uses triangulation [235] requiring at
least three BSs to locate one user. This research presents a centralized hybrid RSS/AoA
localization algorithm that requires only one phase (real time) and one BS to locate all
users in the network. LOS environment were considered in developing the algorithm
but it was extended to NLOS application by developing a mathematical model to
compensate for the NLOS effect for two of the environments most popularly used for
indoor applications (ITU and WINNER).
• A novel strategy For Small Cell Deployment In A 2-tier HetNet with user concen-
tration identification: Small cell deployment strategies that existed were either ’blind’
in which case small cells are randomly or cell edge deployed or that they are based
on long term data traffic collection which results in latency in decision making for
small cell deployment. Recent research proposed mobile small cell deployment in
high user concentration but leaves the operators with ability to identify HUC locations.
Possible solution would be with GPS since all modern phones are GPS capable but
unfortunately users are already questioning their privacy with GPS. This research has
provided a simple prototype design that will help mobile operators to promptly identify
HUC positions for small cell deployment with anonymous data reassuring customers
of their privacy. With this system, the already proposed mobile small cell deployment
strategy can smoothly be implemented to solve the problem of unexpected hotspots.
6.3 Future Work
This research has focused so much on the algorithm and has demonstrated the applicability
and performance of the system with a prototype design. During the course of reviewing
literature and designing the prototype system, many ideas of what an improved version would
look like was conceived and presented as future work in this section.
166 Conclusions and Future Work
• Compact design: Size was not part of the design criteria from the beginning of this
research but since the system has a potential for indoor application, there is need to
consider size in the improved version of the system. A conceived idea is having the
antenna and the phase shifters all as a PCB design so that every member of the system
is a portable content of the black box, avoiding the use of standing out antennas.
• Cellular Network Design and Testing: The idea presented in this work was mainly
for cellular network application. Due to the license requirement and protocols involved
in getting permission to test the system and owing to the fact that this is the first and
a prototype design which still needs improvement and redesigning, a WiFi network
was used to demonstrate the idea. future work will include implementation for cellular
networks like GSM or 4G with more available users for further testing of the system.
• Reconfigurable System: Designed phase Shifters and antennas used in this project
are for a specified network frequency application. Reconfigurable phase shifters [236]
and antennas [237] that can operate at different frequencies for multiple applications
have been presented in literature. In other to make the system more universal, future
work would consider the design of a reconfigurable phase shifters and antennas for a
more universal system design.
• Mobile Application: To follow the trend of smart world, future work should also
incorporate a mobile app that the operator can use to monitor the system output on
the go. This may include a pop-up alert system to alert an operator when the cluster
exceeds a certain threshold and would require immediate action.
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Appendix A
Experimental Validation
Phase shifter Testing
1. Initialise timer and ESP8266 pins
int timer = 0.1*1000; // Set 0.1secs delay time
int ledPins[] = {4, 12, 13,16}; // S1A, S1B, S2A, S2B
int pinCount = 4; // the number of pins
int Switchingtimer = 30*1000; // set 30 seconds delay
2. Set pin states
const int Phase_Shifter_Control[4][4]={
{1,0,0,1}, //[ref] phase [0,0]
{0,1,1,0}, //phase [120,0]
{0,0,1,1}, //phase [0,120]
{1,1,0,0} //phase [0,180]
};
3. Initialise each pin as output pin
void setup() {
for (int thisPin = 0; thisPin < pinCount; thisPin++) {
pinMode(ledPins[thisPin], OUTPUT);
}
delay(timer); //give some time 0.1sec to be ready
}
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4. Activate each pin for each control state
void loop() {
// select each phase shifter switch state
for (int SwitchStates = 0; SwitchStates < 4; SwitchStates++) {
// select each pin state
for (int thisPin = 0; thisPin < pinCount; thisPin++) {
// turn the pin on:
digitalWrite(ledPins[thisPin], Phase_Sifter_Control[SwitchStates][thisPin]);
}
// Delay to save the line phase data
delay(Switchingtimer);
}
}
Antenna Array Testing
1. Initialise timer and ESP8266 pins
int timer = 100;
int ledPins[] = {4, 5, 12, 13, 14, 16};
int pinCount = 6;
2. Set pin states
const int Phase_Sifter_Control[1][6]={
//Collumns = STEPS 0-5
{1,0,0,1,1,0}, //[ref] phase [0,0]
// {0,0,1,1,1,0}, //phase [120,0]
// {1,0,0,1,0,1}, //phase [0,120]
// {1,1,0,0,1,0} //phase [0,180]
};
3. Initialise each pin as output pin
void setup() {
// the array elements are numbered from 0 to (pinCount - 1).
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// use a for loop to initialize each pin as an output:
for (int thisPin = 0; thisPin < pinCount; thisPin++) {
pinMode(ledPins[thisPin], OUTPUT);
}
for (int thisPin = 0; thisPin < pinCount; thisPin++) {
// turn the pin on:
digitalWrite(ledPins[thisPin], Phase_Sifter_Control[0][thisPin]);
}
}
4. Activate each pin for each control state
void loop() {}

